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LAURENACEVICH.LORIADAMS.BRIANAHLSTEDT.HERBERTAIKENS
•JANEALBERTUCHRISTILYNNALLEN.JOCELYNANDERSON.ROSSANTI.

BRIANNAANTLE.JENNIFERARCHIBALD.JEFFARCIERUKRISTINARMSTRONG
. MARK AZEVEDO • ASHLEY BAPTISTA • THOMAS BARAGWANATH • GREGORY

BARNES.JACQUELINEBARTELS.JULIEBARTELS.MICHELLEBATCHELOR.TIMOTHY
BATES • STEPHANIE BAUER • JASON BELLAVANCE • LAUREN BENEDUCI • ROBERT

BERGERON. TIMOTHY BLACKWELL. RYAN BLAIR • PAMELA BLOOMQUIST.KATHLYNBOBO.
GREGG BOULEY • JESSICA BOULEY • JACOB BOURKE • JASON BOYD . CHRISTOPHER BRADLEY •

MICHAEL BRAY • ANDREW BREMS • MARYBETH BRENNAN • MICHAEL BREWER • COLLEEN BRIGHT^
JENNIFER BRIGHT. JONATHAN BRYANT. JENNIFER BUNTON. KATIE BURBA. JESSICA BURKE. NICOLE

BURKE.JOHNBUTLER.LAURELBUTLER.WILLIAMCALLAHAN.ADAMCANDLER.DANIELCARDINAL.SUZANNE
CAREY.KATHYCARUSO.MATTHEWCARVALHO.NICOLECASAVANT.SEANCASEY.TOBICHASEN.RICHIECHEVERIE
. JEFFREY CHURCHILL • MARC CIFUNI .

JENNIFER CLARK • BRENDAN
CLOUGHERTY . VICTORIA COBB .

CHRISTOPHER COELHO . MICHAEL
COGBURN.JUSTINCOLE.RACHELCOLLIS
.JAYNECONBOY. THOMAS CONNOLLY.
KRISTENCONNOR.MATTHEWCONNORS
. JOSHUA CONROY . DANIEL COOK .

JENNIFER CORMIER . ERIN COSTELLO •

MELISSA COUGHLAN. JAMES COVENEY.
MICHAEL COVENEY . MARY CRAIG .

NATALIE CRAIG . AMY CRAM . ALLISON
CROTHERS . MICHAEL CROWLEY .JESSE
CRUDUP . JOSEF CUDDY . JESSICA
CULUVAN . JASON CURRAN . JESSICA
CURRIE.HEIDIDALY.HOLLYDALY.MARK
DALY . CHRISTOPHER DAVIS . ROBERT
DEEGAN ill . COURTNEY DELANEY .

ANTHONY DELPOZZO . BRIAN DELTUFO

•

KATE DELTUFO • ANTHONY DELUCA .

JASON DEMARZO.CHRISTOPHERDEMAS
. MICHAEL DEMEO . KATE DEMULLIS .

HEATHER DENMAN . ELISSA DERBY .

JILLIAN DIBONA . MELISSA DION .

MICHAEL DOHERTY. KIMBERLY DOLAN .

SARABETH DONAHOE . KENNETH
DONOVAN . PATRICK DONOVAN . BRIAN
DOUCETTE . THOMAS DOVELL . JESSE
DREAS . BETHANY DRISCOLL . GEORGE
DRUMMEY.ERINDUFF.MICHAELDUFFY.
SEAN DUFFY . KRISTEN DUNN . DANIEL
DUTRA . RYAN DWYER . JASON EGAN .

ADAM ELLIS . AMANDA ELLIS • ROBERT
EMMA . MEGHAN FENCER . MANDY
FERNALD.KRISTINEFERNANDES.BRIAN
FERRIERA . TIMOTHY FIGLIOLi . NICOLE
FILES-THOMPSON . CASEY FINN . JARED
FIUMARA . SEAN FLOOD . ANDREA
FOGARTY. DANIELLE FOLEY . MATTHEW
FOSTER.BETH FOWLER.JENNIFER FOX-
CHRISTOPHER FRANKLIN . MATTHEW
FREDEY . MATTHEW FRITZE . DANIEL
GALLINGER . BRETT GARNEAU . RENEE
GAUDETTE . TRICIA GAUL . LYNETTE
GAYMON.JEFFREYGETTEMY.ZACHARY
GILL.PATRICIAGILLESPIE.NOAHGILLIS.
BETHANYGILPATRICK. RYAN GODFREY.

CHRISTOPHERGODINHO.PAULGOLDIE.
DANIEL GOLDMAN • RYAN F GOULD .

CHRISTOPHER GOVONI . ERIN GRAHAM .

KERI GRASSO . FRANCIS GRAVES .

MICHELLEGRAY.RUSSELLGREENLEAF.
GLENN GRIFFIN . ASHLEY GRUPILLION .

JENESSE GURLEY . BRIAN HAGGERTY .

MICHAEL HALEY . SARAH HAMILTON .

JOSHUA HARBINSON . JUSTEN HARN .

NICHOLAS HARTMAN . ADRIENNE
HARVEY . MATTHEW HAYDEN .

JACQUELINE HEBERT . JULIE
HEMINGWAY . KRISTIAN HERMANSEN .

ALYSSA HILL . JOSHUA HOCKENBERRY .

LINDAHOLLAND.KATHERINEHORSMAN.
RYAN HUNT . MELISSA HURNEY . LORI
HYNES . JOHN lOVEN III . ALEXANDER
JACKSON . TERRI JEROME . ELISABETH
JOHNSON . JIMMY JONES . DANIEL
JUSTICE . ANDREW KACHUCK . JULIE
KANTOR . ELISHA KEEGAN . MATTHEW
KEENUSIDE.CHADKELBLE.DAVIDKELLY
. HEATHER KELLY . JENNIFER KELLY
SANDRA KENISTON . MICHAEL KENT
LESUEKILNAPP.APRILKING.KELLYKING
. CRAIG KINGSTON . ROBERT KNIFFEN
FRANCIS KRUEGER . RYAN KUJA
JENNIFERLANE.KRISTINLARVEY.KAREN
LAVIGNE . THERESA LAWN . BRIAN LE
KENNETH LEACH . MATTHEW LEACH
DEREK LEWIS . ANTHONY LINDQUIST
AUDRA LISSELL . JEFFREY LOJA
CHRISTINE LONG .JESSIE LOPES. KAYLA
LORGEREE .ANDREW LORING . JOSEPH
LOUD . CARL LOVENDALE . LEE LUKER
MATTHEW LUNNY . KELLY LYDON
MEGHANN LYNCH . ANDREW
MACCORMACK . DAVID MACDONALD
RYAN MACDONALD. ERIN MACFARLANE
SARAH MACFARLANE . MICHAEL
MACHADO . JAIME MAGEE . ROBERT
MALONEY • STACEY MARQUES .RITA
MARTINEZ . THERESA MATTSON .

JENNIFER MCCABE . DENNIS MCCALL .

SHAWNAMCCALLUM.TARAMCCARTHY.
CAITLINMCCAUL.ANDREWMCDERMOTT
. DAVID MCDONOUGH . BRIAN

MCEACHERN . MICHAEL MCKENNA . HEATHER MCVARISH . SHEANA MENDES . MEGHAN MERRILL . SARAH
MESERVE . SHERRY MILLER . TOM MILLER . DENIELLE MILTON . CHRISTOPHER MITCHELL . KELLEY
MOLLOY . MICHAEL MOORESIDE • LISA MORRILL . DAWN MORRIS . ROBERT MORRISETTE . EMILY
MULLEN. DEREK MURPHY. NICOLE MURPHY. ALLISON NEIL. JUSTIN NEVINS. PAUL NEWCOMB

• CATHERINE NEWHALL . LAURA NEWTON . DAVID NIX .WENDY NORRIS . VICTORIA NORTON .

LIZABETHNOYES.MICHAELO'CONNELL.JASONO'DOHERTY.SARAHO'KEEFE. MICHAEL
O'MEARA . NICHOLAS O'ROAK . JOSEPH OLIVEIRA . SARA OSTRANDER . STEFANIE
PALMACCI . LAUREN PATCH . KRISTOFER PATTS . JENNIFER PETRAUTO .

KATHERINE PHANEUF . HILARY PIKE . JASON PINKHAM . STEVEN PLACE .

TRACY PLEAU . PATRICK PROVONCHE . ELIZABETH PROVOST . DOUGLAS
RAMSAY .JEFFREY RAMSDELL . RICHARD RAYMOND .JESSICA REED .

JOANNE REED . BORJA REH . TIMOTHY REID . CRYSTAL REILLY .
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JEFFREY SCh Silver Lake Regional High School Library q SCHJOLDEN •

JONATHAN SCI j • BRIAN SHAW •

MICHAELSHEA.TYLERSHEA.KENDRASHEEHAN.SARAHSHOREY.ADAMSIMEONE.MICHAEL
SKILUNGS»KATHERINESKRINYAZ.TREVERSMITH.GRETCHENSNOEYENBOS.MICHAELSOLIMINI.

ANDREWSORRENTINO^ERIN STAFFORD-KARI STAIRS.GREGORY STAPLES. JENNIFERSTART. ERIC

STEEVES • BENJAMIN STEVENS • MATTHEW STONE • ERIKA STOWELL • GREGORY SUGARMAN . CAILIN

SULLIVAN • LAURA SUTHERLAND • EMILY TARANTO-KENT • NICOLE TARZIA • APRIL TASSINARI • ALISON
TAYLOR-BANNER • JOSEPH TEIXEIRA • KATHRYN THURBIDE • ROBERT TOBIN • CHIHARU TOMIHARA • PAMELA
TORREY.LORRAINETOUCHETTE.BRIAN CASEY.TOBICHASEN.RICHIECHEVERIE.
TOWER • LUCINDA TRIBOU • TERESA JEFFREY CHURCHILL • MARC CIFUNI •

TRISTAINO.BRIANTUFFY-CHRISTOPHER JENNIFER CLARK • BRENDAN
TURA.TAMMYUBURTIS. LINDSAY VAN CLOUGHERTY • VICTORIA COBB •

GULDEN . BRIAN VAN RIPER • JOSHUA CHRISTOPHER COELHO • MICHAEL
VAUGHAN • LUKE VERCOLLONE • EMILY COGBURN.JUSTINCOLE.RACHELCOLLIS
VROOM • STEPHEN WAINWRIGHT • .JAYNECONBOY. THOMAS CONNOLLY.
STEPHANIEWALLGREN.DARRENWALSH KRISTENCONNOR.MATTHEWCONNORS
•JOHNWALSH.ANGELAWALTERS.IRENE • JOSHUA CONROY . DANIEL COOK •

WARREN.JESSICAWARZYBOK.CAROLYN JENNIFER CORMIER . ERIN COSTELLO •

WATSON .ADAM WENTWORTH . KATIE MELISSACOUGHLAN.JAMESCOVENEY.
WERNICK . JESSICA WHITING . JILLIAN MICHAEL COVENEY • MARY CRAIG .

WIENCKO.ROBERTWILLIAMSON.LUCAS NATALIE CRAIG . AMY CRAM • ALLISON
WILLIS • SARAH WINTER • LISA WOLK • CROTHERS* MICHAEL CROWLEY. JESSE
JONATHAN WOLTER • KATHRYN CRUDUP . JOSEF CUDDY • JESSICA
WOODBURY . MICHAEL WOODBURY . CULLIVAN • JASON CURRAN . JESSICA

CHRISTOPHER WOODS. JESSE WRIGHT. CURRIE.HEIDIDALY.HOLLYDALY.MARK
THEODORE WYMAN • MELINDA WYSE . DALY . CHRISTOPHER DAVIS . ROBERT
MELISSAYOUNG.AMANDAZADORIAN. DEEGAN III . COURTNEY DELANEY .

ANNAZIFCAK.NATHANZLOGAR. NICOLE ANTHONY DELPOZZC BRIAN DELTUFO.
ZWAHLEN . LAUREN ACEVICH . LORI KATE DELTUFO . ANTHONY DELUCA .

ADAMS • BRIAN AHLSTEDT . HERBERT JASONDEMARZCCHRISTOPHERDEMAS
AIKENS . JANE ALBERTI . CHRISTILYNN , .. „„. . MICHAEL DEMEO . KATE DEMULLiS •

ALLEN.JOCELYNANDERSON.ROSSANTI. LlDrary HEATHER DENMAN . ELISSA DERBY •

BRIANNAANTLE.JENNIFERARCHIBAlJfi/er Lake Regional High School JILLIAN DIBONA . MELISSA DION .

JEFF ARCIERI • KRISTIN ARMSTRONG . i/innctrtn ^/iA OO'kRA MICHAEL DOHERTY.KIMBERLYDOLAN.
MARK AZEVEDO . ASHLEY BAPTISTA .

!^'''gsi0n, MM U^OD't SARABETH DONAHOE . KENNETH
THOMAS BARAGWANATH . GREGORY DONOVAN . PATRICK DONOVAN . BRIAN
BARNES . JACQUELINE BARTELS .JULIE DOUCETTE • THOMAS DOVELL . JESSE
BARTELS .MICHELLE BATCHELOR . DREAS . BETHANY DRISCOLL . GEORGE
TIMOTHY BATES . STEPHANIE BAUER . DRUMMEY.ERINDUFF.MICHAELDUFFY.
JASONBELLAVANCE.LAURENBENEDUCI SEAN DUFFY • KRISTEN DUNN . DANIEL
• ROBERT BERGERON . TIMOTHY DUTRA . RYAN DWYER . JASON EGAN .

BLACKWELL . RYAN BLAIR . PAMELA ADAM ELLIS . AMANDA ELLIS . ROBERT
BLOOMQUIST.KATHLYNBOBO. GREGG EMMA . MEGHAN FENCER . MANDY
BOULEY . JESSICA BOULEY . JACOB FERNALD.KRISTINEFERNANDES.BRIAN
BOURKE . JASON BOYD . CHRISTOPHER FERRIERA . TIMOTHY FIGLIOU . NICOLE
BRADLEY . MICHAEL BRAY . ANDREW FILES-THOMPSON .CASEY FINN .JARED
BREMS.MARYBETHBRENNAN.MICHAEL FIUMARA . SEAN FLOOD . ANDREA
BREWER . COLLEEN BRIGHT . JENNIFER FOGARTY . DANIELLE FOLEY . MATTHEW
BRIGHT.JONATHAN BRYANT.JENNIFER FOSTER. BETH FOWLER.JENNIFER FOX.
BUNTON.KATIEBURBA.JESSICABURKE. CHRISTOPHER FRANKLIN . MATTHEW
NICOLEBURKE. JOHN BUTLER. LAUREL FREDEY . MATTHEW FRITZE .DANIEL

BUTLER . WILLIAM CALLAHAN • ADAM GALUNGER . BRETT GARNEAU . RENEE
CANDLER. DANIELCARDINAL.SUZANNE GAUDETTE . TRICIA GAUL . LYNETTE
CAREY . KATHY CARUSO . MATTHEW GAYMON.JEFFREYGETTEMY.ZACHARY
CARVALHO . NICOLE CASAVANT • SEAN GILL.PATRICIAGILLESPIE.NOAHGILUS.
BETHANY GILPATRICK . RYAN GODFREY . CHRISTOPHER GODINHO . PAUL GOLDIE . DANIEL GOLDMAN . RYAN

F GOULD . CHRISTOPHER GOVONI . ERIN GRAHAM . KERI GRASSO . FRANCIS GRAVES . MICHELLE GRAY .

RUSSELL GREENLEAF . GLENN GRIFFIN . ASHLEY GRUPILLION . JENESSE GURLEY . BRIAN HAGGERTY
. MICHAEL HALEY . SARAH HAMILTON • JOSHUA HARBINSON . JUSTEN HARN . NICHOLAS
HARTMAN . ADRIENNE HARVEY . MATTHEW HAYDEN . JACQUELINE HEBERT . JULIE

HEMINGWAY . KRISTIAN HERMANSEN . ALYSSA HILL . JOSHUA HOCKENBERRY . LINDA

HOLLAND . KATHERINE HORSMAN . RYAN HUNT . MELISSA HURNEY . LORI HYNES .

JOHN lOVEN III . ALEXANDER JACKSON . TERRI JEROME . ELISABETH JOHNSON .

JIMMY JONES . DANIEL JUSTICE . ANDREW KACHUCK • JULIE KANTOR .

ELISHA KEEGAN . MATTHEW KEENLISIDE . CHAD KELBLE . DAVID KELLY .

HEATHER KELLY . JENNIFER KELLY . SANDRA KENISTON . MICHAEL
KENT . LESLIE KILNAPP . APRIL KING . KELLY KING . CRAIG
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"*I?t£ most important tfiing is not to

ivin, but to ta/(e part, just as tfie most

important thing in fife is not the triumph,

but the attempt 1/t£ essentia[thing is not

to have conquered, but to have fought

zveti" •The. Olympic Creed1894

4 2^£.dicakLon

Mr. Cunniffs

Magic Word

From the science classroom to

the assistant principal's office, Mr.

Cunniff has been dedicated to

helping the students of Silver

Lake. He is always willing to lend

a hand when a student approaches

him with a problem. Mr. Cunniff

warmly, and sometimes not so

warmly, greets students in the

morning. Over the past 25 years

he has been an asset to the Silver

Lake community not only with

his unique personality, but also

his desire to serve the students

and faculty.

As Mr. Cunniff goes on to fur-

ther ventures outside of Silver

Lake, we know that it will be dif-

ficult to find such a hardworking

and caring assistant principal to

fill his shoes. The Class of 2000

proudly dedicates their yearbook

to Mr. Robert Cunniff.

-Patsy Gillespie & Nicole Tarzia





LoiTaine Touchette, Jess Bouley and Kjistina Scherber

show off their dresses at the Mezquita.

Kristina Scherber,

Jess Bouley,

Mary Craig and a

CaUfornian friend

"jump at the

view."

In Madrid. Dave McDonald, Josh Conroy, Caitlin McCaul, Jen

Bright and Jen Lane wait in line at the Prado.

I I I , » ^1

In 120 degree weather, Elisha Keegan, Caitlin McCaul, Jen

Bright, Jess Bouley, Jen Lane, Damian Wamock and Krissy

Femandes cool off by the fountain.

Members of the group stop for a picture in the

court yard of the Royal Palace in Madrid.

6 ^u . c:^dv£.ntux£i.

iLivin' La Vida Loca!
After over eight hours on a plane, a group of about thirty students from

Silver Lake and Cardinal Spellman anived in Madrid, Spain, where they

met Arnaldo, everyone's favorite tour guide. First day's itinerary was the

Prado Museum, the Parque del Retiro, and the Plaza Mayor. That night

everyone danced at El Capital and toured the beautiful Royal Palace. In

Toledo, the group visited an enormous Cathedral and saw the making of

swords and damascene jewelry. They learned about the Mezquita, an

Arabic Church in Cordoba. Although there were no bullfights, the trip

stopped at a bull ring along the way. Once in Sevilla. there was a night ride

on a riverboat and a walk through the Plaza de Espana. At the Cathedral

of Sevilla, they climbed the ramps of the Giralda tower and saw the tomb

of Columbus. That night the travellers dressed up for a flamenco perfor-

mance. More Arabic architecmre was viewed at the Alhambra in Granada.

Driving south, the bus stopped at the Roman ruins of Italica. The trip ended

with relaxation at the beach and shopping center in Torremolinos at the

Costa del Sol. Everyone will remember their experiences abroad, but after

ten days in Spain, many longed for home and American food. -EUssa Derby



A few students escape the heat in the shade of Madrid's

Atotcha train station.

Caitlin McCaul, Jess Bouley and Jen Lane prepare to order at

a street-side cafe in Spain.

Jen Bright,

Krissy

Fernandes,

and Dave

McDonald

help Jess

Bouley cool

off at a

fountain in

the streets of

Cordoba.

A classic pose in the sun in front of a

monument and garden.

The tour stops off at a bull ring on the way to Sevilla.

Our chaperones, the ever-smiling Wamocks,

enjoy the flamenco presentation in Sevilla.



Loukingtorhishomeroom,LukeVercollone Steve Suppa, Ryan Gould and Sean Casey can't wait to leave after a strenuous first day.

is dazed and confused.

We're Back!!
As we headed back to school in September,

everyone was anticipating the end. The first day back

was great; we saw faces old and new. Unlike three

years ago, we read our schedules and found the rooms
with ease. Our senior year was here at last, and we
relaxed and enjoyed our first day back.~PaisyGiiiespie

Erin Costello and Greg Staples

are glad to be back for another

year.

S (UbEtiLna J^au

Jesse Wright,

Joe Teixeria,

Paul Nevk'comb,

Leigh Rollins, and

Mike Woodbury
stall on their way

to homeroom.



Liz Provost makes a spectacular catch dur-

ng a game of frisbee.

Amanda Ellis, Nicole Tarzia, Wendy Norris, Patsy Gillespie, Jake Bourke, Dan Justice, Alison

Taylor-Banner, Jon Schulz, Matt Leach, and Pat Riley enjoy missing their C-Block classes.

Chris Davis, Jackie Hebert, Kristen Connor,

Torey Norton, Pam Torrey, Erin Duff and

Mike O'Connell start the year in front of the

camera.

Right: Everyone waits in line for hamburgers and hot dogs.

i^^ x:^
Emily Mullen and Stef Palmacci are pink and pretty

on the lawn.
<^snioi JiaiLra.cu£. g



Bethany Driscoll, Jill Wiencko, Sarah O'Keefe, and Kristin Larvey glow with blue senior smiles.

Laker Enthusiasm
Nothing brings out school spirit better than Spirit Week. Each day,

students and faculty displayed their Silver Lake enthusiasm by dress-

ing their craziest, according to a certain theme.

Leading secret lives as a scientist and a rabbi,

Greg Staples and Lisa Wolk show their true

identities.

Three clashy friends, Melinda Wyse, Melissa Young, and

Laura Newton, sit back and enjoy the sunshine of spirit

week.

Head cheerleader, Brett Garneau,

shows off his hot legs.

After a long day with

Mickey, Minnie, a.k.a.

Sean Duffy, still finds

time for his school work.

JO Sjiiiit n44£^

Monday: Clash Day
Tuesday: Animal Day
Wednesday: Occupation Day
Thursday: Class Color Day
Friday: Red & Gray Day



Erin and Sarah MacFarlane are school

spirit times two.
The Lady Lakers are the center of attention during the pep rally.

Super Support
Friday afternoon in the gym, students and fac-

ulty, decked out in red and gray, gathered together

to show their support and cheer on Silver Lake's

sport teams.

Kenny Donovan and Ryan Blair flex their Silver Lake pride.

Craig Kingston, Mike Crowley, Matt Foster, Brian Haggerty, and Paul

Goldie, senior football players, cheer on their teammates as they enter

the spotlight.

Seniors Nicole Zwahlen,

Laurel Butler, Jen Bright,

Hilary Pike, Jessica Bouley,

Jen Kelly, Theresa Mattson,

and Julie Kantor get in the

mood for some Silver Lake

action!

Meghan Fencer rocks on with her spunky

mullet while Tobi Chasen flaunts her stuff.

^El2 ^J[y



Seniors Ryan Blair, Kathy Caruso, Alyssa Hill and Jason Demarzo show underclassmen who
rules Spirit Week.

Liz Provost shows her Gl Joe,

Nick Shanahan, some
jungle love.

Andy Brems, Paul Goldie, and Adam Luque tackle a North Quincy player at the

40 yard line as Brian Haggerty looks on.

Be all that you can be. Katie Bobo and Nick Shanahan are

proud to be riding in their homecoming float.

Your mother is

always your

number one fan.

Matt Foster, Paul

Goldie, Jon Bryant,

Andy Brems, Mark
Daly, and Mark
Azevedo know

that's true.Ji,12 (^omzcoinlnq ^anu.



Welcome to the Jungle!

The Lakers won Homecoming 21-19 in an excit-

ing game against North Quincy. Both the junior

and senior starters had impressive games. With

Brandon McPhail as running back, Brian Shaw as

defensive tackle, and Andy Brems as Unebacker,

it's not hard to see why they wouldn't win. It was
a game that was played well by both teams, but the

best part was in the fourth quarter with a goal line

stand by Rich Omar and Brian Shaw to win the

game.

asey Finn, Meghann Lynch, Jessica Bouley, Tracy Pleau, Jayne Conboy

id Liz Provost run througli their routine once more before the show.

Cheerleaders Alyssa Hill, Katie Burba, Emily Mullen, Andrea

Sferruzza, Laura Sutherland and Kelli Roche take time out of their

halftime routine to show off their dazzling smiles.

Number 28 Brandon McPhail struggles to break free of North

Quincy's grip.

:.lifc«-
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Hakuna Matata!



Back: Eliza Ryan, Andrea

Sferruzza, Erin MacFarlane,

Stef Palmacci, Emily

Vroom, and Melissa Dion.

Front: Beth Fowler, Laura

Sutherland, and Jane

Albert! have a great time.

Caitlin McCaul and Ryan Blair get up
close and personal.

Dan Cardinal and Adrien Snow dance the

night away.

74 <:JiomE(io)nin.q J^anas.

Just keep on dancing. These underclassmen girls do just that!

Back: Brett Garneau, Jason Egan, Joe Kraft, Tom Connolly, Brian Dennison, James

Coveney, and Chrissy Rosemond. Front: Kevin Ryan, Ryan Dwyer, Sandy

Keniston, and Kate DeMuUis enjoy the last Homecoming of the millennium.



rhe court: Adam Simeone, Liz Provost, Eliza Ryan, Luke VercoUone, Frank Kreuger,

5tef Palmacci, Kathy Caruso, Andy Brems, Melissa Dion, Russ Greenleaf.

Not Just

Another Dance
Our last Homecoming Dance was sen-

sational. Everyone was in high spirits as

the night began. We had a great time with

the air guitars, microphones, headbands,

and streamers that were thrown into the

crowd by the DJ.

Hats off to Eliza Ryan and Melissa Dion.

iack: Meghann Lynch, Casey Finn, Jessica Bouley, Jill Wienko, and Hilary

'ike. Front; Tracy Tristano, Jayne Conboy, Caitlin McCaul, Liz Provost,

.indsay VanGulden, Tracy Pleau, Jen Kelly, Theresa Mattson, Jen Bright,

leathered before the dance begins.

Erin MacFarlane, Hmily Vroom, and Sarah MacFarlane are out

of this world.

^Jioms-comLna J^ancE. 75



Girls Just Wanna
Have Fun

Saturday night isn't a night you'd expect

to see kids at school. But the Saturday of the

Lip Sync was different because at 6:00 p.m.

students gathered in the Little Theater to see

their friends sing and dance. The energy and

upbeat attitudes of the performers guaran-

teed a good time.

Courtney Burridge, Irene Warren, and Keri Grasso prepare to

drive the crowd "Crazy."

Lindsay Young and Grace Dennison try

to stay in sync with the Spice Girls

"Wannabe."

Second Place: Liz Provost, Tracy Tristaino, Jess

Cullivan, and Matt Foster.

Melissa Turner,

Caitlin Noddin
and Nikia Lee

represent the

underclassmen.

Liz Provost busts a move.

Christy Pforr, Beth Fowler, Stef Palmacci, and Micaela O'Keeffe

worked up a sweat to "Let's Get Physical."

l6 Mih iSu.



The Lip Sync

contestants

anxiously

await the

decision of

the judges.

-irst Place; Kristin Stieghorst, Jessica Bouley, Suzanne Carey, Ashley Lorance,

and Julie Kantor

Matt Foster upholds his status as

"Best Dancer" in the senior class.

Liz Brady,

Alexis Conroy,

and Lauren

Murphy prove

that "Girls Just

Wanna Have
Fun."

JThird Place: Luke Vercollone, Greg Barnes, and Mark Praetsch

-i-LJ2 £^una TJ
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Home Sweet Home! Brian Van Riper

awaits his meeting with Mr. Kelley.

Mike Sanda interegates Mike Piche on the witness stand.

Do you see a resemblance? Luke VercoUone paints a self-portrait.

Have a question about physics?

Jake Bourke,Amy Cram and Greg Staples can answer it.

Allison Neil, Kelly Roche,

Alyssa Hill, Liz Provost and
Nicole Zwahlen don't seem to

be getting much work done!

iS c^caa£.micL



Dan Dutra, Jen Petralito, and Lucy Tribou admire Brian Tuffy and Julie

Hemingway's work.

Brian Shaw's not only good on the the field, but he's also

good in the kitchen!

These seniors are ready to tell their Canterbury Tales

Bethany DriscoU, Brian Haggerty, Ryan Gould

and Eric Steeves model their leadership hats.

Silver Lake's own Martha Stewart! Jane Alberti passes Tom
Benner the corn beef.



Liz Weiss makes the finishing touches on her masterpiece.

Greg Barnes and Kenny Donovan look over a magazine in

psychology.

Miss Medeiros and Joanne Reed cut up the dance floor m
gym.

Right Choices

A total of eight courses were added to the great selec-

tion we already have. Applied Statistics is designed to

provide students with a comprehensive knowledge of

introductory statistics and probability. Music Major is a

full year course for those students who have a serious

interest in music or plan to elect music as a major or minor

beyond high school. Fashion Merchandising is a project-

based semester class that focuses on the work of current

fashion designers, the business of fasliion and the role of

the consumer in the fashion industry. MS Word 1, 2 and

3 are courses highly recommended for all students who
plan to attend college or enter the business world. Stu-

20 c^aadzmici

Nick Hartman, Adam Candler, Mike
Doherty and Allison Neil take a break
from English.



Jon Schulz, Elissa Derby and Colin Fahey are hard at work at the computers.

This can't be class because Jeff

Churchill, Beth Johnson, Joe

Cuddy, Erin Costello, & Mike

Haley are having too much fun.

dents learn word processing skills on a personal computer and

at the same time improve speed and accuracy. MS-Excel 1 is an

industry standard spreadsheet program design for business

and personal applications. Students learn how to develop

electronic work sheets, graphics and database management.

This year, the Enghsh Department had big plans for the

freshmen. English I was changed to two semester courses.

One is EngUsh Composition, which focuses on developing

writing skills, and the other, English Literature, focuses on

developing reading skUls and understandmg reading con-

cepts.

The English courses for freslimen and the eight other new
co^irses show that the faculty and administration are working

hard to keep ouj school one of the best, -unette caymon

Dan Dutra and Adam
Simeone are proud of

their artwork.

Ryan Dacy sliced apples for apple crisp in nutrition.
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Coiiicrv ation-Horticulture's best florists, Melissa Hurney and Kate DeMullis, are

hard at work. The greens need to be watered daily to stay fresh.

Tim Figlioli and Julie Hemingway are just the ones

to do the job!

The perfect cut will result in a nice design in the long run. Bob
Williamson gets it right every time.

22 (-on.i.s.xuation-CTi'oiiiauliKi

Top: Bob Emma, Tim Figlioli, Tom Connolly, Julie Hemingway, Kate

DeMullis. Standing: Leigh Rollins, Melissa Hurney, and Bob

Williamson. Front: Mike Woodbury, Josh Harbinson, and Kristopher

Patts.



Ted Graves, Andy Kachuck, Joe Loud, and Rich Cheverie are the senior carpentry students.

Watch out with that hammer! No
need to worry. Rich Cheverie is well-

trained. Yes, We Can!

Bagels, birthday cakes, or just coffee. Culinary Arts will fill your order

with speed and professionalism. Students in this department learn the

basics of running a first-rate restaurant under the watchful eyes of Mr.

Ahola, Mr. Agostini, Mr. Gilbert,

and with the assistance of Mrs.

Nielson.

If you need a bookcase, cabi-

nets or an entire house, the carpen-

try students can build it. Mr. Soule,

Mr. Powell, and Mr. Erving are ex-

perienced in their field.

Jared Fiumara waits for the busy day to

begin.

Dinner is served! Tim Blackwell puts the

finishing touches on the table setting. "What can I make for you today?" Theresa Lawn
aims to please every customer.
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"Do Ireallyneedthispart?" asks Paul Newcomb. Nick Shanahan, Joe Teixeira, Noah Gillis, and Jason Doherty check out new equipment

and prices.
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Mr. Arsenault makes Brian Tower give it one more twist to make sure the bolt is on there

tight.

Steve WainWright, Derek Lewis and Ryan

'^'^^S Dwryer wait for coffee break.

Bob Bergeron tries to decide which project

on today.

Ryan Dwyer won't need his sun-

glasses in shop class.



"It's so shinny I can almost see myself." Adam Wentworth is proud of his job.

Auto Body and Metal Fab

worked on some interesting

projects this year. Auto Body re-

built a 1968 Mustang and Metal

Fab constructed a traveling memo-
rial out of aluminum for the fallen

police and fire fighters of the U.S.
-Adam Wentworth

"Not ready to work yet." Mandy Fernald

enjoys a few more minutes of break time.

David Nix polishes the shafts for smoother

performance.

"Workin' hard." Steven Place observes

all safety regulations.

"I think I'm done!" Joe Oliviera is satisfied

with a quality job.



Miss Nicole and Ryan Hurley are cooking up some Halloween fun.

II I

Miss Hilary plays on the horse. Ride 'em, cowgirl!

Miss Liz, Miss Pam, Miss Sherry, and Miss Nicole practice for the

Christmas play.

Miss Pam says, "Smile, my pretty and your little friend too.' Miss Jill, Miss Kelly, Miss Katie, Miss Suzanne, Miss Kate, and

Miss Colleen are going crazy in disguise for Halloween.
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Miss Katie, Miss Suzanne, Miss

Linda, Miss Jill, Miss Colleen, Miss

Kelly, Miss Kim, and Miss Julie are

getting into the holiday spirit at the

pre-school Christmas play.

We Know Our ABCs and 123s

Wiimie the

Pooh and
Kristen, too,

are having

fun at the

Christmas

party.

Miss Julie, Miss Linda, Miss Ginny, Miss Jill, Miss Suzanne, Miss Tobi,

Miss Katie, Miss Kate, Miss Colleen, and Miss Barbara are all dressed up.

Peer Mediators: Front: Jess Cullivan, Casey Finn, Rachel DellavaUe,

Bethany Gilpatrick. 2nd: Jayne Conboy, Tammy Ubertis, Jess

Warzybok, Jacqui Beaton, Lindsey Walker, Jess Farina, Kate

DelTufo, Liz Conway, Sharon Murphy. 3rd: Tracy Tristaino, Devan
' Govoni, Ryan Godfrey, Ashley Lorance, Alexis Edwards, Jess Kane.

4th: Marc Azevedo, Tobi Chasen, Meghan Fencer, Greg Staples, Jon

Wolter, Glenn Griffin, Rob Byrne, Pat Flight, Jana Whiting, Dave

;
McDonald, and Chris Davis.

Peer Counselors: Front: Jess Cullivan, Jacqui Beaton, Jon

Wolter, Lindsey Walker, Bethany Gilpatrick. 2nd: Tammy
Ubertis, Jess Warzybok, Kate DelTufo, Heather Kelly, Kathy

Caruso, Laura Cunningham. 3rd: Marc Azevedo, Tobi Chasen,

Meghan Fencer, Jen Lane, Glenn Griffin, Greg Staples, Dan

Frietas, Rob Byrne, and John Flynn.
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Career Skills

DECA (Distributive Edu-

cation Clubs of America) is a

national organization ofmar-

keting students whose main
goal is to improve educa-

tional and career opportuni-

ties for students in market-

ing, management and entre-

preneurship. DECA works

with the business community
to integrate academic
achievement with vocational

and career skills. These
DECA students compete at

the district, state, and national

conferences using their en-

trepreneurship skills. -Mandy

Mrs. McSweeney took DECA students to the Baltimore, Maryland, DECA Conference. Tyler Shea, Jason

Lydon, Richard DeAngelo, Kim Ireland, Genevieve Omar show their cooperation by holding up Laura

Fogarty.

Genevieve Omar and Laura Fogarty are at your service.

Tyler Shea and Jeffrey Gettemy, the two seniors in the DECA program,

are waiting to serve you.

An Association Of Marketing Students DECA
2S ^EGc:/^

The DECA
students are

proud to

display their

banner.

Ml Of MEffketing Students

SILVER LAKE
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To the Class of 2000:

Your class will always be referred to as the first graduating group from Silver

Lake Regional School District lO enter the new century.

Hopefully, you have attained the necessary skills to meet the challenges that

you will encounter. You must possess both the substance and practicality to be

prepared for an uncertain future.

The theme of Not Just Another Year reflects the atmosphere not only experienced

by the Class of 2000 but also by all students throughout this Nation. At the

beginning of your senior year, you were faced with monumental events that

significantly impacted secondary schools throughout the country. By demonstrat-

ing a caring and sensitive attitude towards each other, our world will be a much
safer and more gentle place in which to live.

Always remember that when you are attaining your goals to consider your

colleagues so as not to achieve at their expense.

Congratulations for all that you have accomplished and my personal best

wishes in whatever you pursue.

Sincerely,

Paul A. Squarcia, Ed.D.

Superintendent of Schools

To the Class of 2000 . . . you are one in a millennium!

Congratulations on your many fine accomplishments--your hard work has

paid off.

This is Not Just Another Year as the theme of your yearbook suggests. You
stand on the edge of a bright new century with a bright new future in front of

you. I wish you every happiness and ask that you look back fondly on the

administrative team, teachers, counselors and support staff who have touched

your lives at Silver Lake. They have prepared you for the challenges ahead and

watch with pride as you lead the way into the neio century.

Best Wishes,

Denise M. Walsh
Assistant Superintendent

for Secondary Education

Dear Members of the Class of 2000:

Congratulations on all your accomplishments throughout your four years at Silver

Lake Regional High School. I am especially proud of your hard work both in the classroom

and in your numerous extracurricular activities. You have always shown a commitment
to excellence and a willingness to go "the extra mile." Your generosity and enthusiasm in

all you do have made you a role model for classes to come.

Not Just Another Year has been a great theme for your yearbook. It reflects, not just the

celebration of the millennium, but also it signifies the uniqueness and high performance

of the Class of 2000. You have set benchmarks for success, and 1 am confident that you will

all do well in your future whether you choose college, the military, or the world of work.

I hope that your memories of Silver Lake will be positive and a source of joy when you

reflect on high school. The teachers you have had, the friendships you have made, and the

values you have learned should help to make you a contributing, successful member of the

community. I wish you much happiness in your future and hope that your dreams, which

were begun in high school, all come true. Good luck!

Sincerely,

SO czn-djnini±t'La£o'ii.

John F. McEwan
Principal



"If one advances confidently in the direction of his dreams, and

endeavors to live the life which he has imagined he will meet with

success unexpected in common hours." -Henry David Thoreau

Robert J. Cunniff

Assistant Principal

To the Class of 2000:

My best wishes to you for your continued

success. I am confident you will excel in you
chosen endeavors.

Robert A. Hodge
Assistant Principal

You probably had a "Trapper Keeper," you know that

"Transformers are more than meets the eye," you can probably

hum the theme to Inspector Gadget, you owned a Cabbage Patch

Doll (or knew someone who did), you remember when ATARI
was a state of the art video game, you know what a "Doozer" is

and you have always HAD your MTV.
As you graduate from high school it is a time to look back at

the memories and also look forward to the new challenges and a

new beginning. Be kind to each other, be happy and stay safe. I

wish you success, good health and happiness in all of your

future endeavors.

Richard J. Kelley

Assistant Principal

c^Tfdminii.t'iato'ii 5'



Leaders of the Pack

Mr. Wendell Cerne

Science

Mr. William Johnson

Athletics

Mr. Jon Cucinatto

World Language &
Social Studies

Ms. Aurella Levesque

Guidance

Mrs. Paula Sennett

Mathematics &
Computer Education

Dr. Leo Egan

English & Reading

Mr. Stephen Nestor

Occupational Programs

32 Cooidinaioxi.

Mr. Richard Shattuck

Fine and Practical Arts
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M. Agostini

K. Aherne
A. Ahola

B. Anti

D. Arsenault

L. Ashby

L. Bartyzel

M. Batchelor

P. Beaulieu

R. Bennett

G. Black

S. Blette

A. Bloomquist

D. Bond
N. Boucher

R. Boulrisse

J. Briggs

C. Brown

D. Brown
K. Brown
W. Bystrom

R. Carrigan

K. Cashin

P. Consolati

B. Cotter

T. Coyle

S. Crowley

P. Curtis

J. Darche

D. Deegan

K. DePasqua

L. DePatto

J. Dixon

R. Donohue
W. Donovan
K. Drane

W. Dries

G. Duffy

M. Duffy

K. Dunn
S. Fernadez

E. Fitzwilliam
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E. Flaherty

M. Fogarty

E. Gallagher

M. Gazzola

S. Giambanco

S. Gibbons

F. Gilbert

M. Gilchrist

N. Gill

P. Gillespie

J. Goggir\

E. Goldberg

L. Gould

R. Govoni

M. Grady
A. Hardy

J. Hathaway
E. Hickey

B. Hines

L. Hunt
R. lovanna

M. Jacobson

M. Jordan

L. Kafrawy

S. Kaszanek

A. Kaupp

J. Kelly

R. Kubek
R. Laughlin

M. Lee

M. Lopes

J. Lunny

J. Madden
H. Magliano

V. Mahtesian

T. Maliszewski

J. Malone

J. Maloney

J. Maniscalco

J. Mannix
C. Martin

S. Martin

54 ^aaultij



Writing, writing, and more writing, Mrs. Kubek guides her students to

becoming authors, poets, or just better English students. As a teacher in the

English Department, Mrs. Kubek teaches Freshman Composition, Writing

Workshop, and English III. To promote life-long learning in her students,

she encourages independent projects and critical thinking skills. Her wry
humor and firm, yet understanding, style have earned her the respect of her

students and her colleagues.
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One of our seventh grade En-

glish teachers graduated to the

high schoolwhen we did in 1 996.

Mrs. Deegan, or as we knew her

Ms. McDonough, was a familiar

face in an unfamiliar new world.

We knew she would help us find

our way. Many of us were even

lucky enough to have her for

English again. Mrs. Deegan's

class was always challenging

and interesting.

Mrs. Roselyn Kubek

Mrs. Deborah Deegan

L. Maynard
D. McCarthy

J. Mclntyre

K. McSweeney
M. McSweeney-

Martin

J. Medeiros

L. Medeiros

A. Melville

N. Mitchell

A. Mrowka
R. Murphy
M. Murray

M. Mutrie

S. Myr

J. Napolitano

D. Nicol

R. Osgood
M. Parsons
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D. Pejouhy

B. Pimental

A. Pina

M. Piwarunas

N. Poole

R. Powell

F. Pruyn

D. Rafferty

L. Record

S. Ricci

J. Rice

K. Richards

D. Rix

A. Rizzitano

L. Rohr

K. Sawyer

J. Schweer

R. Scott

Porches, roofs, cabinets, houses - you name
it, Mr. Soule has taught his students to build

it. For twenty-seven years Mr. Soule has been

a teacher in the Carpentry-Cabinetmaking

classes of the Vocational Department. Each

morning he drives the bus loaded with stu-

dents and their equipment to the work site

where three hours are spent on the job learn-

ing skills that will be useful whether students

enter this profession or just remodel their

own homes. Mr. Soule's easy going manner

and gentle guidance set the example for be-

coming capable men and women.

Mr. George Soule

Learning by Example



J. Shannon

G. Shetler

M. Shultz

M. Snavely

C. Sorrento

G. Soule

M. Spinelli

M. Stanghellini

T. Stasiuk

R. Swanson

J. Swenson
A. Tassinari

D. Tavares

J. Thompson
P. Trenouth

M. Trotta

J. Tufts

S. Turley

Mr. Swanson, the loser m the Kiss-a-Pig Contest, reluctantly

approaches Mr. Bloomquist and Buckwheat as he prepares to

fulfill his obligation as loser.

Wedding rehearsals

or Shakespeare? '\JacuJiy 37



I selected Nicole Tarzia for showing all of us

the right attitude. "Instead of focusing on the

10,000 things I can't do , I focus on all that I can."

Nicole gives 100% to the things she can do and
does them with style, grace, and a great sense of

humor. This makes her a wonderful role model!

-Mrs. McSweeney
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Patsy Gillespie is a most generous and help-

ful young women. She is good but not apt to

garner awards. As Consul (president) of the

Latin Club she has put in many extra hours.

Most recently she was the only member to help

me to arrange the room and prepare the food for

the Saturnalia party. I know that she does a lot

for Key Club and for her church youth group.

What is extra special is that Patsy derives

obvious pleasure from these activities. Her help

and participation are always cheerful and given

with zest. Patsy makes a quiet but very positive

contribution to our school, -caroi woodhouse

SS j£.aahE.i i Ckoicz
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Audra Lissell has been a Renaissance girl during her four

years at Silver Lake. She has excelled in athletics as a four year

starter and all-start for volleyball and basketball and leagues

champion for the javelin on the track team. She has been a three

-

year member of the National Honor Society. She was selected

"Best of Silver

Lake" last year as

a result of her

dedication to the

school, athletics,

and academics.

Audra passed
journalism with

an "A" average

and has contin-

ued to write for

the school pa-

per," The Laker

Legend," as well

as Schoolsports

magazine, and
"The Kingston
Mariner" on a

regular basis.

-Mr. Turley

Melissa Hurney is a very dedicated, hard working studen

who never gives up and always gives the utmost to whateve:

task is presented to her. Melissa never says no. When we havi

deadlines or extra work, no matter how dirty or how difficul

the task, Melissa always does it cheerfully and without com
plaint. She helps her fellow students to learn the things the]

need to excel and does it in a manner that inspires and moti

vates them to do their very best as well. Melissa has been aii

FFA member for four years and an officer this year. Moss

people don't see Melissa as an outstanding student because shm

is quiet and
j

unassuming,
but she de-

serves to be

noted. She is

always help-

ful, kind, and
considerate to

all and espe-

cially to her

teachers.
Therefore, she

is our teach-

ers' choice.

-Linda Rohr,

Al Hardy, and

Theresa Maliszewski



I have been touched by Lynette

Gaymon's heart, mind, and soul. She

makes me smile , feel blessed. 1 should visit

Philadelphia because she comes from there.

If a city and a person can be alike, Philly

must be wonderful. -Peter Irenoulh

It is with great pride that I nominate Gregory Owen Staples

for the Teacher's Choice Award. Greg is a talented singer. Na-
tional Honor Society member. Astronomy Club President and
class leader. Yet, Greg's greatest contribution to Silver Lake has

been in the area of service. As a Key Club member for four years

and as Key Club

President for the

past two years,

Greg has volun-

teered hundreds

ofhours ofservice

both to our school

and the Silver

Lake Commu-
nity. Key Club's

motto of commit-

ment and caring

has truly become ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^_
motto as ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H I

well. Voted "Best •

^^^— L
of Silver Lake"

last year, Greg's

desire to make a difference at Silver Lake was recognized. Greg has

become a role model for our school. He will be greatly missed next

year as he begins a career in the field of medicine. Thank you Greg

for making a difference at Silver Lake - Mrs. curtis

*•••••••••
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In the Class of 2000 my choice is Liz

Noyes. An honor student, extremely

hard worker, champion athlete, and the

personification of world class both as a

student and as an individual. I hope my
own daughter turns out exactly like her.

Jayne Conboy is the President of the Best Buddies organiza-

tion, a club at the school which promotes friendships with students

who have social, emotional, intellectual or physical disabilities.

Jayne has gone way beyond the call of duty in this endeavor. Her

kindness, caring, and unselfish demeanor have helped to create a

strong membership. It is because of her that the group has experi-

enced numerous activities and successful involvement. -Mary cazzoia

-Bill Dries
^zacliEX ± CnoLcE. S9



Elaine Connolly, Debbie Eosue, Maryjo Deignan,
,

Helen Wright, Irene Flood, and June Russell will put '

their skills next to even Julia Childs.

Running around the kitchen keeps Anne Feliciano fit and trim.
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The night custodians, Joe McLaughhn, Paul Goodhue, and Parker Betters, make

sure our school is ready for us every morning.

Thank You

Bill Winmill reports for duty.

The custodians and the matron work hard to keep Silver Lake

clean. They take good care of our school, making sure everything

is safe and working well. They keep us warm in the cold winter

months and cool in the spring. While we are at the beach, the

custodians continue to work to prepare our school for the busy

fall. Without these important personnel our school would be in

shambles, and so to them we all say, "Thank You!"~AshieyBapiista

The matron Mrs.Williamson is always pleasant and

cheerful, even when we forget our locker combina-

tions.

During our school day, Jeff Callahan and Head Custodian Ron Cummings make
sure everything runs smoothly. Cu^todiatStafl 47



L. Armstrong

K. Barnard

J. Bernard

P. Burns

K. Cameron
K. Costello

J. Dart

G. Doucette

K. Dubois

B. Graham
M. Hull

L. Janhola

J. Laniewski

B. Lewis

D: Messier

Moneypenny
S. Mosca

D. Nielson

M. Pomella

R. Selwyn

J. Shea

J. Smith

K. St.Pierre

M. Stringer

wtm

^.2 Suhhioxt Staff

Mr. Michael Spinelli is retiring

after teaching for 37 years in the

business department at Silver Lake.

Dedicated, conscientious, and hard-

working, Mr. Spinelli is highly re-

spected by students and colleagues

alike. He has unlocked the myster-

ies of accounting for generations of

Silver Lake students and has been

an inspiration for countless CPAs.

As a class advisor, basketball and

soccer coach, and Honor Society ad-

visor, Mr. SpineUi has been a men-
tor and teacher far beyond his class-

room walls.

We wish Mr. Spinelli an active

and rich retirement. We will miss

him!
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Our Way of Life"
Key Club is the largest high school community

service organization in the country. It is open to any

high school student who wants to volunteer their

time. The Silver Lake Key Club has over 120 mem-
bers. These students work together to raise money
for the New England District Projects: Kiwanis Pedi-

atric Trauma Institute and Iodine Deficiency Disor-

der. Besides these charities, the Key Club also does

various service projects working with children in

accordance with the Major Theme and Emphasis

Program. This year's theme was: "Take a Child's

Hand."

Although the Silver Lake Key Club is famous at

the school for the penny drive and Data-Match, the

club also helps out in the four communities. Ongoing
projects include involvement with local groups such

as MDA, Habitat for Humanity, and New England

Villages. At the Annual New England District Con-

vention in Springfield, Key Clubbers celebrate the

accomplishments of the year's events.

Dressed to party luau style are Erin Costello, Emi Taranto-Kent, Kristina

Scherber, Jen Scherber, Pam Bloomquist, Jen Bunton, Elissa Derby, Chris

Davis, Beth Johnson, Grant Hopkins, Kristen Connor, Jon Wolter, Eric

Stevens, and Adam Oteri.

President Greg Staples and Vice-President Kristina

Scherber accept an award for the Silver Lake Key
Club's involvement with the local MDA.

44 IK^y CU Key Club 2000 with Mrs. Curtis, the advisor.
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J
;th Johnson, Kristina Scherber, and Greg Staples celebrate their winnings

?m Convention.

Libby Hawes carefully transforms the library

classroom into Santa's Village.

Key Clubbers got a head start on this year's Annual

Spirit Week Food Drive by bringing items in a week
early.

Jackie Hebert shows off her expert skills at a game booth at the MDA Telethon.

Melissa Kelly and Jeff Staples

look like they are ready to star

in their own horror movie at the

Halifax Halloween Horror Hike.

Adam "Sandy" Oteri proudly accepts his

award for his dedication and contribution

to the Key Club.



Waiting to sign the membership
book, Tobi Chasen proudly

holds her certificate.

Cream of The

Crop
The Silver Lake National

Honor Society is a select group of

students who have a G.P.A. of 3.2

or higher, cumulative for the year.

Not only are these people com-

mitted to academics, Kit also to

their community and to leader-

ship in the school. Students must
participate in community service

projects such as the wrapping of

Christmas presents for those in

homeless shelters and the collect-

ing of coats for the needy in this

region. All of this hard work pre-

pares students for future leader-

ship roles.

Lorraine Touchette and Chris Davis congratulate

Meghann Lynch as she is inducted.

Dave Manning and Grant Hopkins show their excitement before they are inducted.

Vlr.l'ma and hisbtudentCouncilotticers,MikeSand.i

Kathy Caruso, Jana Whitmg, Jacqui Beaton, Kati

Sullivan, and Jeff Crowley are ready to serve.

46 Student Gouncii
Student Council 2000 with Mr. Pina, the advisor.



Kristen Connor demonstrates how a teacher should

kiss a pig.

Dr. McEwan congratulates all the new
members of the National Honor Society.

Our dedicated officers Theresa Mattson, Chris Davis,

MaryBeth Brennan, Jackie Hebert and Lorraine Touchette.

National Honor Society 2000 with Mr. Bloomquist, the advisor. <:d\ation.aL cTTonQi ^ocistLi 47



Jessica Burke sits down tor a nice game of trivia at Adult Day Health
j„^j.^ ^^^.^^ ^^^ H^^,, ^j^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^I^^ ^.

Care Center where G.A.P students volunteer their time.

Renaissance Society. Back; Dave Duburon, Sean Sutherland, and
Robert Gobell. Front: Nicole Tarzia, Jessica Hart, Caitlin Bosecker,

Lindsey Walker and Marc Hebert.

4^ <:y\ £.naii.±ajicE ^^ocUtu & ^.cTri/
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Golden Age Program (G.A.P.). Katie Wernick, Jen Scherber, Kristin •

Phillips and Jen Petralito.



Jessica Mulhern, Shantel Palma, Andy Sanderson, Courtney Burridge, Lauren

I
Beneduci, Caitlin McCaul, Jayne Conboy, Keri Grasso, Allison Pejouhy, Ryan

! Blair and Meghan Fencer had their picture taken after the Fleet Friendship

Ride was over.

More Than Just

Friendship
Posters around school advertise one of the

newest clubs in school. Best Buddies meets once

a week after school in room 213 with their advi-

sor Miss Gazzola. President Jayne Conboy and

Vice President Jon Wolter lead the group whose
purpose is to establish one-to-one friendships.

The Best Buddies program is run nationwide to

involve students with handicaps. At Silver Lake

the club has been broadened to more of a "friend-

ship group" as Miss Gazzola calls it. Activities

this year included a bowlathon, Heet Friendship

Ride, Christmas Party and a Valentine's Day
Party. During the holiday season, the Best Bud-

dies went on a shopping spree at the. local Inde-

pendence Mall. Best Buddies has made a differ-

ence and helped to make more students feel like

they are part of the school community.
-Katie Wernick

laitlin McCaul, Jayne Conboy, Keri Grasso, Courtney Burridge. Meghan Fencer

nd Lauren Beneduci hang out together at the Fleet FriendshipRide.

After a long day at school Tim Blackwell, Billy Nelson,

Miss Gazzola, Adam Ellis, Michelle Gray, Tobi Chasen,

Chris Davis, Jon Wolter, Christina Cook, Jessica Mulhern,

Kristin Phillips, and Katie Wernick relax at their weekly

meeting.

est Buddies Club. Back: Lauren Beneduci, Jon Wolters, Advisor Miss

azzola, Tobi Chasen, Caitlyn McCaul, Liz Provost, and Brad Cook. Middle:

fim Blackwell, Sara Ostrander, Jayne Conboy, Chris Davis, Meghan Fencer,

ssica Mulhern, Kristin Phillips and Christina Cook. Front: Adam Ellis,

hantel Palma, Ryan Blair, Lindsey Van Gulden, Katie Wernick and Andy
anderson.

S.A.D.D. Jennifer Ricci, Stephanie Jarvis, Advisor Mrs. Rohr,

Kelsey Rhue and Hillary White.
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Write On!
Silver Lake has many talentec;

students who work hard to pro

duce a timely newspaper and ere

ative and interesting literan

magazine. The Silver Spectrun

staff also produces a calenda

each year which features stu

dents' poems and stories appro

priate for each month. While thn

Silver Spectrum is working on

the calendar, the Laker Legend

staff is busy with the monthl'

issue of the school's newspapei

which keeps us up-to-date witli

all the school events and contro

versies. Thanks to Mr. Turle}\

Mrs. Kubek, and Mrs. Ricci whu
advise these groups. -Amanda aiis

The Laker Legend staff is hard at work
to meet their deadUne.

Time
Why is time always traveling too fast?

It speeds up when you want it to slow down.
It's time that flies by and captures your past.

When the good times pass we all gasp and frown.

Time is a classic that never grows old,

but because of time people change and age.

So time is a breeze that makes you feel cold,

or a brisk evening wind that turns the page.

It's hung on a wall or worn on a wrist.

It's one thing people cannot live without.

Time has wings and can fly through the mist.

A universal enemy throughout.

There are ways to preserve time,

but the clock won't stop on an endless dime.

-Brianna Antle

II

Laker Legend Staff. Back: Melanie Bennett, Audra Lissell, Ryan Collins, David Richards

Front: Jessica Farina, Lindsey Walker, Katie SulUvan, Lisa Peterson.
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Stef Palmacci uses the library computers to edit 1

her story for the paper. '
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j!llin McGrath waits for the next meeting

I the Silver Spectrum.

Pat Donnelly and Kristin Akins make final adjustments on the Silver Spectrum.

Audra Lissell writes, not only for school pub-

lications, but also for local newspapers and

sports magazines.

i——-—

.

Living for the Moment
Sometimes I don't understand time.

I don't understand what is here to do.

My visions from my past fade

and suddenly I am left to see the present.

Stretching out for today,

ending yesterday,

starting tomorrow.

I think about today,

and soon today is tomorrow,

then tomorrow is next week.

Then I realize

how fast time actually travels,

as I travel with it.

And then it comes to me
the ideas that had been stowed away.

In school

at home
and in my daily life

1 should live for the present.

Not the past.

Not the future.

Soon present is past.

-Jackie Hebert

Silver Spectrum Staff. Kristin Akins, Randi Karling, and Pat Donnelly.
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Melissa Kelly, Patsy Gillespie, Amy Cram, and Mike Nekorchuk invite

you to "Join the Latin Club!"

Club officers perform the opening ceremony before the feast begins.

Something For

Everyone

Math Team. Front: Mr. Bloumquist, Dan Sahilonis, Nancy Bluomquisl, Latin Club. Front; Advisor Mrs. Woodhouse, Mike Nekorchuk, Mel a

Vicki Cloyes. Back. Josh Vaughan, Kevin Bloomquist, Sean CandUsh, Kelly, Patsy Gillespie,Amy Cram. Middle: Ryan Gadles, Matt Vercoll.< -\

Caitlin Bosecker. Brian Mullen, Rachel Dellavalle, Danielle Beaton, Sara Ebensper r

Justin Mosca. Back: Peter Blandino, Dan Freitas, Chris Conroy, !

A/, p r~j en nr C McGourty, Greg Bouley, Mike Sanda, Caitlin Mattie, Julie Porter



Latin clubbers feast at the Roman Banquet.

Whatever your talent there's a

dub for you. The Latin Club pro-

vides opportunities for classical

scholars, the Math Team caters to

those with a knack for numbers,
and Speech and Debate encourages
the talkative.

Not just your

every day
toga wear!

Speech & Debate Team. Front: Erin Sheehy, Ryan Martin, Jason Orcutt, Rita Shaffer.
Middle: Dane Grigas, Dave Richards, Jackie Hebert, Amanda Zadorian, Jenn
Richardson, Theresa Matheson. Back: Tom Miller, Katherine Robinson, Kerry
McRae, Kevin Donovan, Jen Ricci, Vicki Cloyes, Kim Orcutt, Deidre Manning, Yasmin
Baig, Kelly Dalton, Sarah Tannenbaum.

Mr. Crocker has led the Speech and Debate Team to |j

many victories.

I'
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Science Club. Grant Hopkins, Kalyn Healey, and Dave Manning

Ultimate Frisbee. Back: Eric Stevens, Dave Richards, Jacob Bourk.

Joshua Smolic, David Gordon, Gregory Staples. Front: Ryan Martii

Joshua Vaughan, Patrick Donnelly, and Mike Nekorchuk.
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Behind every great performance is a teacher. Ms. DePasqua received

flowers for constant support and suggestions.

Ready For Broadway
Nunsense was an excellent performance starring Kristen Connor,

ackie Hebert, Pam Torrey, Jen Cormier, Theresa Mattson, Torey Norton,

nd Amanda Zadorian. These seven senior girls, who have been

iivolved in drama and music for all of their high school years, staged an

Kristen Connor shakes her stuff.

Oscar winning show . Each cast member was assigned a production

role to work on by herself in her independent study supervised by Ms
DePasqua. The girls' final product of the class was the musical Nunsewie

-omputer Art Club Back Sean Sutherland, Adam Corven, Joshua
nolic, Zot Maclnnis, Daniel Cordeiro, David Duburon.
ront: Sean Flood, James Sylvia, Eric Stevens, Jeffrey Yeaton, Mrs.
pnTrotta, the advisor.

Astronomy Club. Front: Joshua Vaughan, Ehs^a Derby, Stacy Varitnnob,

Ryan Martm, Adam Manoogian Middle Michael Souza, Robert Gobell,

Amy Cram, Gregory Staples, Christopher Tura, Gretchen Snoeyenbos, Sarah

Tannenbaum, Lisa Peterson. Back: Jennifer Bunton, Jenny Manzelli, Joshua

Smolic, Jade Steffy, Yasmin Baig, and Mr. Dixon, the Advisor.
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No this is not the National Honor Society as the banner proclaims, but the

Marching Band.

56 ^:M/laxchLnq Uiand

Front: Rhys Ingalls, Keith Metcalf, Ryan Martin, and Jenn Start

Second: Patsy Gillespie, Pam Bloomquist, Erin Duff, and Chris Tura

Back: Josh Vaughan, Kevin Wallack, Dane Grigas, Joe Allen, am
Kevin Bloomquist.
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"Do you want a bite of my
cookie?" Chris Tura takes a

break from playing to get

some refreshments.

Jenny Manzelh waits

for the music to begin.

«f^^ ^, -sr-"'Aw^ '

Color Guard. Front: Niki Forrest, Sara tbensperger, Erin Connors,

Jessica Whiting, Kristen Bere, Jenny Manzelh, Carli Russell, Genevieve

Omar. Third; Nicole Files-Thompson, Erin Duff, Laura Fogarty, Pam
Bloomquist,Kristi Burke, Amy McRae. Back: Megan MuUaney, Colleen

Bright, Jackie White, Justin Cole, Derek Lewis.

"Let's do the flag dance." Amy McRae spins the flag and

keeps in step with the other girls.

Cotox '^uaid 57



The Select Choir sings the night away for the teachers at the annual Holly Tea.

The Women's Choir is always

ready to entertain especially

at the holiday season.

Women's Choir: Top Row: Jen Cormier, Andreah Brown, Amanda
Zadorian, Callie Rowe, Kelley MoUoy, Heather Kelly, Erin Tracktenberg,

Becky Robinson. Front Row: Jackie Hebert, Torey Norton, Andrea

MacPhelmy, Katherine Robinson, Kristen Connor, Theresa Mattson

f)S ^EUct Ch.oL'i & '•Wom.E.n ± Choii

Select Choir: Top Row: Pam Torrey, Tim Lay, Greg Staples, D'

Cardinal, Chris Tura, Chris Davis, Amanda Zadorian, Middle: Cal

Rowe, Kelley MoUoy, Ryan Godfrey, Ted Wyman, Mike Skillings, Jacl

Hebert. Front: Katherine Robinson, Theresa Mattson, Chad Kelb:

James Foley, Jen Cormier, Torey Norton.



Future members of the

special choirs meet in

the Little Theater for

practice.

Help and Support
The Gay Straight AlUance in trying to de-

velop a strong support group for students deal-

mg with questions of sexual preference. This is

the second year for the G.S.A. at Silver Lake.

Jason Lydon is president of the organization

and Mr. Beaulieu is the advisor. The club was set

up by mandate of the state, but also becavise

students were determined to have a place where

they could receive support and ask questions.

Membership in the G.S.A. is confidential and

attending meetings is not a symbol of sexual

preference.

F.F.A. Officers

Robert Williamson - President |

Tim FiglioU - President

Sean Rollins - Vice President

Melissa Hurney - Secretary

Kate DeMulhs - Treasurer

Josh Harbinson - Sentinel

Bob Emma - Executive

Committee
Ms. Malizewski - Advisor

Mr. Hardy - Advisor

F.F.A. Ms. Malizewski, Josh Harbinson, Robert Williamson, Tim Figlioli, Mr. Hardy, Bob

Emma, Melissa Hurney, and Kate DeMullis.
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Tory Norton is Doctor #3.

Tim Anderson and Jackie Hebert, live on stage!

Ryan Martin and Erin Lutton know how to keep
the show alive.

60 [hiama Ctulj

Reckless! Or Were They?
While most students were out Christmas shopping, Jackie Hebert

was practicing her Hnes as Rachel, the wife who left her husband,

James Hayward, when she discovers that he has taken a contract out

on her life. Her adventures take her to the home of Lloyd, Chris Davis,

and Pooty, Katherine Robinson. Murder, intrigue, and dreams were

all part of the plot which unfolded to its surprise ending. The Silver

Stars were once again a bright spot in our winter landscape with their

presentation of "Reckless."

Drama Club 2000 with Ms. Boucher, the advisor.



ane Grigas is looking for his way liome James Hayward, Jackie Hebert, and Katlierine Robinson know tlieir lines.
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Jen Cormier gets ready for school after speaking on today's announcements.

Under tire supervision of Mr.

Tavares, the morning an-

nouncements roll without any

glitches.

Amanda Zadorian and Amy Goldstein prepare for their

morning appearance.

Announcement Crew. Back: Kerry McRae, Mike Skillings.

Middle; Josh Hockenberry, Ryan Martin. Front: Amanda
Zadorian and Chad Kelble.

Audio Video Crew. Back: Josh Hockenberry, Ryan Martin, and Mike Skillin:

Front: Pat Donnelly, Chad Kelble, and Dan Chase.
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Holly Daly and

Mike Skillings

show up for duty.

Give them a job;

they will get it

done!

Good Morning, Silver Lake
The morning announcement crew is a versatile group of people. They

work very hard to get the school's attention in the morning and must be

prepared for any late breaking news. They keep the students up-to-date on

the school's events. Without Mr. Tavares, the morning announcements

wouldn't run quite as smoothly.

I

Chad Kelble focuses the camera on t

annoiinrer«

i Ski Club. Back: John Bryant, Lauren Beneduci, Daniel Cardinal, Shane O'Connor, Jason Gillis, Dan

Freitas, Leo Daly. Middle: Grant Hopkins, Kenny Donovan, Ryan Godfrey, David Manning, Pat

'

Hight. Front: Michael Solimini, Danielle Beaton, and Rachel Dellavalle.

Josh Hockenberry and Chad Kelble are

the producers for the morning

announcements.

MiCU 63



Emily Mullen, Jen Tetralito, Missy Smith, Chad Kelble, and Tun Watson are takmg a break from
Guidance life to do some school work.

During down time in the Guidance Office,

the aides Rob Burns and Casey Bethay
manage to finish their homework.

Jen Sullivan and Pat Young make sure the newsletters are sent
out on time.

<$4 '^uidancs. c^ldz.

Guidance Aides. Back: Jenn Petralito, Amanda Ramsey, Stacy Padula,
Rob Burns, Jon Welter, Sherry Miller, Nikia Lee, and Melissa Munro.
Middle: Tim Watson, Missy Smith, Emily Mullen, Trevor Smith, and M
Rupple. Front: Nichole MasciuUi, Kaitlyn Vittorini, Jenn Start, Sara
Ebensperger, Casey Bethay, and Andrew Small.



"Oh no, not more filing?" says Kristen Bere.

The Guidance Office, Attendance Office, and

Main Office aides are students who are hard work-

ing and who have chosen to give up their options

class to work in the offices. Their duties include

running passes, filing, and answering the school's

busy phones. They are a group of individuals who
help make the offices run smoothly.

"Not another one," says Mr. Pina as Nicole

Tarzia hands him another office pass.

^^J'W'^s !*-?'/.'«!;*'

May We Help You?

tendance Aides. Back: Vinnie Emma, Libby Hawes, Beth

^bison, Lenai Reynolds, Amy Lauzon, Terri Crudup, and Catrina

,<atala. Middle; Lisa Peterson, Kim Sullivan, Michelle Allen,

-landa Monti, Nicole Murphy, and Kim Berggren Front: Kevin

'jirmington, Brandon McPhail, Jen Sullivan, and Dawn Morris.

Main Office Aides. Back: Adam Corvm, Pat Riley, Katie Finnegan,

Kristen Bere, Erin Connors, and Jess Warzybok. Front: Brian Ferriera, Jeff

Yeaton, Angela Walters, Kelly Bardon, Erin Albert, Theresa Lockhead,

and Nicole Tarzia.

c^^ndancE. Office & jy[ain Office. c^icLi 65



It's a tough job, but somebody's got to

do it! Mrs. Shultz lends a helping hand

to the yearbook.

The project of creating a yearbook was
a long, hard, but rewarding experience. I

thank all who contributed, especially Ms.

Goldberg, Mrs. Shultz, Patsy, and the

yearbook staff. Without their help, the

completion of this yearbook would have

been impossible. On behalf of each senior

class over the past eight years, I want to

thank and recognize our advisor, Ms.

Goldberg, for her dedication and com-

mitment to making each yearbook excep-

tional!

As we graduate and go our separate

paths, maywealways rememberourgood
times at Silver Lake. 1 hope we captured

your high school memories. Good luck

Class of 2000 and happiness for years to

come!

Sincerely yours,

Beth Johnson, Coeditor

Putting the
I

WIten you are old and gray and full of sleep,

And nodding by the fire, take down this book.

And slowly read, and dream of the soft look

Your eyes had once, and of their shadows deep.

-William Butler Yeats V

Nicole Tarzia, Erin Costello, and Patsy Gillespie compromise on

what to include.

Erin MacFarlane and Dan Cook select

photos for the junior pages.

66 qj^aXoo^^taff

Back: Lorraine Touchette, Beth Johnson, Erin Costello, Eliza Ryan, Jane Alberti, Tobi

Chasen, Melissa Coughlin, Meghan Fencer, and Kim Dolan. Middle: Kate Skrinyaz,

Brianna Antle, Kristin Armstrong, Patsy Gillespie, Sara Donahoe, Laurel Butler, Meli J

Wyse, and Melissa Young. Front: Michelle Gray, Jen Bright, Ms, Goldberg, Katie

Thurbide, and Kelsey Rliue.



Pieces Together Thank you Ms. Goldberg, Mrs.

Shultz,Mrs. McSweeney, Beth, and

the rest of the yearbook staff. You
have helped make this yearbook a

success. We have speiit many tire-

less hours working at the comput-

ers.We have driven Mary, the cus-

todian, crazy as she attempted to

clean room 145. Hopefully, we
have captured many memories

from the past four years. This is

truly NOT JUST ANOTHER
YEAR. This is the year that we
become part of the workforce and

move away from home to distant

universities. I wish everyone good
luck in whatever they do.

Patsy Gillespie, Coeditor

Patsy Gillespie works on layout.

Lorraine Touchette carefully crops photos.

Wendy Norris proofreads pages.

Erin and Sarah MacFarlane prove that the yearbook takes

teamwork.

Beth Johnson searches for clipart for the superlative pages.
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Dean Levy and Brian Shaw are anxious to start the play!

Together We Can
The Silver Lake Varsity Football Team ended the

season with a 4-3 record in the league and a 4-6 record

overall. This was only the third time in two decades that

the Lakers finished with a winning league record. Bran-

don McPhail led the team this year in rushing for well

over 1,000 yards in just over eight games. Ryan Gadles

and Brian Barry each held the quarterback position.

Brain Shaw, Lyon Carter, Andy Brems, and Adam "AL"
Luque led this year's terrific defense. This year's Old

Colony League All-Stars were running back Brandon

McPhail, offensive tackle Jon Bryant, defensive tackle

Brian Shaw, and Andy McKenna at safety. Next year the

Lakers will return a large percentage of this year's

starters, which should help them in their attempts to be

atop the OCL.~ Lyon Carter

;'^'^* .

The Laker defense squares up against North Quincy.

f f
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The Team
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Junior running back Brandon McPhail has one more

defender to beat with good blocking by Kevin

Warmington, Tim Butler, Jon Bryant, Paul Muller, and

Mike Crowley.

Great surges like this one from the offensive line helped the Lakers have a

successful season.

Ryan Gadles and the rest of the Laker defense are ready to tackle Duxbury.

'^/L.ii««^'

(tiarterback Ryan Gadles launches the ball just as a

efender dives into his back.

Team Captains: Andy Brems, Craig Kingston, Jon Bryant, Coach Jeff Knight,

Brain Shaw, and Mark Azevedo

<JooiU[ 6g



The

Theme
of the Team -

UNITY i
No hair blowing in the breeze to stop this soccer team.

The 1999 Silver Lake Boys' Varsity Soccer

team was a talented group of young players.

What seemed to be the perfect blend of person-

alities on the team resulted in excellent play on

the field, as well as team unity off the field. The
team was eliminated from the state tournament

in a grueling second round loss to the New
Bedford Whalers by an agonizing score of 2-1.

Despite the loss, the team still experienced a

great deal of success. Through hard work and
persistence, the team acquired an overall record

of 14-6-1.

The team's success cannot only be credited to

the players, but to first-year coach Jeff Doyle.

Jeff received the Old Colony League Coach of

the Year Award as a result of his love and

dedication to the game of soccer.

Traditionally, Silver Lake has been known for

its exciting brand of soccer. The 1999 team was
no exception to the tradition. The team paved

the way for Laker soccer in Y2K.
-Glenn Griffin, Francis Krueger III

Luke VercoUone gets his teammates ready to play.

That hits the spot for goalie Dan Cardinal.
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I Get off the tracks when Glenn Griffin comes through! Frank Krueger is picture perfect for the cover of a soccer magazine.
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Michelle Massman keeps her eyes on the ball while making a block.

Lindsey Fairweather maneuvers slyly around her opponents. I

Varsity Seniors Renee Gaudette, Nicole Casavant, Katie

Horsman, and Julie Kantor smile confidently before a game. Defending the goal, Jana Whiting keeps up with the ball.

Silver Lake keeps the ball out of Barnstable's reach

^2 ^biLi. ^occ^x



Time to Rebuild
i'SXi

The legacy of the Girls' Varsity Soccer team has been put

iown for this year. For three years the girls' team has held the

3CL championship title. They might have fallen short this year,

3ut that will not stop them from reclaiming the championship

lext. With many of the players not returning to the team this year,

oach Ashby brought in many sophomores and juniors to begin

\ new foundation for the team. To throw another monkey wrench
nto Ashby' s machine, sickness and injuries plagued the team.

The girls survived and next year will be their chance to claim what

las been theirs for years. As the saying goes, "What doesn't kill

i^ou only makes you stronger!" -jonschuiz

Renee veers past her opponent to continue up the field.

^ Renee sprints from behind to

" steal the ball from Barnstable.

Daviann Brown and Renee Gaudette race a Barnstable player

to the ball.

^ I

Jenna Beltramini and Allison Colwell take time off the field 1

raise money by washing cars.

The Lady Lakers with coaches Mr. Ashby and

Mrs. Clougherty squish together for a friendly team pose. '^iiU ^occzi 73



TEAM WORK!!!
The Silver Lake

girls take the

ball and take

the win.

Meghann Lynch keeps a close eye on her

opponent as she races down the field.

ti:-i-K-3i
Chicks With Sticks

The Girls' Field Hockey team knows what it's like to

miss the Old Colony League tournament by two points.

With thirteen seniors and nine juniors, the team, lead by

captains Liz Provost, LyndsayVanGulden, and Beth Fowler,

finished off a strong impressive season, -sara ostrander

Senior Captains, Beth Fowler, Liz l^rovost, and Lindsay
VanGulden, reflect on a hard fought game.

"No one's coming near my net!" Leslie Kilnapp stands guard. jiU Wiencko and Sara Ostrander take off with the bail. "Catch us if \oi

74 ^ct/i Juld cJfoc^zij Special thanks to Mrs. Ostrander for providing the yearbook with these picturt



Jess CuUivan leaps with joy into the arms of her teammates after

an impressive win.

,ie Team. Back: Courtney Costa, Meghan Dealy, Mindy Quigley, Coach Lopes, Katherine Woodbury,
1 Wiencko, Joanne Reed, Jayne Conboy, Lauren Beneduci. Middle: Lindsay VanGulden. Front: Adrian
low, Leslie BCilnapp, Liz Provost, Beth Fowler, Meghann Lynch, Tracy Pleau, Sara Ostrander, Ruth
^addock, Jamie Bunton, Janet Veracka, Allison Riccio, Jessica CuUivan, Stephanie Godfrey.

. -«^^'a,_
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Kristin Stieghorst digs the ball to set April King up with

an opportunity to score.

The seniors of the team are Melissa Dion, Eliza Ryan,
Audra Lissell, Kate Bobo, April King, and Rita Martinez.

The Team. Back: Jessica Farina, Danielle Canney,
Stacey Kroon, Danielle Winslow, Kristin Stieghorst,

Janine Brussard, Mr. Turley. Front : Manager Heather
Richards, Kate Bobo, April King, MeHssa Dion, Audra

Lissell, Eliza Ryan, and Rita Martinez.

"Sysiphusian'"

Since its beginning four years ago, the Lakers Girls'

Volleyball program has been lifted to new heights. There has

yet to be a year when the varsity squad hasn't quah-

fied for post season play, and all

indications point to many successful i

years to come. Finishing second in the

Pilgrim Conference Division 2 League

this season with a 9-12 overall record,the

Lakers persevered through a very

"Sysiphusian" season with close matches

against some of the state's top competi-

tion, especially Quincy, Sacred Heart, and
Dennis-Yarmouth. Hopes are high that next

year the Lakers will have enough to get over the

hump and defeat the teams which the Lakers have

come so close to defeating in the past. -Audra Lisseii

(

Kate Bobo and Jessica farnia preparing to receive the opponent's serve.
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anielle Winslow is setting the ball so she can

jin control of the game.

Kristin Stieghorst and Stacey Kroon jump high to get the block.

ptains: Audra Lissell and Danielle Canney

The girls show good sportsmanship by shaking hands at the end of the

game.
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Ryan Godfrey doesn't have time to enjoy the

scenery. He just concentrates on winning.

Senior track stars are Dennis McCall, Bob Maloney, Chris Franklin, Bernhard Eiber, And'

MacCormack, Chris Tura, Gregg Sugarman, Ryan Hunt, Ryan Godfrey, Amy Cram, Jen Lam
Jessica Bouley, Casey Finn, Brianna Antle, and Kristin Armstrong.

.A- Pi

Ryan Godfrey, Dennis McCall,

Amy Cram, Casey Firm, and

Kristin Armstrong are the

senior captains of the team.

Amy Cram leaves everyone in the dust.

7S Cxo^i. Cowit:y The Team



mine Seyfert, Amy Cram, Casey Finn, Kristin Armstrong, and Jen

e are ready to take off.

Running With the Wind

-^•^^ES^'^.ajrr*
•>
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Casey Finn keeps going and going and going. She's unstoppable

The 1999 SL Cross Country teams had a successful season. Lead by captains

;nnis McCall and Ryan Godfrey, the boys were undefeated (8-0) and captured the

C.L. title. Top runners for the boys included Dennis McCall, Ryan Godfrey, Mike
che, Ryan Hunt, Bob Maloney, and Matt Vercellone. McCall and Piche were league

[-stars, and Piche, team MVP, qualified for the All-State meet.

The girls' team, lead by captains Casey Finn, Amy Cram, and Kristin Armstrong

sre 3-4 for the season, running against talented O.C.L. teams. Running strong for the

iker girls were Amy Cram, Melissa Efron, team MVP Jeannine Seyfert, Jen Lane,

isey Finn, and Lindsay Buckus. -Lindsay suckus

Dennis McCall runs with perfect

stride.

Robert Maloney, Ryan Godfrey, Den-

nis McCall, Mike Piche, and Ryan Hunt
sprint at the sound of the gun.

uioii Countiu "jg
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Junior Co-captain Chris Conroy goes for an extra point during

the home game against Plymouth South.

Juniors Chris Conroy, Jon Platz, and Paul Sullivan work together to bio

their opponents Plymouth South.

Dennis McCall steps up the offense with determination

So Boij. BaddUt Dennis McCall sinks one with an assist from teammate, Ross And.



OSS Anti goes for the rebound.

Spectacular Season!
The 1999-2000 Silver Lake Boys' Varsity Basketball

Team was an outstanding group of athletes. Through
hard work and dedication, the team left its mark on Silver
Lake sports. Winning the Old Colony League title, the
boys set the standard for Silver Lake Basketball in the new
millennium. The team's up-tempo style of play was excit-
ing to watch and will be remembered for years to come.
The success of this team is attributed not only to the
players, but also to 1999-2000 Old Colony League Coach
of the Year, Dick Arieta. With a near flawless season, the
team was undefeated in the league. Good job, bovs! -ciem

Nothing but grace! Senior Co-Captain Bob Kniffen runs to block a shot
for a victory against Barnstable.

Sophomore Rich Lively catches a pass and sets himself
up for a two-pointer.

Chris Conroy
creates a

whirlwind as

he buzzes

passed the

opponent to

make an

attempt at the

basket.

Ba^UUt Si



Julia Porter looks to make a pass to a teammate. Seniors Mary Beth Brennan, Jessica Bouley, Audra LisseU, and Shaena Mendes are posed

ready to take on the competition. i|

"Go Team!" The Lakers give a team cheer before returning to the court. Coach Steele's face gives

an indication of what the game and season has been like.

She's one step ahead...

the Lakers' Jill

McClelland puts her

best footforward as she

tries to stop her oppo-

nent from advancing.

S2 giiL' Baddl^all

Despite the efforts of twc

fenders, Ashley Lorance i:

able to get the shot off.

Leaving her defender behii

Ashley Lorance takes the
'

strong to the basket.



captains Mary Beth Brennan, Audra Lissell, and Jessica Bouley take it easy before their game.

Lady Lakers Climb to Success

Though one of the youngest and most inexperienced teams in Coach Steele's

Daching career, the Silver Lake Lady Lakers basketball team proved that it is

ady and eager to learn. Despite a slow start, the girls picked up their intensity

ehind the leadership of co-captains Audra Lissell, Mary Beth Brennan, and
!ssica Bouley. Once the girls captured their first victory of the season, they

ever looked back, en route to making a valid challenge for qualification into the

ate tournament. With adversity facing the girls each time they took the court

gainst stronger and more experienced teams, with pure heart the Lakers

uickly rose to the challenge and showed their coach that they could play with

nyone when given the chance. In a year when all was up for grabs, senior

udra Lissell still found the opportunity to become the third girl in Silver Lake

istory to record 1,000 career points. The future of Silver Lake girls basketball

odes well, in large part due to the willingness of elder players to prepare their

nderclassmen teammates for success in the future. -Audra Lisseii

Audra Lissell drives past a defender on her

way to the hoop.

f

1999-2000 Girls Basketball Team. Front: Rachel Dellavalle, Jill McClelland, Julia Porter, Katie

1 lings, Shaena Mendes, Melissa Wadsworth. Back: Coach Richard Steele, Danielle Canney, Mary
'1 Brennan, Brittany Riley, Audra Lissell, Jessica Bouley, Ashley Lorance, Alex Bradshaw, Kristin

l|ghorst. Manager Katie Killinger.

Brittany Riley takes, and makes, the open

jumper.
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These girls give it their all to get the crowd cheering.

"We Wear Short Skirts!
//

The cheerleading squad this year was led by

Captains Alyssa Hill and Katie Burba. These girls

took great pride in their cheering. They were very

enthusiastic and charismatic. The halftime shows kept

our spirits high and the crowd attracted to the game.

These girls made the game just a little more interest-

ing. Their high risk stunts and spirited cheers electri-

fied the crowd.
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Varsity Football Cheerleaders. Back: Monica Hebert, Katie DesRosiers, Lisa

Fossetti, Katrina Damon, Juli Martinez, Tanya Chafe, Micaela O'Keeffe, Stacie

Shedd. Third: Bethany Driscoll, Emily Vroom, Catherine Rollock, Jessica Trotta,

Lindsey Walker, Melissa Wadsworth, Christine Rosemond. Second: Kathy Caruso,

Stef Palmacci, Emily Mullen, Andrea Sferruzza, Kelli Roche, Laura Sutherland.

Front: Katie Burba, Alyssa Hill.

Captains Kelli Roche and Bethany Driscoll lead the

girls with a cheer.

Varsity Hockey Cheerleaders. Back: Patricia

Gilcoine, Nicole Parezo, Melissa Merrill.

Third: Kelsey Rhue, Meaghan Jeffery, Michelle

Allen. Second: Courtney Roth, Lisa Fossetti,

Meghan Pinto, Sarabeth Donahoe. Front: Bethany '

Driscoll, Kelli Roche.

S4 GL zLeadina



*rsity Basketball Cheerleaders. Back: Adrienne Bump, Jessica Trotta,

•thy Caruso, Lindsey Walker, Katrina Damon, Christine Rosemond, Terri

udup, Catherine RoUock, Katie DesRosiers. Middle: Katie Burba, Stacie

:edd, Tanya Chafe, Laura Sutherland, Micaela O'Keeffe. Front: Alyssa Hill.
"Shoot two for the Lakers!'

C-kzE.'iLs.adin.a S^
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Junior Matt Troup attempts to recover the puck during the faceoff.

Pulling It All Together
The outstanding efforts of the hockey team won them second place in the Old

Colony League. Senior Captains Sean Casey and Ryan Gould provided the

leadership needed to make the season successful. The starting line-up consisted of

Ryan Gould, Brian Alhstedt, Tommy Allen, John Montosi, Dave Wilkinson, and

Buddy Johnson in the net.

Although the team had a great offense, the defense was unstoppable. Players

such as Tommy Allen and Brian Libhy were able to keep the rivals in their own
zone. Buddy Johnson's goal tending kept the Lakers on top of the charts. After

placing second in the league, the team went on to the MIAA tournament. The first

game against Braintree was a victory, but a loss to Falmouth kept the team from

entering the next round. Special thanks to coaching staff Mr. Donovan, Mr. Duffy,

and Mr. DePattO. -Crystal ReiUy

Senior Brian Ahlstedt moves toward the puck

after checking his opponent.

Adam Candler skates back to wait for

the puck.

The Team. Back: Asst. Coach Duffy, Steve McAndrews, George Drummey, Adam Luque, Jimmy
Doucette, John Montosi, Mike Murphy, Coach Donovan, Josh Conroy, Adam Candler, Matt Troup,

Sean Duffy, Frank Madieros, Asst. Coach DePatto. Front: Frank Festa, Ryan Blair, Chad Kelble,

Brian Libby, Andy McDermott, Sean Casey, Ryan Gould, Brian Ahlstedt, Tommy Allen, Dave

Wilkinson, Jason Rogers, and Buddy Johnson

S6 CTjocktu

Senior Captain Ryan Gould is

congratulated by teammate Matt

Troup.
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Senior Ryan Gould swiftly skates past the rival to score the

vinning goal.

Chad Kelble gives his all to put the puck in its place!

!

'senior Captain Sean Casey gets open for a goal

Awhile avoiding two Barnstable players.
Junior All-Star Brian Libby goes for the goal!

Defenseman Tommy Allen recovers the puck and takes it down the ice.



With every ounce of strength, Greg Barnes holds

his opponent for the count.

Putting his whole body into the hold, Kenny Donovan tries to take down the

opposition.

The Team.
Front:

Bernhard Eiber,

Ken Donovan,

Bob Tobin,

Jason DeMarzo, i

Greg Barnes,

Joe Briggs, f

Doug Ramsay,

Luke Vercollone,

Peter Krzyzewski,

Marc Cufuni, and
Rob DeAngelo.

SS QVt^iifir.

Second: Adam Hardy, Kevin Warmington, Rich Omar, Greg Laffey, Tom Benner, Mark Praetsch, Rob Byrne, Steve

Suppa, Jesse Hillier, Jeff Yeaton, & Mr. Black, the coach. Third: Ryan Rantala, Matt Baker, Bob Clark, Paul Donovan,

Cory Scanlon, Matt Vercollone, Adam Sorrentino, Sean Kane, Steve Donovan, & Chris King. Back: Ryan Potter, Mi
ffiggins, Steve D'Souza, Matt Bean, Tom Melucci, Brian Nevins, Curtis Edwards, Greg Teich, Ken Boyer, Andy Barrc

Don Bullock, Mike Ahlstedt, Phil Belcher.



Close Calls
The Silver Lake Wrestling Team had another

great season under the leadership of Coach Black.

The team almost tied for first place in the Old
Colony League, but lost in the last match to

Bridgewater-Raynham. Seniors Bernhard Eiber, Ken
Donovan, Greg Barnes, and Luke Vercollone were
assets to the team again this year and will be missed,
but great young talent will be coming up as the

underclassmen move up.

Rob D'Angelo's opponent yells, "Please! No more!"

_A..J
Trying to use the leverage in the legs, Kevin Warmington thinks

he will be victorious.

Robert Byrne can't wait for the whistle.

"Hum, this calls for some creative maneuvers!" Jeff Yeaton is not about
to give up.

Paul Donovan pounds his aggressor's heacJ into the

floor.

n/K^ii/Zfiq &g



Christopher Demas concentrates hard on his throw.

Undefeated!
Led by OCL All-Stars Harrison Walters,

Mike Piche, Adam Corven arid David Dav-
enport, the Winter Track Team surprised

everyone and won the league champion-

ship with a 7-0 record. They defeated previ-

ously unbeaten BR in the final meet of the

season to capture the crown. Seniors Chris

Demas, Rich Cheverie, Bob Maloney, Ryan
Hunt, Ryan Godfrey and AndyMacCormack
were huge contributors to the team's suc-

cess. The girls' team, led by captains Melissa

Dion, Casey Finn, Tracy Tristaino, and Amy
Cram, finished with 6 wins and only one

loss. The seniors who have been on the team
for four years can look back on two league

championships and a 25-3 record.

Tracy Tristaino makes a giant leap.

The Winter Track Team

go '^inUx^iack



Senior Boys. Back: Christopher Demas, Craig Kingston, Bob

[aloney, Jonathan Bryant and Michael Crowley. Middle: Richie

heverie, Jeff Loja, Brian McEachern and Brian Doucette.

ront: Ryan Godfrey, Gregory Sugarman, Ryan Hunt and

ndrew MacCormack.

Senior Girls. Jen Lane, Julie Kantor, Tracy Pleau, Tracy Tristaino, Casey

Finn, Melissa Dion, Kristin Armstrong, Brianna Antle and JilUan Wiencko

Ql^int^i Oiaclz gi



Beth Fowler concentrates as she gets ready for her

dismount.

g2 ^umnaitiai.
The team will be ready to go next year with underclassmen Caroline'

Croix, Janet Veracka, Lindsey Kay, and Stacey Kroon.



Managers Katelyn Cantelli and Kate MacFarlane keep score and help support the gym-

lasts.

Flip, Jump, and Roll

The Laker gymnasts had a great season with an 8-3

record. The team was lead by Captains Stef Palmacci and

Beth Fowler. They have improved tremendously from

their rookie season achieving their goal by breaking the

130 barrier. The girls had a storybook ending. Lindsey

Kay and Christy Pforr achieved all-star in their respecti ve

events of all-around and balance beam. Juli Martinez won
the team sportsman award; Beth Fowler was chosen as

O.C.L sportsman. -Sarah MacFarlane

"mii

Lindsey Kay shows her balance on the beam.

le Team. Back: Beth Fowler, Ms. Bartyzel, Caroline St. Croix, Emily Tyler, Liz Noyes, Stacey

froon, Monica Hebert, Nicole Hart, Stef Palmacci. Middle: Allison Vu, Maggie Lakis, Cheryl

'enezia, Janet Veracka, Adrien Snow, Lindsey Kay, Despina Liousas. Front: Juli Martinez,

Christy Pforr, Erica Benotti.

Stacey Kroon executes a picture perfect flip.

^umnaitici. gs
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Matt Haglund gets ready to tee off.

Wait 'til Next Year
The 1999 Silver Lake Golf Team was very success-

ful this past season. The team only suffered a few

close matches to the extremely strong Cape teams.

;
Next year's team shoud improve even more because

, o II II ..-c u A a u u I u i only two seniors will be lost from the team, Jason
Jason Bellavance veils rore as he sends the ball sailing over the tairway. -' ' '

Bellavance and Herb Aikens. -jason Beiiavance.

Back row; Herb Aikens, John Montosi, Matt Haglund, Brian Schier, David Gordon, Jason

Bellavance Front row: Jack McCarthy, John Baron, AJ Marcioni, Chris Hickey, Justin

Liszanckie. Not pictured: Brian Barkas.

94 ^off
Herb Aikens follows through on his swing.





Freshman Class Officers: Chrissy Gorman, Liz Brady, Jaimie Mueller
Erica Polleys, Brooke Richards, Steve Sanda, and Nathan Palmer.

Patrick Cronin gets "carried away" by Ronald Coulstring and Thomn
Melucci.

Amanda Clancy, Liz Brady, James Dakin, Andrew Bouley,
LynseyVacchino, and Christopher Deegan pose for class color day.

The freshmen show their Silver Lake spirit at the Homecoming Game,

^/aii of 2003



Second Place
At the beginning of the

year, the freshman class set

many high goals. So far, we
have not only reached but

surpassed our greatest ex-

pectations. We will con-

tinue to strive for excellence

in everything we do.

The first goal we set was

to not come in last place on

the Homecoming float. We
worked many nights de-

spite the weather, darkness,

and lack of cooperation

among the workers. Our
theme was disco. When the

final product was finished,

we held the second place

prize.

Other activities planned

are a block party exclusively

for freshmen and a raffle.

The freshman class has the

talent to get things done.
Bridget Rau puts her best foot forward.

Freshmer\ are all wrapped up with winning.

&k Gordon got dressed in the dark
M morning.

^^ESHM^^
Lyndsay Cummings steals the spotlight.

(^/aii of 2003



Mark Praetsch and John Kopp put on a show for the Homecoming
Game.

^M
rW^"

JiaMK?^^
The Sophomore float flies past.

Molly Menzie,

Caitlin Harper,

and Meghan
Reardon relax

before the

Homecoming "

float goes out. |

Micaela Burke opens the windov
for flight.

Abbey Albitz, Kelly Phillips, Allison Colwell, and Katie Killinger fl;

a smile at the Homecoming Dance.

May The Force Be

With You
The Class of 2002 got off to a really great start.

Not only did we get thirtgs done.

But we also had lots of fun.

Homecoming was grand with our Star Wars theme.

When we came together, we made a great team.

Our class participation was superb.

We kept on going despite all the curbs.

The Sophomore Social was a big hit.

But would you expect any less from a class with

such wit.

Thank you, Mrs. Warnock, for a wonderful year.

Let's have a good summer and see you back here.

.

-Miitt Vercollone, President - Class of 2002

C/aii of 2002



lie Martinez and Kate MacFarlane get ready for the

p rally.
Class Officers: Micaela Burke, John Nelson, Matt VercoUone, Cristine Sweeney,

John Kopp.

1 George, Nicole Gourdin and Steve DeSouza.

Bobby Clark, Adam Luque, Matt MacQueen, Lisa Berggren and Cristy Pforr

lean to the left, lean to the right getting ready to fight, fight
,
fight.

< ô
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Erin Dunbar, Rockelle

Gardner, Melissa Merrill,

Megan Harrigan and

Heather Taylor show their

class spirit. ^/'a.. of 2002



Jen Richardson, Liz Weiss, Alexis Edwards, Liz Conway, Cathryn Cronin, Danielle Doher i

Seth Krueger and Erin Devine all show their wild side during Spirit Week.

Jim Hannon is ready to hit the slopes.

^\3NI0%

The junior Homecoming
float needed a few more

helping hands.

Brian Green gives all the credit to his partner Ryan Gadles

CLaii. or 2001

Mike Belcher puts the

finishing touches on his

3-D design project.



ass Officers: Katie Baird, Laura Cunningham,

r.sica Farina, Devon Govoni, Peter Blandino, Liz

)nway.

Jazzy & Jaunty

This year's jazzy juniors.

Class of 2001, had many new
plans and ideas for the year.

Fronrhomecoming to the prom,

the juniors had a full slate.

These jaunty juniors also had a

magazine drive which raised a

goodamount ofmoney for class

expenses. The juniors hosted

the annual Mr. Silver Lake with

a Httle flair and some extra

pizzazz. With some new offic-

ers and some different posi-

tions, this year's leaders and

plans were new and original.

Mrs. Gould, our advisor, used

her experience to lead the jun-

iors to success. All in all it was
a great year for the Class of

zUU 1 . -Jessica Farina

Greg Sferruzza is

having a bad dream
in English class.

jCatie Baird and Matt Tolman work hard to form

[heir masterpeices. Brian Libbv, Janet Veratka, and Ryan DeLuca share their expertise of f^amlet .

Steve Suppa, Susan Powers, and Adam Dennison come together for a

Kodak moment.

Seth Krueger and Tom Benner

debate their next move. C/aii ot 2001



Heather Nicotri

Katie Finnegan

Donald Bullock

Mike Nekorchuk

102 ^UEaiLrook <^UJ2J20ltzii.

Renee Rizzoti

Alexandra Paiva

Ryan deOgburn

Adrienne Buu

v^
Heidi Lopresti



ally Bardon Stacy Varitimos

Chris Davis

Greg Tedesco

Kevin McGrath

Nicole Searles

Ryan Nicotri

With Special Thanks To Our Sponsors:

Gail and William Clougherty Joanne and William Norton

Mr. and Mrs. Duff Diane and Daryl Ostrander

Stephen and Wendy Fox Larry and Gay Rhue
Mr. and Mrs. David M. Kilnapp Glyn and Jane Staples

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel E. Lorgeree Candy and Jeff Stone

Patricia Lee Manning Keith and Jessica Williamson

Stephen and Jane McCaul Paul and Donna Zadorian

^yE-aiLrook e^uhboxtsiit 10^



Bernhard Floriad Eiber

from Germany

i

Madiha Hassan Ashour

from Egypt

Philip Jermann
from Switzerland

Friends Around

the World
The Foreign Exchange Students are a

part of the community here at Silver

Lake. These students were housed

with host famines Cote, Gobbell,

Piche, Torrey, and Festa where they

experienced family traditions and

American home Hfe. These students

also shared their culture and back-

ground with us. Friends made during

this important year will be friends for

a lifetime.

Chiharu Tomihara,

Madiha Ashour,

Philip Jermann,

David Schiller,

Bernhard Eiber,

and Borja Reh

Chiharu Naha Tomihari

from Japan

David Schiller

from the Czeck Repuli

Michal Soka

from Slovakia

704 joiEian C-xaianat ^iudznti
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Dennis McCall and Adam Candler are still

together after all these years.
1 hi' I Ki' "> iiu thought we wouldn't mako it-lL'ssu C ludup and Eric Steeves

Adrienne Harvey gets pumped up for the sixth grade

field trip.

Tara McCarthy says sweetly to Adam Candler, "Will you please put

lotion on?"

106 ciU.iniintaiu

Adam Simeone and Dan Cook
are up to no good.



ther McVarish, Laura Newton, Melissa Dion, Caitlin McCaul,

I nna Antle, Laura Sutherland and Courtney Delaney have a

I I at their sleepover.

Tracy Pleau and Kenny Donovan are

styling.

Ryan MacDonald is caught

in action.

,?ghann Lynch and Liz Provost get ready for

13 at Nature's Classroom.
Don't mess with Anthony DeLuca. Paul Goldie knows what's up.

Melissa Young and Melinda Wyse
try to talk about future plans.

t.L£.m.^ntaiu lOJ



Taking a break from the fun and games on the baseball

field, Steven Littlefield, Jen Kelly, Sian Nessarella,

Meghan Lynch, Kristen Gaynor, Shauna Sampson, Sarah

Winter, and Sandy Keniston gather under a tree.

During roaring 20s week, Jeff Churchill and Greg Staples

are wheelin' and dealin'.

T
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e
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Front: Meghan Fencer, Allison Crothers, Leah Spitz, Kim Dolan, Beth

Fowler, Rita Martinez. Back: Kate DeMulis, Courtney Delaney, Brianna

Antle, Hilary Pike, Jill Weinko, and Nicole Zwhalen gather around for a

group picture.

To serve as a reminder at how foolish we dressed during roaring

20's week, Lucy Tribou, Pam Bloomquist, Emi Taranto-Kent, Am
Cram, Nicole Tarzia, Gretchen Snoeyenbos and Dawn Morris do

quick pose.

Partying hard at the Semi-Formal, Lindsay VanGulden, Sean

Duffy, Liz Provost, Kelli Roche, Kevin Ryan, and Chris Govoni

manage to squish together for a picture.

Beth Fowler and Briarma Antle are caught staring at the new
lockers that the Jr. High finally had installed.

loS ^u : cHian
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cy Pleau, Brianna Antle, Kate DelTufo, and Kristin

nstrong take a break from the excitement.

Heather McVarish watches in the background as Katie Burba, Beth Fowler,

Laura Sutherland, and Andrea Sferruzza huddle together for a pose.

Trying to snap Chris Govoni out of his coma,

Brett Garneau screams like a wild man.

ways the ladies' man, Russell Greenleaf hugs Brianna Antle and Kristin Armstrong.

lyne Conboy, Caitlin McCaul, Brianna Antle, Kristin Armstrong,

'lacy Tristaino, Casey Finn, Tracy Pleau, and Kate DelTufo gather

utside before they hit the dance.
Emily Vroom smiles, as Dan Cook snags himself the MacFarlane

twins, Erin and Sarah.

c^otikonox^ £^pciaL lOg



May 7, 1999, the night we had all been waiting for had finally arrive'

Our first prom turned out to be everything we had hoped. The Class-

2000 arrived by car, limo, and even buses. Everyone looked glamorous.

.

we walked onto the dance floor, bubbles floated around us while mm
filled the air. The dance floor was never empty. We danced our last dar

together to "Take my Breath Away." This was a night we would alwa

remember. Kim Oolan and Sarah MacFarlane

Don't be deceived! Andy Loring, Ben Stevens,

and Ryan Godfrey are not actually models.

Sarah O'Keefe, Jill DiBona, and Kristin

Larvey's dentists would be proud of these

pearly whites.
The Court: Ryan Blair, Meghann Lynch, Chris Tura, Kathryn Woodbury, Hillary Pike, C
Griffin, Tobi Chasen, Adam Simeone, Katie Horsman, and Greg Barnes.

Adam Simeone may try, but he can't come
between Tracy Pleau and Kenny Donovan,

Crystal Reilly,Tobi Chasen, Sarah MacFarlane,

Stef Palmacci, Jane Alberti, Kathy Caruso, Laura

Sutherland, Emily Mullen, Katie Burba, Heather

McVarish, Katie Bobo, and Melissa Dion are

having bubbles of fun under the sea!
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lie Kantor and Sara Ostrander show everyone the right moves.

Everyone enjoys the bus ride to the prom.

Jjunioi iJ-^iom 7/7



Not Just Another Class!

The Class of 2000 is not just another class to graduate and pass through Silver Lake. We are one thti

has matured, accomplished our goals, and achieved the highest honor at Silver Lake. Our class -

one that will leave a deep imprint on the school, staff, and students.

As a freshman class Spirit Week was our first opportunity to show some class spirit. We had i

:

idea what the other classes had done in the past. We lacked in streamers, balloons, float decorations, and spir

We had a lot of improving to do. Mr. Brown, our class advisor, helped us with fund-raisers. The Freshm;,

Lock-In was unsuccessful. Although we started the Valentine's Day lollipop tradition, we only made aboi

$100 from sales, and that's how we ended our year.

Sophomore year was a litde better. We went from rags to riches. With Ms. Lopes as our cla

advisor, we made money from the rained-out car wash/bake sale and the Papa Gino's coupon deal. Our cla

spirit went from nonexistent to about 90%. Class officers could not make it to one of the Student Coum
meetings, so we were given hot pink for a class color! The sophomores picked up the slack in spirit, and v.

won third place at Homecoming. Of course, we wouldn't let the freshmen beat us. We went into junior yee

with great improvement in our finances of $1000 and a whole new look at school spirit.

Junior year, wow ! High school became tougher for us. All the term papers, outside work, activitiiii

and everything became an overload. But we survived and went though Homecoming Week with a strong leei

over the seniors. We were unfortunately beaten by the senior float. Our float was truly ten times better! Tllj

was also a big year with fund-raisers such as Mr. Silver Lake and the Prom. We had a lot of fun putting togethh'

Mr. Silver Lake, and we shared a magnificent prom night at Lantana's.

At last senior year! Some of us are just waiting for the last day, and some of us are wishing tft

we had more time to do all the things we needed and wanted to do. On the third day as seniors we had o

assembly and the assistant principals and Dr. McEwan talked about our being role-models and leaders. Thi

reminded us that every class was looking up to us. The underclassmen were depending on the smoke-free Ck;

of 2000. Dr. McEwan also granted us the honor of being one of the most intelligent classes graduating fro

Silver Lake ever. Spirit week was a breeze! We won with pride and the homecoming float was number o;>

for sure! We did notice the improvement in class spirit among all the classes, especially on class color di

The hot pink freshmen and the

bright yellow sophomores re-

ally stood out. This is the year

of lasts: the last first day of

school, the last school vaca-

tion week, the last Carnival

Week, the last year of high

school and the last year of the

millennium. The Class of2000

are leaders, they are smart, and

they are Hke no other class to

graduate. The Class of 2000 is

not just another class graduat-

ing from Silver Lake.

-Elizabeth Provost

Melissa Dion - historian,

Russ Greenleaf - vice president,

Eliza Ryan - secretary,

Jane Alberd - treasurer, and

Liz Provost - president.



Lauren M. Acevich

't be afraid of the space between

IS and reality. If you can dream it, you

lake it happen."

Lori J. Adams Brian N. Ahlstedt

"In any moment of decision, the best thing "Twenty years from now you will be more

you can do is the right thing. The worst thing disappointed by the things that you didn't do

you can do is nothing." than by the ones you did do."

ks Mom &Dad for your love & support. Thank you Mom, Dad, Peter, and friends for Thanks Mom. Dad, and my brother. Best

3, I'll love you always. Sue, friends helping me along the way. wishes to my best friends. Josh and Matt,

er.

Herbert W. Aikens

1 prepare, and someday my
e will come."

« Mom, Dad, Justin, Amy,
ian, Lauran, all my friends, &

Jane E. Alberti Christilynn Allen

"A good friend is hard to find, hard to lose, "People are just as happy as they make up

and impossible to forget." their minds to be."

Thanks to my family & friends for your love Thanks to my family, friends, and teachers!

& support. Good luck class of 2000!

Glass of2000



Jocelyn A. Anderson

"Unanswered questions are far less

dangerous than unquestioned answers."

Thanks Dad. Mom. Jar. Jes & John. I love

you. Good luck to all my friends.

Ross D. Anti Brianna K. Antle

"Do not go where there is a path, but instead "Hold a friend's hand through times of i •

go where there is no path and leave a trail."

Thanks to Dad, Brendon. Luke, Eliza, Billy

and the Maloney family.

let her find love through a hug and smilnlj

also know when it's time to let go, eactl

us must learn to grow." '

Mom, Dad, Dustin, Kristin, I love you. .;

Memories last forever. Good luck '00.
t

Jennifer M. Archibald

"True friendship is like sound health; the

value of it is seldom known until it be lost.'

Jeff J. Arcieri Kristin L. Armstrong

"Let no one ever come to you without

!

leaving happier."

Thanks to my family for being there for me.

Thank you Michelle and Joanne for support.

Thanks Mom, Dad, Jeff, Brianna, Joe i

friends. I'm so lucky to have you.

C/ass of2000
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Mark J. Azevedo

er give in, never give in. never, never,

-in nothing, great or small, large or

vnever give in except to the convictions

nor and good sense."

Ashley E. Baptista

"An inspiration is what you are to me,

inspiration look and see. And today my
world it smiles, your hand in mine we walk

the miles."

Thomas J. Baragwanath

"The three sentences that will get you

through life. Number one, 'Cover for me."

Number two, 'Oh, good idea, boss.' Number
three. 'It was like that when I got here.'"

ks Mom, Dad, Jason, and all my friends.

Id not have done it without you.

Thanks to everyone. Memories are forever.

Daddy, you're with me always.

I want to thank Mom, Dad, Nicole,

Samantha. Nana. Grandpa, & the family.

Gregory A. Barnes Jacquehne I. Bartels

"Good friends are hard to find, harder to let

go, and impossible to forget."

JuHe D. Bartels

"Why walk and talk through life, when you

could sing and dance your way through it
?"

Thanks Mom, Dad, Julie, Jimmy, and Greg

for all you've done. I love you .

Thank you for everything Mom, Dad, Jackie,

Jimmy, & Josh. I love you all.
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Michelle L. Batchelor

"Future- that period of time in which our

affairs prosper, our friends are true, and our

happiness is assured."

Timothy S. Bates Stephanie M. Baueri

"I am the wisest man alive, for I know :

thing, and that is that I know nothing.'"]!

Thanks for being there Mom. Dad. Missy,

and Jen.

^«l

p^-l
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Jason D. Bellavance

"If you want something bad enough, you'll

work for it."

Lauren A. Beneduci

"Dreams are hard to follow, but don't let

anyone tear them away. Hold on; there will

be tomorrow. In time, you'll find the way."

Thanks Mom, Dad, and Tom. You're the

best! Team. 1-4-3! Friends, we did it! "OO"

Robert J. Bergeron

"I got to go find my own way. I got to it

my own mistakes. But I will never foni a

of these days."

Thanks to my family, the Johnson fam •

and friends Keith, and Robyn.

C/ass of2000
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Timothy Blackwell Ryan E. Blair

hat lies behind us and what lies before us A wise man once said, "It's not the size of

small matters compared to what lies

lin us."

,nks to my Mom and Dad; love always!

nks to my Sisters, Nana, Josh, big foot.

the dog in the fight that matters, but it's the

size of the fight in the dog that really

matters."

Thanks to Mom, Grammy, and Pa, Britt,

Dad, the McCauls and Caitlin.

Pamela L. Bloomquist

"1 am only one, but I am one. 1 cannot do

everything, but I can do something. And I

will not let what I cannot do interfere with

what I can do."

Thanks to all my friends and family for their

love and support. Thanks Patt!

Kathlyn Bobo Gregg S. Bouley

"Nuts.'

Thanks to Dad, Mom, and Brett for all your

support and for making me believe in myself.

Jessica A. Bouley

"He goes his way without relying on others

and does not pride himself on walking alone.

While he doesn't follow the crowd, he won't

complain of those who do.

Love you Mum, Dad, AJ, Jeff, Anna,

Leanne, and the team.
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Jacob D. Bourke

"He who controls the past commands the

future. He who commands the future

conquers the past."

Thanks Jenn. Gina, Brendan. John. Matt, and

all of my friends. I owe you all.

Jason R. Boyd Michael B. Bray

Andrew J. Brems

"Life is short, and it's up to you to make it

sweet."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Terry and Jeff for all

your support.

Mary Beth Brennan

"There are places I'll remember all my life,

though some have changed, some forever,

not for better, some have gone and some

have remained."

Thanks to my family, friends. Coaches B and

S. and the teams. -I cherish you all.

Colleen M. Bright

"Love is the forgetting of oneself in thei

service of another."

Thanks family. Liz. Kristin, Trever, Tai.,,

Guards; I'll cherish the memories '
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Jennifer C. Bright

we grow older, things must change,

;hey don't always have to end."

iks to my family for everything. Hil,

, Nic, Chelle, Lau - friends always.

Jonathan H. Bryant

"Whatever you can do or dream, you can

begin it. Boldness has genius, power, and

magic in it."

Thanks Mom & Dad for making it happen.

Coach K, the family, & SL for everything.

Jennifer M. Bunton

"...and in my mind as I was floating

far above the clouds

some children laughed I'd fall for certain for

thinking that I'd live forever..."

To Mom, Dad, and Jamie - You are my stars.

j
Katie L. Burba

iji good to have an end to journey

'irds; but it is the journey that matters in

i;nd."

|n. Dad, Casey, Nick, thanks for your

lort! Friends, keep smiling. I love you!!!

Jessica L. Burke

"Do not follow where the past may lead; go

instead where there is no path and leave a

trail."

Love and thanks to Mom, Dad, Gale, Mike,

and Jeremie.

Nicole R. Burke

"Patterns of the past echo in the present and

resound through the future."

Thanks to Mum and Dad for all your love.

My sis and all my friends, you are great.
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John P. Butler

"Do not think yourself so large as to deem

others small. He who says that others are not

equal to himself comes to ruin."

Thanks Mom, Bob, Tim, Mike, Carolyn,

Sarah, Ryan, Nanu, Nana, & friends.

Laurel L. Butler

"You never know what you have until you

don't have it any more."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Jill, Jack, for your

patience. Hols, Meg, Mish, Jen, Kris.

William P. Callahan

"Then as it was. Then again it will be. AJ^

though the course may change sometime
''

Rivers always reach the sea."

Thanks to my family. Bob, Ross, and myi

second family, the Maloneys.

Adam N. Candler

"The wise listen and add to their learning"

Thanks to everyone; it's been fun. Mom,
Jack, and Mary, thanks for being there.

Daniel R. Cardinal

"Could I have been anyone other than me?

Thanks Mom, Dad, Jay, my friends. You

guys are the best.Thanks for being there.

Suzanne L. Carey

"If we couldn't laugh, we'd all 20 insanifllI

Thank you to my family, for your suppc

And thanks to my friends for the memoi

[1
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Kathy A. Caruso

mories are tomorrow's special thoughts

'day.""

iks Dad, Mom, Tony, Beth & friends,

d luck Class of 2000.

Matthew P. Carvalho

"If you are not living on the edge, you are

taking up too much space."

Thanks Mom, Dad, and Dave; you are the

best. Good luck to my best friends Brian &
Josh.

Nicole M. Casavant

"Change is the law of life. And those who

look only to the past or the present are

certain to miss the future.""

Thanks Mom, Dad, Laura, Rick, Gregory.

Thanks Liz, Emily, Josh 143, & Mr. Ashby.

Sean P. Casey

:'ve come a long, long, way together

ugh the hard times and the good.""

Tobi L. Chasen

"Time flies, but remember, you are the

navigator.""

Richard L. Cheverie

"Speak softly and carry a big stick; you will

20 far."

iks Mom, Dad, Dea. James, Gould,

:k and Seth, bass and ohms.

Thanks Mom, Dad, family & friends for

being there. Ted, the best is yet to come!
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Jeffrey M. Churchill Marc A. Cifuni Jennifer A. Clark

"Should anything happen to me, just wish me "Do not follow where the path may lead. Go "Gratitude is the memory of the heart.'

back with the Dragonballs."

Thanks to my family, my friends, my Sifu,

my cat C12, and Iria my love.

instead where there is no path and leave a

trail."

Thanks Mom, Dad, family, and friends.

Thanks Mom. Dad, Mike, and friends w«(

names are not needed. i

Brendan P. Clougherty

"There is no spoon."

Mom, Dad, Jake, I can never thank you
enough; thanks for being there for me.

Christopher R. Coelho Michael J. Cogburn i

"You have to be young and dumb to become "The question isn't who is going to let r

old and wise." it's who is going to stop me."

Thanks to all my friends and family. Thanks to my family and friends that sti

by me, and everyone else.
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Justin L. Cole

friend won't lend you fifty dollars, he's

ably a pretty good friend."

ik you to my family and friends. I know

ildn't have done it without you.

Rachel E. Collis Jayne M. Conboy

" Keep smiling, keep shining, knowing you

can always count on me, for sure, that's what

riends are for."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Krysten, Nana, Jess,

family, friends, and team. I love you!

Thomas M. Connolly

I longer the island of knowledge, the

tsr the shoreline of wonder."

iiks Mom, Dad for everything, and Dan
I eeping it real.

Kristen A. Connor Joshua P. Conroy

"You can't stay in your corner of the Forest "I cannot say whether things will get better if

waiting for others to come to you. You have we change. What I can say is they must

to go to them sometimes." change if they are to get better."

Thanks Mom, Dad. Jillian, all my friends,

and "THE CREW." I love you all.

Thanks Mom, Dad, Alexis, and Emily. Good

luck to my friends Brian and Matt.
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Daniel P. Cook

"Just say I was testing the bounds of reality.

I was curious to see what would happen.

That's all it was: curiosity."

Thanks to family and friends. You've been

my only motivation.

Jennifer R. Cormier

"The greastest happiness of life is the

conviction that we are loved. Loved for

ourselves, or rather, in spite of ourselves."

Thanks to my family, friends and teachers. I

owe you everything, but I give my love.

Erin M. Costello

"Man is like a fraction whose numeratoi

what he is and whose denominator is wl 1

thinks of himself. The larger the denomji,i

the smaller the fraction."
|

Thanks to my family, friends, and teach;!;

Mr. C. Brown, Mr. Duffy, and Mrs, Sta;;;

Melissa A. Coughlan

"We need time to dream, time to remember

and time to reach the finite. We too need

time to be."

James F. Coveney Michael W. Coveney)

i

Thanks Mom & friends. I couldn't have done

it without you. You mean the world to me. |1
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Mary E. Craig Natalie M. Craig Amy E. Cram

-irace today. We'll always look back and "There's the people you've known forever. "I can do all things through Him who
of the good old days."

ks to Mom, Dad, Line, Cailin and my
is. I love you all!

Who like... know you... in this way. That

other people can't. Because they've seen you

change. They've let you change."

Special thanks and love to all my friends and

family. Fll never forget any of you... ever!

strengthens me."

I thank God for my family, my friends, my
teachers, and my strength.

Allison M. Crothers

le people come into our lives and then

very quickly. Some stay for a while

eave footprints on our hearts, and we
ever the same."

I & Dad, thanks for your love & support,

riends, thanks for the great memories.

Michael Crowley

"The quality of a person's life is in direct

proportion to their commitment to excel-

lence."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Grandma, Jeff, Nate,

Ann, family and friends. It's been fun.

Jesse A. Crudup
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Josef M. Cuddy

"Oh. life, it seems a struggle between what

we think and what we do."

Jessica M. CuUivan

"Don't ever frown 'cause you never know

who's falling in love with your smile."

Jason M. Curran

My advice: live each moment as your hi,

Thanks to everyone.

I want to thank Mom. Dad, Ben, Gabrielle.

and Maddie Rose for putting up with me.

Thanks to Mom. Dad. Nick & Chris. I love

you guys! Love & luck to Jayne. friends, and

team.

Heidi A. Daly Holly A. Daly Mark W. Daly

"You say you don't want it again, and again

you don't really mean it."

Thanks Mom, Dad for helping me through

this life. I'll love you always. Matt.

"With your head held high and your eyes

open, you learn to build your roads on today.

Tomorrow's ground is too uncertain for

plans & futures have a way of falling down."

Thanks Mom & Dad. I love you. Friends last

forever. Don't get distant when we do.

"Yesterday is not ours to recover, but I
tomorrow is ours to win or lose." r

I thank my parents & brother for supper i-

me throughout my struggles & triumphs
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Christopher M. Davis

re's only now, there's only here.

in to love or live in fear,

ther path, no other way,

ay but today."

ks to Mom, Dad. Colleen and all my
Is for their love and support.

Robert W. Deegan, III

^^^^Hj^^'
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Courtney A. Delaney

"For long you live and high you fly.

And smiles you'll give and tears you'll cry.

And all you touch and all you'll see

Is all your life will ever be.

Thanks to everyone who's been there for me.

Mom and Nate. I love you both so much!

Anthony C. DelPozzo

:he hardest thing in the world for you.

'ourself. Face the truth."

Brian J. DelTufo Kate A. DelTYifo

"No matter how much fortune and fame "Let me be patient, let me be kind. Make me

come into your life at the end of the day all unselfish without being blind."

you have is you."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Kate, Eileen and Cathryn Thanks for your constant love and support

for your constant love. Mom, Dad, Kara, Eileen, Bri, and Justen.
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Anthony J. DeLuca

"Take only your memories. Leave only your

spirit."

Thanks Mom. Dad, Mike, and Dave.

Jason F. DeMarzo

"Fame is a vapor. Popularity is an accident.

Money takes wings. All that endures is

character."

Thanks Mom, Dad. Jeff, and all my family

and friends for all your love and support.

Christopher A. Demai

"As we are, so we do, and as we do so

done to us; we are the builders of our o

fortunes."

Special thanks Mom. Dad. and Amy.

Michael J. Demeo Kate E. DeMullis

"It's scary to think that times fly by so fast:

what we used to call our present has now

become our past."

Mom, Dad, Jill, Mike, and Matthew I love

you. Chrissy, Katie, Chris, love always.

Heather R. Denmani

"I cannot shake this feeling from my hm.

there is a devil sleeping in my bed. Hel

watching you from across the way; 1 c;.o

make this feeling go away."
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Elissa J. Derby

i is never time at all. You can never

eave without leaving a piece of youth."

cs Mom, Dad. and Emily for your love,

)rt, and guidance.

Jillian L. DiBona

""Some people come into our lives and

quickly go. Others stay for a while and leave

footprints on our heart, and we are never,

ever the same."

Dad, Mike, Wes, I love you guys. Mom,
thanks for always being there. Love ya!

Melissa M. Dion

'"Smile: If you can't lift the corners, let the

middle sag."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Heather and Schaun. I

love you! To my friends-it's been fun!

' Michael J. Doherty Kimberly J. Dolan

•icvci icauii luy ucbiiiiauun, ii i never "Climb every mountain, ford every stream.

lO I will sail my vessel, 'til the river runs Follow every rainbow, till you find your

aever reach my destination, if I

o I will sail mv vessel, 'til the r;

Sarabeth Donahoe

"In order to discover new oceans, you must

first have the courage to lose sight of the

shore."

;epest love, respect, and appreciation to To Mom, Dad, Chris, & all my friends, thank Thank you to Mom, Dad, and Kerryn. I love

',, Dad, and Paula. you. I will love and cherish you all forever. you, my family and friends.
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Kenneth C. Donovan Patrick D. Donovan Brian C. Doucette

"The greater the obstacle, the more glory in "It's a simple rule. If the engine is humming, "That man is the richest whose pleasu.i

overcoming it." it's already running." the cheapest."

Thanks to my family, friends, and Tracy P. I Thanks Mom, Dad and everyone else along Mom, Dad, and D, thanks for everythl.

love you guys. Good Luck '00. the way. Also thanks to my friends for the fun o'e

Thomas J. Doveli Bethany M. Driscoll

"Love is blind. Friendship closes its eyes."

Thanks to my family and Joe. I'll never

forget the memories; I love you all!

George S. Drummei

"Knowledge speaks but wisdom listen'

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Lisa, Matt, Eli:l

Portland.
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Erin K. Duff Michael K. Duffy Sean P. Duffy

had a star for every time my loved ones "Our greatest glory is not in never failing but "We cannot really love anybody with whom
in risina each time we fall.' we never laugh."e me smile, I would have the whole

ing sky in the palm of my hands."

I love you Mom, Dad, Meghan, J. P., Mike, Thanks to Mom, Dad, Kathy, Chris, Karyn,

iks Mom, Dad and family for your love. April, and Brenda. Good luck Class of 2000! & Pat. Much love & respect to my mushes.

: to my friends & the Winter Guard Girls

Kristen M. Dunn Daniel J. Dutra Ryan P. Dwyer

fc is too important to be taken seriously.'

jiy parents, thanks for always being
'. To family & friends, I love you all.

"This makes no difference; it's all the same

in the end."

"Life is too short so love the one you got

because you might get run over or you might

get shot."

Mom, Dad, Wendy, family and friends,

thanks for everything you have done for me.
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Jason R. Egan Bernhard F. Eiber

"I can overcome almost everything I want to "What's money? A man is a success if he

overcome with the strength of my mind."

Thanks to my mother, father. Bill, Uncles

Kevin and Dan, and all the coaches.

gets up in the morning and goes to bed at

night and in between does what he wants to

do."

Thanks Mom & Dad for your support and

love. Thanks to the Piches for your patience.

Adam K. Ellis

"Destiny is the denial of reality."

Thanks to my parents, teachers, friendslii

especially Jason P.

Amanda J. Ellis

"If this is love, then I am so sorely mistaken.

If this is peace, then I have been so falsely

awakened."

To my Dad, Mothers, John, Jill, and

Mr. Piwarunas.

Robert J. Emma, Jr.

"Answer only the questions that your heart

desires."

Thanks Vinnie, Austin, Carson, Cally, Mom,
Tracy, Dad and Rick for pushing me.

Meghan M. Fencer r

"What lies behind us and what lies befc u

are tiny matters compared to what lies lii

us."

All my love to my family. To my frieni

thanks for the memories. Good Luck!
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Mandy L. Fernald Kristine M. Fernandes

re is one way to happiness and tliat is to "As we breathe into Hfe, we will leave. As

worrying about things which are we stray, as we stray far from home, I will

id the power of our will." believe. Cause we are here today and gone

tomorrow."

i
& Dad, you're the best. Shawn, I love

Kelly, Glenn, Nana & Pa, I love you all. Thanks & love to Mom, Dad, Stacy, Dave &
all my friends especially Sara, Jen, and Liz.

Brian T. Ferriera, Jr.

Thanks Mom, Dad, & Jamie. I love you all.

Timothy A. Figlioli

wledge is the one thing in life that no

an ever take away."

ks to my loved ones. Dad: for every-

. Megz; for love & support through all.

Nicole Files-Thompson

"Yeah, you'll wonder what it is 'bout me,

cause I'm high like heaven, and I'm strong

like music, I'm slow like honey and heavy

with mood."

Thanks Ma, Adam, the Files and Tompson

families with much love.

J

Casey K. Finn

"Twenty years from now you will be more

disappointed by the things you didn't do than

by the ones you did. So throw off the

bowlines. Sail away from the safe harbor."

Love & thanks to Dad, Mom, Colleen &
friends; I couldn't have done it without you.
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Jared A. Fiumara

"Progress involves risk. You can't steal

second and keep your foot on first."

I would like to thank all my family & friends

for always being there when I needed them.

Sean F. Flood

"I don't try to be different 'cause I am so

inevitable; my style will survive when your

now turns to then."

Thanks to my family, friends and art

teachers.

Andrea N. Fogarty

"As steadfast as the ages roll.

Binding closer soul to soul.

No matter how far or heavy the load.

Sweet is the journey on friendship's roaa!

Thank you Mom and Ms. LaPointe for

making me the person I am today. I lovei*

Danielle J. Foley

"There is only one success - to be able to

spend your life in your own way."

Thanks Mom & Dad for all the love and

support. Tim, Eric, Lisa - thanks. I love you. family. Also my boyz and women at S.L.

Matthew W. Foster

"You are wise to be like the moon, show

only your bright side to the world."

Beth A. Fowler

"Got milk.'

To my family that pushed me and to the J

Thanks to Mom, Dad, James, Uncle Reg and who make it hard to say good bye, thank
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Jennifer L. Fox

;e a world in a grain of sand,

eaven in a wildflower.

Id infinity in the palm of your hand

ternity in an hour."

Dad, Jeff, Nic, Tim, Mimi, Bepa, Andy

n, you're wind beneath my wings.

Christopher D. Franklin

"Life is a great big canvas; throw all the

paint you can at it."

Matthew S. Fredey

"Live as if you were to die tomorrow. Learn

as if you were to live forever."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Julie and all my friends, I Thanks Dad, Mom, Michelle and Em.

couldn't have done it without you.

Daniel M. Gallinger

|r walk down the same road twice."

1:

is to my parents, my family, and my

Brett A. Garneau

"I always knew looking back on the times I

cried would make me laugh, but I never

thought looking back on the times I laughed

would make me cry."

Much love to my family. Heather, I love you.

And "The Crew" - thanks for the good times 1

flwft

Renee N. Gaudette

"If you don't stand for something, you fall

for everything."

Thanks Ma, Dad, Nana, Errol, Chris, Tara

and the rest of the family. I cherish you all.
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Tricia T. Gaul Lynette N. Gaymon

"Nurture your dreams! They will take root in "The most courageous act is still to think for

your soul and bear fruit in your life." yourself. Aloud."

Thanks Mom, Dad, and Lisa for believing in Thanks to teachers, family and friends,

me! You mean the world to me! I love you.

Jeffrey A. Gettemy

Zachary L. Gill

"Fairness is a wonderful attribute. It has

nothing to do with war."

Fd like to thank Babydoll who has helped

me pull this off.

Patricia A. Gillespie

"Joy is a net of Love by which you can catch

souls."

"I have called you by name, you are mine."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Erin, Tom, Vin, Colleen

and all my friends.

Noah G. Gillis
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Bethany K. Gilpatrick

e's bound to be rough waters

know ril take some falls,

'ith the good Lord as my captain

make it through them all."

, Dad, Brice-you're the greatest!

/ours forever! I love you all!

Ryan J. Godfrey

"Throughout life, one must remember:

In all your troubles.

When there is nothing left.

You always have your friends."

Thanks to my parents, who are my
inspiration, and my closest friends.

Christopher E. Godinho

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Nicole and Amanda.

j
Paul K. Goldie

!ise man who walks in the dark with a

i'old on is not a very wise man."

'Id like to thank my Mom, Dad, Al,

' Dan, Horty, Joe, and Murry.

Daniel I. Goldman Ryan F. Gould

"In the constant rat race of life, take some

time to unwind."

"If a homeless person has a funny sign, he

hasn't been homeless for long. A real

homeless person is too hungry to be funny."

Thanks Mom, Dad, and Rob for being there.

Dez, I love you always, thanks to my friends. Thanks Mom, Dad, Erin, Mara. Hey, James,

Frank, Howie, Girls, Jeeps.
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Christopher J. Govoni

"Don't worry about a thing because every

little thins is going be all right."

Thanks Mom, Andrea, and Katie. Much love

to all my boys.

Erin Graham

"... If thou sorrow, he will weep, if thou

wake, he cannot sleep. These are certain

signs to know faithful friend from flattering

foe."

Thank you to my family and friends for your

encouragement. I love you guys!

Keri A. Grasso

"In the blink of an eye it all flashed by, bii

ITl remember it with a smile."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Nicky, and Dom. I loi

you! Irene, "Babes for life." Good luck 2(.

Francis E. Graves

"Friendship is a rare and precious jewel;

once you find it, don't let it escape. It may
be lost forever."

To all I know: I did it for you, because of

you, or inspite of you. You know your role.

Michelle M. Gray

"Remember when the days were long

And rolled beneath a deep blue sky.

Let me take a long last look

Before we say goodbye."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Amy, Kim, Lee, and

friends. Lots of love and luck to everyone.

Russell N. Greenleaf

"Character, not circumstances, make the

man."

Thanks to my family for their love and

support. I love you Mom, Dad, Ran, Nyk
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Glenn G; Griffin

nobody but yourself means to fight

lest battle which any human being

It and never stop fighting."

to all my family and friends.

Ashley J. Grupillion

"There is fate, but it only takes you so far

and once you're there it's up to you to make

it happen."

Thanks Mom. Dad, Jared & Jason for putting

up with me. All my friends, I love you.

Jenesse A. Gurley

"When one door closes, another one opens;

but we often look so regretfully upon the

closed door that we do not see the one which

has opened for us."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Dan. Sean, Jamie, Jen,

and all my friends and family. 2000 is here!

Brian K. Haggerty

Stacle is a thing a person sees when
'<' his eyes off his goal."

1 to my family for all your support and

y friends for the memories.

Michael F. Haley

"Every time I look in my past,

I always wish I were there.

I wish my youth would forever last.

Why are these times so unfair?"

Thanks to all those who offered help without

expecting anything in return.

Sarah E. Hamilton

"It left the world and took its flight

Over the wide seas of the night.

The moon set sail upon the gale.

And stars were fanned to leaping light."

John, thanks for all you've done for me and

thanks to all my friends.
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Joshua P. Harbinson Justen J. Harn Nicholas G. Hartmani

"Life is just a state of mind, but it is my "You can't try to do things; you simplyii

favorite state." do them."

I

Thanks Mom. Dad, Derek and Kate for your Thanks to my Mom, Dad, Alexis, Eliotjl

constant love and support. all my friends.
j|

Adrienne L. Harvey Matthew Hayden Jacqueline R. Heberi

"Thanks for everything we've done-

Everything that's past and over too fas

None of it was wasted, it will all last.

Everything here and now and us togetl

Thanks Mom, Dad, Noreen, Chris. Tesi'*

Bobby. My friends, thanks for the meri|i«s
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Julie M. Hemingway

setter to be hated for what you are than

loved for what you are not."

;s Mom, Dad, Tim, Sharon, Dad Tim &
je friends who have been there for me.

Kristian E. Hermansen

-^1^

Alyssa K. Hill

"Other people may be there to help us, teach

us, guide us along our path. But the lesson to

be learned is always ours."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Rita, for everything!

Chicas, you'll always be in my heart.

loshua S. Hockenberry

lieve in kingdom come, then all the

I will bleed into one."

' the people I love and the people who
;:his is for you.

Linda J. Holland

"Few will have greatness to bend history

itself; but each of us can work to change a

portion of events, and the total acts will be

the history of our generation."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Beth. Brian, and all my
friends. I love you. Good luck in 2000.

Katherine G. Horsman

"Only those who risk going too far can

possibly find out how far one can go."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Tara, Eric, Dale & Gram.

Thanks Chris, Chrissy, Mr. Ashby & the

team.
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Ryan P. Hunt

"I don't know but I've been told, you never

stop moving, you never grow old."

To my friends, family and everyone in

between, thanks for making me, me.

Melissa M. Hurney

"Let your heart guide you.

It whispers, so listen closely."

Thank you Mom, Dad, Pat, and friends.

Jason, I love you always!

Lori A. Hynes

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Melissa, and allilj

friends. It's been fun. !

John L. loven, III Alexander R. Jackson

"Big goals can create a fear of failure.

Lack of goals guarantees it."

Elisabeth V. Johnso»

"Years and years of happiness only mr; i

realize how lucky we are to have frieic it

have shared and made that happiness

reality."

Thanks Mom, Dad, & Matt for your If
|

support. Friends - I love you all!
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Jimmy D. Jones Daniel J. Justice

"Heros aren't born, they're made."

I'd like to thank the "hallway crew," Larissa,

and Mr. Pina. Good luck in the future.

Andrew V. Kachuck

j
Julie L. Kantor

ten you were born, you cried and the

3*1 rejoiced. Live your life in such a

aier that when you die the world cries

(/ou rejoice."

Kks to Mom, Dad, Lydia, Jill, Chrissy,

liKatie, & the rest for being there.

Elisha L. Keegan

"Failure? I never encountered it. All I ever

met were temporary setbacks."

To my family, the Drummeys & especially

George, I love you all; keep smiling!

Matthew P. Keenliside

"You can't kill the blues with a gun,

you gotta find the strength to stand.

You just gotta keep your eyes straight

ahead and walk on like a man."

Thanks to my family for being behind me; all

my friends, the Terrors, and the Crew.

i
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Chad M. Kelble

"Just like moons and suns,

with certainty of tides,

just like hopes springing high,

still I rise."

Meg, 'Lil Red, Cal, Alex, Mike, and Jill,

thanks for your love and support.

Heather M. Kelly

"Little by little time goes by, long if you

sing, short if you sigh. Note by note life's

music plays on, songs ever changing but

never gone."

Thank you, Mom & Dad for always pushing

me. Kim, I love you. Good Luck "00

Jennifer D. Kelly

"And time weaves ribbons of memorieil

sweeten life when youth is through."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Mandy, Laura, Lizi

Jonny, I love you. Friends memories fif

Sandra L. Keniston

"To live fully is to let go and die with each

passing moment and to be reborn in each

new one."

Thanks & much love to Mom, Dad, family,

friends. The Dalys for all they have done.

Michael J. Kent

"If you can dream it, you can do it."

Thanks to Dad, Mom, and the rest of my
family and friends, especially Abby.

Leslie A. Kilnapp i

"Life's a journey, not a destination, aisyc

just can't tell what tomorrow will brim'

Thanks and all my love to my family .|1

friends who made the years unforgetta;s.
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April J. King

Id you not like to be sitting on top of

jrld with your legs hanging free."

Dad, Amy, Ryan,

support & patience

thanks for all your

! I love you guys!

^^^^H
"'^^i^^^^l

Ĥ
B^^B^/^fl^^l

Robert C. Kniffen, III

t'ung of a ladder was never meant to

)on, but only to hold a man's foot long

ih for him to ready his next step toward

ir heights."

us Mom, Dad, Jenn, Meredith, friends

^irtney, for all your love and support.

Kelly A. King Craig L. Kingston

'Enjoy yourself. These are the good old days "Whenever you look in the mirror, be able to

you're going to miss in the years ahead."

Thanks Mom, Dad and everyone that helped

me. John, you're everything to me, I love

you.

say you gave everything you had. That's

something I try to remember: Make sure you

lay it all on the line."

Thanks to my family & friends; I couldn't

have done it without you.

Francis J. Krueger, III

"Welcome to the jungle; we've got fun and

games."

Thanks to my family and friends. Babe, I

love you more. SL rock on!

!

Ryan P. Kuja

"It's good to have an end to journey toward,

but it's the journey that matters in the end."

I love you Mom, Dad & Kristen.

Thank you for everything.
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Jennifer M. Lane

"I don't want to close my eyes.

I don't want to fall asleep,

'cuz I'd miss you...

And I don't want to miss a thing."

Thanks Mom, Dad. Mike, and Jackie.

I couldn't have done it without you.

Kristin F. Larvey

"Now this is not the end. It is not even the

beginnning of the end. But it is, perhaps, the

end of the beginning."

Thanks Mom & Dad for love & support.

Bee, Col, Sarah, all 143. Good luck '00!

Karen J. Lavigne

"All that is gold does not glitter.
|

Not all who wander are lost..." I

For making school a great regression:

Amano, Takeuchi, Sakaguchi, and Uercii

Theresa C. Lawn

"Remember to always dream;

more importantly, to make those dreams

come true and never give up."

Thanks to Mom, Dad, & Nana. Good luck

Katie and the rest of my friends.

Brian N. Le

"There is only one success - to be able to

spend your life in your own way."

Thanks Mom and Dad for your love and

support. Class of 2000, we finally made it.

Kenneth W. Leach i

"Sit back, relax, and float downstreamji

Thanks to my friends, family, and my

teachers for making a great four years.
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Matthew J. Leach Derek R. Lewis

those who dare to fail greatly can ever "Wise men speak because they have

e greatly." something to say; fools speak because they

have to say something."

Audra L. Lissell

"To accomplish great things,

we must not only act but also dream,

not only plan, but also believe."

Thanks to my parents, Jon, Pat. Vinnie, and

Bob.

I love you Mom, Dad, and Tamra. Thank

you Silver Lake for all the memories.

Jeffrey W. Loja

je flying high. We're watching the

. pass us by. Never want to come down.
' want to put my feet back on the

f

Christine C. Long

"It is easier to fight for one's principles than

to live up to them."

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Matt, Or, and friends.

I couldn't have done it without you.

j s to my friends, family, & my parents

yting me in the right direction.

Kayla L. Lorgeree

"He who has a thousand friends

Has not a friend to spare.

While he who has one enemy

Shall meet him everywhere."

Thanks Mom, Dad, family, and friends for

always being there for me, I love you.
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Andrew W. Loring

"Tis better to be silent and be thought a fool,

than to speak and remove all doubt."

Thanks to Mom. Dad. Mike, Kenny, and Liz.

Joseph D. Loud Lee M. Luker

"Sometimes you gotta dig deep when

problems come near, don't fear, things
]

severe for everybody, everywhere; we £

must meet our moment of truth."

Thanks to Kel, Mom, Jeff, Max, Dad. ai,

Kat for the love, patience, and dedicatici

Matthew Lunny

"All I've undergone I will keep on. Under-

neath it all we feel so small. The heavens

fall, but still we crawl. All I've undergone I

will keep on

Kelly L. Lydon

"Kissing is a means of getting two people so

close together that hey can't see anything

wrong with each other."

Thanks Mom, Holly, Adam, Bill, Franc,

Andrew. To my friends, family I love you.

Meghann E. Lynch i

"These then are my last words to you. t w

afraid of life. Believe that life is worth hni

and your beleif will help create the fact;

Thank you to my Mom, Dad, Ray, Cast

Mike, and all my friends. I love you all
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idrew D. MacCormack

jin to a friend, someone that under-

, but everybody's gone, and I've been

or too long to face this on my own.

I guess this is growing up."

Id Hke to thank my family, and all my
5 for all the great times we had.

David A. MacDonald

"I tried the piano, I bought a trombone, but

Saturday nights I'd sit home alone. I played

the viola, I tried the sax, but everybody

wants a piece of the axe!

Thanks to the Crew, Krissy, and my family

for always being there.

Ryan W. MacDonald

"This is the end. My only friend, the end"

Thank you to my friends and family.

Goodbye to everyone else.

Erin L. MacFariane

3 every mountain, ford every stream,

every rainbow, till you find your

ijs Mom, Dad, Sarah, Kate, Ian, Emily,

ijends. I love you all. Memories

Sarah M. MacFariane

"It's something unpredictible but in the end

it's right. I hope you had the time of your

life."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Kate, Ian, Erin, Emily,

and all my friends. I love you.

Robert H. Maloney

"When a person can no longer laugh at

himself, it is time for others to laugh at him.'

Thank you Moin and Dad.
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Stacey L. Marques Rita M. Martinez

"A little bit of Rita is all you need!"

Mum, Pup, family, and friends, all my love

and thanks; you've been my motivation.

Theresa E. Mattsom

"Have patience with all things, but chim.

have patience with yourself. Do not Idi-

courage in considering your own impeic:

tions, but instantly set about remedyinfii

Jennifer L. McCabe

Thanks Mom, Dad, Rrin, my friends, a

:

teachers.

Dennis J. McCall Shawna D. McCallui

"Tomorrow's coming around a hairpin curve "Stop searching forever; happiness is just "How come dumb stuff seems so smaia!/!!

in the road." next to you." you're doing it?"

To everyone who helped me, you know who Thanks Mom, Dad, Ken, Katie, and everyone Thanks Paul and Maureen for everythl;

you are, thank you. Robbie, Ilove you. who's been there for me. you've done for me. Joe-I love you. '
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Tara M. McCarthy

ead love wherever you go. Let no one

e to you without leaving happier."

ylom & Dad, thanks for life & love. Good
- friends! Renee and Mike, I love you!

I

Caitlin J. McCaul

"The journey in between what you once

were and who you are now becoming is

where the dance of life really takes place."

Love & thanks to Mom, Dad, Lauren, Ryan,

Casey, Tracy, Tracy, Brianna & Kristen.

Andrew J. McDermott

j
David J. McDonough

h|ik you Mom, Chuck, Joey, Grandpar-

1 Dad, Ross, Bill, Nick, Justin.

Brian S. McEachern

"Today I consider myself the luckiest man

on the face of the earth."

Michael R. McKenna

Thanks to Dunn, Swanson, Rizzitano, and

the other 4/5. It's been just like TV.
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Heather F. McVarish

"Girls just wanna have fun."

Thanks Mom and Dad. Friends, thanks for

the memories. I love you all.

Sheana M. Mendes

"If you can imagine it. you can achieve it.

If you can dream it, you can become it."

Thank you Joanne, Andrea. Frank, family,

and Mrs. Dart.

Meghan S. Merrill

"Don't go in front of me: I may not folU

Don"t go behind me; I may not lead. '

Just stay beside me and be my friend.

Thanks family, complex, culinary, Mis~

Robin, Faye, Kim. All my friends, lovedi

Sarah J. Meserve

"I know it's hard to keep an open heart

When even friends seem out to harm you.

But if you could heal a broken heart.

Wouldn't time be out to charm you?"

This is for one special person & my family.

To my "bestest" pals, I'll love you always.

Sherry Miller

"Foolery, sir, does walk about the orb

like the sun; it shines eveywhere."

Thomas Miller

"That's just like . . . your opinion, mari

Thank you Mom, Dad, Chelle, Keira, Ipl

Thanks Mom & Dad, I love you. Good luck and Dumb J.

Matt and Nicole. Thank you M. Mutrie.
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Denielle M. Milton

best and most beautiful things in the

I cannot be seen or even touched;

must be felt with the heart."

jks Mom, Dad, and Glenn for all of your

pnd support; I love you!

Christopher P. Mitchell

"None are more hopelessly

Enslaved than those who
Falsely believe they are

Free."

Thanks to my parents, grandparents, and

teachers for being there for me.

Kelley A. MoUoy

"The best and most beautiful things in this

world cannot be seen or even heard, but must

be felt with the heart."

Thanks Mom. Dad, Charlie, Ben , Joe and

Pat for your love and support. I love you.

Michael Mooreside Lisa F. Morrill

"Live every moment; love everyday.

Because before you know it,

precious time slips away.

Dawn M. Morris

"I cannot change yesterday. I can only make

the most of today and look with hope toward

the future."

I love you. Mom! Thanks Dianne. Dan, I

love you always. You gave me the world.

Thanks family, friends for your love and

support. Scott. I love you. Good Luck '00.
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Robert J. Morrisette Emily Mullen

"When life throws you a lemon, make

lemonade."

Derek M. Murphy

I would like to thank myself . . . thank
;

Thanks Dad, Mom, Kate & Hill. Girls,

thanks for the good times. I love you all.

Nicole A. Murphy

"They who have achieved sucess have lived

well, laughed often, and loved much."

Thanks to all my friends, Mom, Dad, Kerrie,

John, and Richie. I love you.

Allison L. Neil

"Some people come into our lives and

quickly go. Some stay for a while and leave

footprints on our hearts, and we are never,

ever the same."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Jim, Scott, Janice, Jill,

Sarah and everybody else. I love you all.

Justin Nevins

"Do not follow where the path may lea!i;o

instead where there is no path, and lea\J

trail."

Thanks Mom & Dad for making me do >

best. Good luck to my friends; keep in rid
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Paul M. Newcomb

,>u can imagine it, you can achieve it.

Ii can dream it, you can become it."

t to thank my family, friends and

2rs for all the help and support.

Catherine S. Newhall Laura G. Newton

"I'd rather have a moment of wonderful, than "Until one extends the circle of one's

a lifetime of nothing special."

Ash, we made it. Thanks to my family and

friends! Matt, I love you!

compassion to all living things, one will not

find peace."

Thanks to my family and teachers. Melinda

and Melissa, remember the laughs!

ij::

David L. Nix

lies twenty years to build a reputation

ive minutes to ruin it."

out to all my friends: Thanks! Dad,

,, thank you for everything.

Wendy M. Norris

"She drank from a bottle called Drink Me.

She ate from a plate called Taste Me. And so

she changed while other folks never tried

nothin' at all."

Dad, Mom, and Ken. thank you for all your

love and support. Good Luck '00.

Victoria E. Norton

"We all dream a lot. some are lucky, some

are not. But if you think it, want it, dream it,

then it's real. You are what you feel."

Thanks Mom, Dad & Dave for your

encouragement. To my gals, I love you!
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Lizabeth J. Noyes Michael L. O'Connell

"Afoot and light hearted. I take to the open "Yesterday is a canceled check, tomorrow is

road. Healthy, free, the world before me, the a promissory note, today is only cash day

long path before me, leading wherever I you have, spend it wisely."

choose."

Thanks everyone, family & friends, for your

Thanks Mom & Dad. I love you both. help. Without you, I would" ve never made it.

Jason B. O'Doherty^

Sarah K. O'Keefe Michael B. O'Meara Nicholas A. O'RoaW

"There will never be another now, so I will

make the most of today. There will never be

another me, so I will make the most of

myself."

Good luck and thanks to all my friends.

Thanks so much Mom, Dad & Colleen- 143.

Glass of2000

"If you live with apes, man, it's hard tci;

clean."

Love and respect to those who knew n- jn

to all those who think they did.
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Sara B. Ostrander

ys be a first-rate version of yourself,

i of a second-rate version of someone

Stefanie L. Palmacci

"Life is short, and it's up to you to make it

sweet."

Lauren A. Patch

"Live for today, yesterday is gone, and

tomorrow may never come."

s to my family and friends, especially.

Dad, Bant, Jared, and Krissy.

Thanks Mom, Dad, Jenn, Doug, Mike. Girls, Thanks Mom, Dad, Family especially Jackie,

thanks for the memories! I love you all. Carrie, PJ, Mark, Tom and Travis.

Kristofer D. Patts Jennifer L. Petralito Katherine L. Phaneuf

h shinning; clouds have passed by. All "I always knew that I'd look back at my tears "Ld rather laugh with the sinners than cry

J'ple give a happy sigh. He has passed and laugh, but I never thought that I'd look

: ng his sign, leaving the people feeling back at my laughter and cry."

I"
f Thanks Mom, George, Chris, Gram. Jenesse,

41 like to thank my family, friends, and and Marc for being there. I love you all.

frs.

with the saints. Sinners are much more fun;

only the good die young."

I want to thank my Mom, Dad, Jay, and the

rest of my family. Friends, it was fun.
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Hilary J. Pike

"You've got to sing like nobody's listening.

You've got to love like you'll never get hurt,

You've got to dance like nobody's watching.

You've got to live like it's Heaven on Earth"

Thanks Mom, Dad, Tim; love you always.

Tina, Jen, Nic, Shelle: for all the memories.

Jason M. Pinldiam

"To live is to suffer, and to survive, well,

that defines the meaning of suffer."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Craig, & to all my
friends, Matt, Justin & Shanel. I love you.

Steven J. Place

"One of the things in life is to know whi

bridge to cross and which one to burn."i

Thanks Nana, Grandpa, Dad, Eddie. i

Thanks to friends & to Wampatuck.

t

Tracy A. Pleau

"Some people come into our lives and

quickly go. Some stay for a while and leave

footprints on our hearts, and we are never

ever the same"

Thanks Mom, Dad, Justin, friends and

Kenny D. I love you all. Good Luck '00!.
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Patrick D. Provonche

"The grass is green, the sky is blue, the only

thing that changes is inside of you."

Thanks Mom & Dad for putting up with me
and to my friends.

Elizabeth L. Provosfr

"The happiest people don't necessarilyiw

the best of everything. They just make^

best of everything."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Gerri, & Al. Good k

friends, Andy, Colleen, Linds, Nick; I f

you.

!



Douglas R. Ramsay Jeffrey B. Ramsdell Jessica L. Reed

is good provided you do not forget to "The journey is between what you once were "The thing is it's really hard to be roommates

and who you are now becoming is where the with people if your suitcases are much better

dance of life really takes place." than theirs."

to Mom, Dad, the Brothers and

. We did it together! To my wonderful parents, Eric, Kit, Jen, Thanks Emi, Denise, Nintendo, green day,

Ben, Kate & others, for your love & support. Electronics Boutique, & Dunkin Donuts.

I Joanne E. Reed

Sh yesterday, dream tomorrow, live

Borja Reh Timothy J. Reid

"I'll take you to the promised land. Come on,

baby, take my hand."

1 love to Mom, Dad, Greg, and friends,

i-n't have done it without you!

Thanks to Mari and family, Lisa, Emi, Brian,

Jen, Jill.
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Crystal A. Reilly Lenai L. Reynolds Kelsey A. Rhue

"A farewell is necessary before we can meet "Yesterday is already a dream and tomorrow "We may rise and fall, but in the end i

again, and meeting again after moments or a is only a vision; but today well lived makes meet our fate together."

lifetime is certain for those that are friends.'

Thanks Mom, Steve and family. To all my
friends, memories last forever. I love you.

every yesterday a dream of happiness and

tomorrow a vision of hope."

Thanks Mom, Dad. Cathy, Joe, Sarah and all

my friends for your love and support.

I love you Mom, Dad, KK, LolU and i

Jonathan. Katie, you remain in my he^

Anthony P. Ricci

"You must do the things you think you

cannot do."

Special thanks to my family and my friends

and also to Mr. Sorrento!

Patrick D. Riley

"Do not go looking for something; if you

need it, it will come to you."

Thanks to my parents, family and all my
friends who have been there for me.

Kelli A. Roche

"I live for those who love me, for tho;:*

know me true, for the future in the diSijc

and the good that I can do."

Thanks to my family & friends; the miio

ries will last forever! I love you. Patriif
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Jacquelyn L. Rockett Leigh T. Rollins

time, like all times, is a very good one "If you can imagine it, you can achieve it.

but know what to do with it." If you can dream it, you can become it."

b Mom, Dad, Laura, Tim and Culinary Thanks Mom. Dad, Myles, Sean and Kelly

for always being there. for all your support. I love you.

Christine Rosemond

Amy L. Rothhaar

n opportunity knocks, don't just stand

1 open the door!"

fcs to all my family for all the love and

yrt. Kim & Brian, I'll never forget you.

Marguerite B. Ruel Jennifer L. Ruemker

"Make the most of yourself, for that is all "With an apple I will astonish Paris."

there is of you."

Thank you Mom. You're welcome, Sam.

I would like to thank myself for making this And the rest, you made me who I am.

possible & my family too.
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Andrew E. Ruprecht

"The great strength of the totalitarian state

lies in its ability to force those who fear it to

imitate it."

Desiree M. Russell Eliza J. Ryan

"Life has taught us that love does not consist "The journey between what you once ,f

in gazing at each other, but in looking and who you are now becoming is whehjt

outward together in the same direction." dance of life really takes place."

Death before dishonor. Thanks Mom, Dad and Deirdre for every-

thing. Dan -Congratulations. I love you.

Thanks Mom. Dad, Leigh and friends. ^)

you all. Best of luck to the class of 20(0'

Kevin P. Ryan

"Fate has a path chosen for us, and when that

path reaches a crossroad, you're left with

anger, happiness, hate or love, and gradua-

tion is just another crossroad on the path of

life."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Mike, Paul and all my
friends.

Kristen E. Samos

"Cherish your vision. Cherish your ideals.

Cherish the music that stirs in your heart.

If you remain true to them, your world will at

last be built."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Greg. Patches & all my
friends for your help and support.

Jeffrey B. Schatz

"When I find myself fading. I close m;iy

and realize my friends are my energy.

V

Thanks Mom, Peter, Fred & all my fai,)

Kris, Josh, & all I can't fit. Good Lucli)
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Kristina M. Scherber

e people come into our lives and

'ly go; some stay for awhile and leave

rints on our hearts, and we are never the

David W. Schjolden

"If the doors of perception were to be

cleansed, all things would appear to man as

they are: infinite."

Jonathan L. Schulz

"Memories are the only things you have left.

Cherish all that you have had. Remember,

dark skies are forever."

ks Mom, Jen & all my friends for your

and support. I love you all!

Love and respect to my family & group.

Steph: My heart is forever yours.

Thanks to my parents, Vinnie, Pat, Derek,

Bob & the rest of the aang.

Andrea L. Sferruzza Nicholas Shanahan Brian D. Shaw

)y yourself. These are the good old days

e going to miss in the years ahead."

Scs Mom & Dad. Girls, never forget all

* fun. I love you all. Good Luck!

"Life's battles don't always go to the

stronger or faster man; but sooner or later the

man who wins is the man who thinks he

can."

Thanks Mom and Dad for your support. Sue,

Patrick, & friends, thanks for the memories.

Glass of2000



Michael P. Shea Tyler W. Shea

"The past is history. The future is a mystery.

Now is a gift, that's why they call it the

present."

Year 2000! Thanks to my family, Mom, Dad

& Dave. Thanks to my friends & classmates.

Kendra M. Sheehan

"Dream as if you'll live forever; live asi

you'll die today."

Thanks Dad, Mom and Brian for all yoi)

love and support throughout the years, i.!

Sarah M. Shorey Adam T. Simeone

"The wealth of the soul is the only wealth." "We have assembled inside this ancient and

insane theatre to propagate our lust for life

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Hill & the girls. Jason, and flee the swarming wisdom of the

thanks for never-ending inspiration. streets."

Thanks Mom, Dad, P.J., Matt, family and

friends for your moral support.

Michael P. Skillings

"Life is like a mop. It can get filled witili

and crud, but you have to wring it out ai

start over again."

Thanks to my family, Andy, Ted and fin

SMO forever. I'll miss you all.

Gfass of2000



Katherine L. Skrinyaz

ong as we have memories, yesterday

ns. As long as we have hope, tomorrow

s. As long as we have love, today is

iful."

Ic you to my family for your support,

luck to my friends with what they do.

Trever L. Smith

"Teenage angst has paid off well; now I'm

bored and old."

Mom, Colleen, Chris, and Mr. B, thank you

all for being my suport and inspiration.

Gretchen A. Snoeyenbos

"I have extraordinary patience as long as I

get my own way in the end."

Thanks Mom, Dad & Anna for your patience

& those who helped me to realize who I am.

Michael F. Solimini Andrew D. Sorrentino

"I hope last night doesn't wake up this

morning and tell tomorrow what I've done.'

iiooks good, you'll see it. If it sounds

)' you'll hear it. If it's marketed right,

1 buy it. But.. .if it's real, you'll feel it."

, Thank you Mom, Dad, Alycia, Adam and all

Sfs Mom, Dad and Jen for all the support my good friends for the confidence.

Qgh the years.

pB^*>

Kari A. Stairs

"That it will never come again is what makes

life so sweet."

Thanks Mom, Dad, family, Angie Jr. and

friends for your love and support. Love you.

i
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Gregory O. Staples

"Real knowledge is to know the extent of

one's ignorance."

"When the distraction of the tongue is

removed, the heart listens."

I would like to thank my family, friends, and

teachers for all their support.

Jennifer M. Start

"Many people walk in and out of your life,

but only true friends leave footprints on your

heart."

Mom, Dad, Wendy, Nikki, Devan, Gina, and

Jake, I love you. Please grow old with me.

Eric G. Steeves

"Satisfaction is the death of desire.'

Thank you Mom.

Benjamin N. Stevens

"If you can't convince them, confuse them.'

Thanks Mom, Dad, Matt, Sam, and all my
friends for everything.

Matthew S. Stone

"There is no value in life except what you

choose to place upon it, and no happiness in

any place except for what you bring to it

yourself."

Thanks Mom, Dad, & Nicole for the love and

support; Mike, Luke, and Alexis for being

there.

Erika K. Stowell

"The greatest accomplishments are nci i

never failing but in rising again after i

'

fall."

Thanks to my family and friends for ) r

love & support. I love you Adam.

C/ass of2000



Gregory A. Sugarman

I if the band you're in starts playing

ent tunes, I'll see you on the Dark Side

S Moon."

i

^ks to my parents for their support, my
"riend Mike, and my running coaches.

Cailin P. Sullivan

"Fate has led you through it. You do what

you have to do."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Cara, Greg, Kim, Mary,

Lori, James, and my friends; I love you.

Laura J. Sutherland

"The most wasted of all days is that on

which one has not laughed."

Thanks Mom, Dad. Claire, Johnson, Simon,

and the girls. I love you all.

Emily Taranto-Kent

' are a child of the universe no less than

'ees and the stars... And whether or not

lear to you, no doubt the universe is

ding as it should."

I

, Dad, Ethan. Jess, John, & The Heater

have made me who I am. I love you.

Nicole M. Tarzia

"Do not follow where the path may lead. Go
instead where there is no path and leave a

trail."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Aunt Barbara & friends.

Scott, you are the best. I love you all.

April M. Tassinari

"Do unto others as you would have them do

to you."

Thanks Mom and Dad for everything! Dana,

Kristen, Jill, Jen, and Jeff, it's been fun!

Glass of2000



Alison L. Taylor-Banner

"If you don't learn from your mistakes ,

what's the point in making them in the first

place."

Mom & Dad thanks. Thanks for spending

time with me. 1-4-3.

Kathryn M. Thurbidec

"Obstacles are those frightful things youni

when you take your eyes off your goal.".]

Thanks Mom, Dad. Kris, Liz, Tom & alliU

friends especially Suz, Al & Kendra.

Robert C. Tobin

"The future belongs to those who believe in

their dreams."

Chiharu N. Tomihara Pamela E. Torrey

"If I have many opportunities but do not use "Love is the glue that holds together

them, I will produce nothing." everything in the world."

Thank you Mom, Dad & family. Thanks to

my friends for the great memories.

I would like to thank my Japanese classmates Thanks to my family. Steve, I'll alwaysjj

and new American friends. you. Good Luck Class of 2000.

Glass of2000
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Lorraine J. Touchette Brian E. Tower Lucinda M. Tribou

ire you criticize someone, you sliould

i mile in their shoes. That way when

iticize them, you are a mile away and

ave their shoes."

s Mom, Daddy, family and friends. I

ou all. Leo, I love you always.

"A faithful friend is a strong defense and he

that hath found such an one hath found

treasure."

Thanks Bailey for all your love and support.

Mom & Dad, you are the best.

"It's funny how time flies by so fast, and

what we used to call the present has now
become the past." \

Thanks Mom, Dad & family. 1-4-3. To Amy
& Denielle, always in my heart.

j

Tracy R. Tristaino

oition is a poor excuse for not having

^h sense to be lazy."

•s to my mother, father and sister.

! you'll always be special.
-

Brian P. Tuffy

"You can never plan the future by the past.'

The best of luck to all my friends. Mom,
Dad. Mike and Jackie, I love you guys.

Christopher P. T\ira

"Imagination is more important than

knowledge. Knowledge is limited. Imagina-

tion encircles the world."

Thanks to everyone one who lent help, most

importantly. Mom, Dad, and Michael.

Glass of2000



Tammy A. Uburtis

"The best things in life are not things."

Lindsay H. VanGulden Brian P. VanRiper

"As you go the way of life, you will see a "If ignorance is bliss, then knock the sn i

great chasm. Jump! It is not as wide as you my face."

Dad, Mom and Derek, thanks for your love and think."

support. I love you! Thanks Mom, Dad, Greg, Allie, Sami

Thanks Mom, Dad, Liz, Ry, my team, and my Easter Bunny, and Chris Columbus.

friends. I love you and good luck.

Joshua A. Vaughan Luke VercoUone Emily N. Vroom

"Real excellence and humility are not incom- "A coward dies 1000 deaths; a soldier dies but "Real friends are people who know eve.^

patible one with the other; on the contrary once." about you but love you anyway."

they are twin sisters."

Thanks friends, fam (J. M, A, C, M, T, M, J, S. Thanks Cath, Ed, Kate. Josh, Erin. Sn.

Thank you to my friends, Romans, Country- A) & socr/wrst teams, PEACE OUT. friends; I love you guys,

men and, of course, my family.

Glass of2000
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Jtephen C. Wainwright

ch for the sky.

h the sky.

.e a hope

iiankind."

ks, so much to all my family, friends and

;achers.

Stephanie L. Wallgren Darren T. Walsh

"Our greatest glory is not in never failing but in "The sky is the limit."

rising each time we fall."

Thanks to all of my good friends, who stayed

I would like to thank my family, friends and good friends for all four years

Dave for always being there.

John J. Walsh Angela L. Walters

lien one door closes, another opens. "The best way to secure future happiness is to

^e often look so long and so regretfully be as happy as rightfully possible today."

the closed door, that we do not see the

ithat opened for us" Thanks to all my friends, family, and

especially Mike for all your love.

ks Dad. Mom, Kim, Colleen and friends

Iways being there for me.

Irene M. Warren

"It is part of human nature to think wise things

and do ridiculous ones."

Thanks Mom, Dad, family and friends.

I love you; hold on to the memories.

Glass of2000
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Jessica C. Warzybok

Thanks Dad, Mom Ricki, Cori, and Steve.

You have been wonderful, and I love you

all!

Carolyn E. Watson

"Life moves pretty fast. If you don't stop to

look around once in a while, you could miss

it."

Thanks to all of my family and friends. I

love you. Mom, Dad, and Tim!

Adam J. Wentworth i

"Get the facts straight first, than distort ti,;

as you please."

Thank you to anyone who had anything n

do with anything I did during school.

Katie R. Wernick

"Hold fast to Dreams, for if Dreams die, life

is a broken bird that cannot fly."

Thanks to my Mom and Dad for all your

love and support. Also thanks to J.McCarey.

Jessica L. Whiting

"Sometimes life is like a puzzle with some

of the pieces missing. Someday soon you'll

find just what you've been looking for."

I love you Mom, Grannie, Rich, friends and

family. Thanks for everything.

Jillian M. Wiencko

"All my love is all I have and my dream re

very special."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Bri, Staci, Jules, Nic ;ii

love ya! See you in Hollywood.

Glass of2000
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lobert C. Williamson Lucas A. Willis Sarah B. Winter

range planning does not deal with

decisions, but with the future of

t decisions."

"Procrastination is the art of keeping up with "Good enough never is."

yesterday."

Thanks Mom. family, and Katy.

i Mom, Dad. and sister for your love

pport. Best of luck to my friends.

hi

M^AVS

M.

^K^"k

Lisa S. Wolk Jonathan S. Wolter

J?an pick your friends, and you can lead "No one's work should benefit him alone;

r' to water, but you can't sneeze with

'es open.."

1 you. Ma and Pa, despite what I say,

Mruly the best parents. Thanks Ted &

for when you note that you are serving only

your own advantage, then your service is

false."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Lauren, Breen, Gretchen,

and everyone else, you know who you are.

L

Kathryn J. Woodbury

"Time, don't let it slip away. Raise your

drinking glass. Here's to yesterday."

Thanks Dad, Mom, Jess, Justin, Anna, Greg,

Sarah, Everyone. I love you guys!!
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Michael L. Woodbury

"The real leader has no need to lead; he is

content to point the way."

Thanlcs Mom, Dad, IVlelissa, Jen, Meg, and

special thanks to all my friends.

Christopher F. Woods

"Opportunities multiply as they are seized.'

Thank to Mom. Dad, and all my friends.

Jesse R. Wright

"What the mind believes the body achi

Thanks Mom, Dad, Mags. Joe T, my , i

& friends for all the support & patienai

Theodore Z. Wyman
"My soul is painted like the wings on

butterflies. Fairytales from yesterday grow

old but never die. I can fly, my friend....

The show must go on."

You've brought me fame, fortune, and

everything that comes with it. I thank you.

Melinda M. Wyse

"Don't be afraid of the space between your

dreams and reality. If you can dream it, you

can make it so.

Thanks Mom, Dad, Jen & Sue.

Melissa & Laura, hold on to the memories.

Melissa L. Young

;

"I took for granted, all the times that J

thought would last somehow. I hear tli

laughter, I taste the tears, and I can't I

them now."

Sf

Thanks Mom, Dad, Linds, Melinda (Sijau

for being the happiness in my life. i
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Amanda L. Zadorian

hing you do let it come to you;

t will be new, give us more to see..."

i^s to my family; love and thanks for

|:hing. My friends, I love you kids!

Kelly M. Zanellatto Anna J. Zifcak

"Celebrate we will because life is short but

sweet for certain."

Thank you Mom, Dad, and everyone else

I've ever met.

' Nathan A. Zlogar

i^reatest glory is not in never falling,

rising every time we fall..."

Nicole T. Zwahlen

"You know very well who you are. Don't let

them hold you down; reach for the stars."

i: you Mom and Dad and everyone else Thanks to my family and friends. Hil, Jen,

c as helped me get this far. Jill, Michelle & Ali, the memories last

1 forever.

Good Luck

Graduates!!
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And The

Winners

Are...

1/

Most Athletic

Audra Lissell and Luke VercoUone

Beauty and Brains

Eliza Ryan and Ryan Godfrey

776 c^iuhtilati'js.i.

Most Likely to Succeec

Amy Cram and Greg Staple

I

I



Most Artistic

Colleen Bright and Lee Luker

Most Likely to Win an Oscar

Jackie Hebert and Chris Davis

Most Musical

Torey Norton and Mike Skillings

<SuJ2SixLatLu£.i 177



Best Smile
Kathy Caruso and Mike Cogburn

Best Eyes
Sandy Keniston and Frank Krueger

Best Dressed
Denielle Milton and Matt Stone

Best Hair

Tobi Chasen and Brendan Clougherty

TjS i^u.lp.E.iLatbjti.



Class Couple
Kenny Donovan and Tracy Pleau

Best Friends

Dennis McCall and Adam Candler

Best Friends

Brianna Antle and Kristin Armstrong

Best Friends

Julie Bartels and Matt Fredey iSuhzzLatiuzi. )7g



Class Clowns
Stef Palmacci and Adam Simeone

Best Dancers
Matt Foster and Melissa Dion

Most Talkative

Beth Fowler and Ryan Gould

iSo cSub.£.iLati



Class Flirts

Paul Goldie and Melissa Coughlan

Most School Spirit

Liz Provost and Sean Duffy

Class Individuals

Emi Taranto-Kent and Tom Miller

^aJ2£.XLatiu£.i. iSl



Sean Duffy cuddles his new kitty friend

Faith In

Action
This past summer, 86 people,

including seven Silver Lake se-

niors, departed on the Appala-

chia Service Project trip to Wolfe

County and Lee County, Ken-

tucky. These are some of the most

impoverished and destitute ar-

eas of the United States. Through-

out a week of hard work and

sweat, students were able to make
a difference in the lives of some
very special families by making
their homes safer and drier.

-April King

Marika Beaton, Jackie Bartels, Jen Mille and

Katie Horsman unload lumber for the proje

'A. Y

Chris Demas and Erin Cox are sure to measure and
mark everything accurately.

Luke Vercollone really crawls into his work. Look out for spiders!

Taking a break, Sean Cunningham, Marika Beaton, Brandon Crane
, JuUe

Bartels, Katie Horsman, Courtney Stonley, Jen Mille, and Shawna Harty
know how to use their tools.

Before the work starts, April King hugs fellow project

workers.

jS2 i::Tfjih.aLachUx s^eiulc^ U xoi^ct
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Beth,

What joy we've had watching you grow.

You make us so proud with the kindness you show.

Your gifts are so many; you will go far.

You can become whatever your desires are.

As you reach this milestone.

We sit back and remember

So many wonderful moments
We've shared together.

We remember . . .

CLtcLz dancsi Kritn oui fxont xouj iEoii,

LPaintina on <c'v{ai.tka d ' vLn&ijaia,

J-Lainina c7joiizon.t cviih ins zntiiE ramlLu,

LpLauuiriiina ana tiiE comical ' l/ioLEt-i^rfnm,

^iil c3cou£ ^^LijEEtnEaxt J^anc£.±,

JDackuaia kickljaLL uritk £:^attksw,

jamilu uacalioni. in t^V[aini.,

L-koxsoaxabnu comhsiiiion and aancz lEaion,

_7iifai to ^yVEuj ^yoik to dance ctjiik urondzirul nisndi,

isrnd uouz muiic . . . ivketk&x uou axt btauing an initiumsni

01 i-incjina uouz ravoritz JDzoadwau lona,

Ljoux znikuiiaim and zxcits.rmnai aie 1^ jou to bzkoLd.

'^^
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As you move on to the next

exciting adventure of life.

Remember we are always here for you

We love you just because you are yotn

Congratulations!

Mom and Dad

Dear Beth,

For 18 years you have been a great

sister as well as my best friend. I am
truly looking forward to seeing the

great things you wUl do. Wherever

you go and whatever you do, I want

you to remember to always trust your-

self, follow your heart, and never be

afraid to change your mind. But the

most important words I have for you

are really just a promise - 1 want you to

know that 1 will always love you, and

1 will always be there for you. 1 hope

you realize that the only footprints

you have to measure up to are your

own.

Love ~ Matt Elisabeth Johnson

iS/:^ c^duextii.bia



"Oh, the places you will go . .

.'

Love

you
lots!

Mom,
Dad,

Erin,

Tommy,
Vincent,

and

Colleen

Congratulations

!

Patsy Gillespie

To Kate, the child of my heart.

/

Congratulations! We are very proud of you. We know
that you will be successful. Your perseverence will

assure you a bright future. Your sense of humor will

see that you'll have fun along the way.

Love, Mom, Dad, Robert, Janyce, & Fluffy

Kate Skrinyaz

Life is just beginning.

May all your dreams come true.

Congratulations, Erin!

Love ~ Mom, Dad, Sara, Nana, & Papa

Erin Costello

L

To Our Darling Daughter Melissa,

You are a

shining ex-

ample ofwhat

a daughter

can be - love

and laughter,

beauty and
zest for life,

honest and
principled,

determined
and indepen-

dent, sweet

and intelli-

gent. You are

ashining example ofwhat every parentwishes

their daughter was. We are so proud of you,

and we love you very much.

Our love always ~ Mom & Dad
Melissa Coughlin

C7-acr£Tft4t/20 jSg
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Nikki,
When we brought home that tiny, tiny baby girl, we knew that we were blessed with a daughter

who would take the world by surprise. And, girl, you definitely have! The wonderful, young

woman that you have become makes us very proud.

Now it is time to spread your wings and follow your dreams. You have a way of making the

world open up its doors to you, and they better be ready because here you come!! Never lose your

talent of going after what you want in life. It makes you who you are. We've made so many
memories as a family and there are many more to come. Your future is waiting, so go out there and

.

show them what you're made of. We know you wUl.

The time has passed so quickly. It is hard to believe that you are all grown up and ready for

college. Nikki, you have brought so much to our lives. We have always been there for you, and we i

always will be. We know, in our hearts, that no matter what you plan for yourself you will do it i

with gusto because you have a great zest for Ufe. Don't ever change that! There are many new
horizons waiting for you, so reach for those stars. We know you'll end up with a handful! We love

you very much. May your life be full of happiness, love, and success! Love ~ Mom & Dad

V̂
«V

5^>^

Nikki,

You're a very special niece,

and I'm happy 1 had the chance

to watch you grow up. Never

forget "high-fiving" in

Washington, D.C.

Love,

Aunt Barbara

Nicole Tarzia

jS6 d^dcrEztiiinc



Jill

We are

so proud

of you,

and we
love you
very

much.

With
love now

and

always.

Mom
Dad,

Brian,

and Staci

"All the precious time.

Oh, like the wind the years go by.

Precious butterfly.

Spread your wings and fly."

ian Wiencko

Nikki,

You're my
kid sister,

and I'm very

proud of

you.

Remember
our trip to

Florida and
all the fun

times we've

shared

bowling,
hockey tour-

namen t s,

and your
mannequin show at Dress Barn. Whose goat

was that anyway?
If you need me, you know I'll always be

there for you!!

Love ~ Scott
Nicole Tarzia

To Our Beautiful Sarah,

We are so proud of you.

We know you will go far.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Colleen, Jessica,

JuUa, & Michael

C
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Congratulations, Katie!

Last but not least! Paint yourself a

bright future, and don't hold back.

Keep smiling! Keep shining!

Lots of Love,

Dad, Mom, Tara, Eric, & Dale, II

Katie Horsman

czrf-du^'di: iSj



Dear Tobi,

You have done such a wonderful

job! Continue to work as hard in

college and in all that you do.

We all love you, and we are so very

proud of you. We will always be here

for you.

Love & Happiness,

Mom, Dad, Jeff, Shawn, & Jen,

Brendan, Noah, Liam, and Lucy

XXOO

Tobi Chasen

Tommy,

Thank you for being

such a good son.

You have made my job

as mom an easy one.

I love you.

Ma

Thomas J. Baragwan

iSS <:^du£.i.tLi.ina



To Our Daughter Holly,

Butterfly kisses, crystal ball dreams,

57 TBird; you are our reason to love!

Congratulatior\s! Love ~ Mom and Dad

To Our Girls, Holly and Sandy,

We love you. Always keep smiling.

Congratulations! The Future is Yours.

Love ~ Mom and Dad Holly Daly & Sandy Keniston

Courtney,

You are as sweet

and lovely today as

you were when I

first held you as my
Baby Girl Delaney.

Your incredible

patience and dedi-

cation, along with

your positive atti-

tude and sense of

humor, will help

you achieve great

things.

Love,

Mom

Courtney Delaney

c:Tf-d(7£iiii-Lna iSg
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May you build a ladder to the stars

And climb on every rung...

May you always be courageous.

Stand upright and be strong.

May you stay forever young...

May you have a strong foundation

When the winds of change shift.

May your heart always be joyful.

May your song always be sung,

May you stay forever young.
-Bob Dylan Laura Newton

Lisa,

We love

your music.

We love

you
even more.

Mom
and

Dad

Lisa WoU

Lauren

Congratulations, Kendra!

We are so proud of the things

you have achieved and the

woman you have become.

Love,

Mom, Dad, & Brian

Kendra Sheehan

You've made us proud so many times !

before, but Graduation Day is the best!

We took you by the hand, butyou took us i

by the heart! Congratulations, Baby!

Love, Mom & Dad
Lauren Acevic

igo c:rl-du£.xtii.in.a



Uou U7£X£ aluiaui. hui.nina uou%i.£Lr kiqn,

tiLjinq to XEacn tn£ i.un, moon, liaxi, and s.ku.

<:d\ovj UOU 'i£ almoi-t tnsxa ana uiitn ^oa i

n£Lb. ana uoux aEtExmLnaiion, vj£ know it i aLL

vaLtnbi uoux qxa±b..

Conq xatuLatLoni.!

tc/\s.m£mhzx tkat oj£ Lo(j£ uou and ax£ io

hxoud of tkz (AJondExfuL uounq uioman uou (j£

liLcomz.

J-OVS.,

<d\l\om, J^ad, and ^x£qoxu

W^
Kristen Samos

Laura dear.

In the blink of an eye

you've grown into a

young woman on the

brink of her future.

Just never forget who
loves you more than

the last number.

Love,

Mom and Dad

Laura Sutherland

c^dv£%tLi.Lna 79;



Liz & Colleen

Friends for today

and friends for tomorrow.

Friends through the good days

and friends through the sorrovi

For the memories you've made

the things you've given, lent,

and borrowed ...

We're so proud of you both.

The sky's the hmit!

Congratulations!

Love,

Pat, PhiUip & Mike

Liz Provost & Colleen Bright

Colleen,

When I imagine

the Ufe you will live,

I think of the pleasure

your presence will give;

I see the joy your smile will light,

and the wonders you'll weave
when your dreams take flight.

I feel the hope

that will grow with your grace,

and the difference you'll make
to each heart you embrace.

I imagine your life

as 1 know it will be;

for, my daughter, you've given

all this to me.

To a wonderful daughter.

Congratulations

!

Love,

Mom, Dad, & Mike

792 c:^du£.iiLiLn>3



Good luck, sweet Pilgrim, on the exciting journey

that lies ahead! Love,

Mom, Dad, & Sonya Stephanie Wallgren

Krissy,

You are so

special and we
all are very

proud of the

accomplish-

n\ents you
have achieved

in school over

the years. You
always make
great choices

and it will

pay off.

Love God and pursue your dreams.

We love you so much!

Love,

Dad, Mom, & Jill

Krissy Connor

Do not let what you cannot do interfere

with what you can do. -John Wooden

Bobby,
We are proud of your accomplishments, on and off the

field - past, present, and future. Congratulations!

We love you.

Mom, Dad, Meredith, Jennifer, and Buster Bob Kniffen

Congratulations!

You did it.

Lucy,
We're so proud of the person you have become.

May all your dreams come true.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Jake, & Kate
Lucinda Tribou
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Desiree,

We love you and we're very proud too.

We wish you the best on your journey

through Ufe.

We will always be here for you.

Good Job!

Love,

Mom, Dad, and Deirdre
Desiree Russell

Chris ~ Keep that imaginative mind

and your dreams will come true.

We're proud of you!

Love, Mom, Dad, and Michael

Chris Tur

1

Erin

What can vv^e say about the child

in the boat?

She has a splendid left hook, a

wonderful smile.

She loves to laugh.

She would give her last dollar

to a friend.

She lives for today but has plans

for the future.

She is determined (stubborn).

She can't stand a phony.

Kids love her; adults adore her.

We know she will grow up but

never really change much from

that child in the boat.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Jesse, & Lucy

Erin Graha
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Katie Phaneuf

Russell,

I could not have asked for a

better child. You are compas-

sionate, perceptive, intelligent

. . . a leader. You have the

characteristics of a good man,

and you are well on your way
to being one.

Continue to pursue your

goals, and you will succeed.

Continue to be a good person,

and the world is yours.

I love you, baby!

Mom

Russell Greenleaf
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Bean,
Congratulations! You made it!

You are a wonderful daughter, a loyal

sister and friend. You have a great life

ahead of you. We're proud of you!

Love,

Mom & Jen ^
xoxoxo lit* ^

r Kristina Scherber

Sara,

You are the most important thing in our lives.

We believe in you and wish you the best and
brightest future.

Love ~ Mom and Dad

Good Luck in everything you do.

We're proud of you.

Love ~ Bant and Margie
Sara Ostrander

Melinda,

You have always been a shining star.

You have grown brighter every year.

We are so proud; we know you will go

far. Follow your dreams wherever they

lead you. Remember you are loved.

Mom and Dad
Melinda Wys

We are so very proud of you.

Love ~ Mom, Dad, & Julie
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Chris Franklin

Marc,

Congratulations

!

We are all very

proud of you.

There are many
paths to success;

just believe in

yourself.

Whatever you

set your mind to,

you can achieve.

Thank you. Marc, for being such a

wonderful brother & son.

We love you.

Mom, Dad, Michelle, Rob, Rich, Keri,&Trac

Marc,

Remember ~ responsibility, responsibility;

responsibility. Dad^ ' Marc Cifu
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Jen at the beach!

Jen,

No one could be more proud of you and your

accompHshments than we are! You have a very

"Bright" future. May all your dreams come true.

Work hard and enjoy each new day.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Amanda, Tony, Denise & Anthony, Jr.

Sisters ~ Amanda & Jen

Jennifer Bright

lit Li. io kaia to IjeLleijz tkat uou Entzxza tki± <xroiLa

ujikk iuck amazsmznt, ai uou aazsa uh into tkz itaii-.

^o aulckLu uou kau£ maiuiEO. into a uouna woman

ujitk moan or tkz lams aLittEi ana ksautu or tkoi.£ ueiu

lams. amazLnq itaii!

* Wz ujilL oLixraui ijs. jjioua or uou fox tkz Liakt uou

kavE ikinsa uhon u± ouzi tks. usaii..

J-ouE. aivjaui.,

J\Kom & ^oA ^
Michelle Batchelor
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Katie Burba

Lori,

We've watched you grow
from a baby to a mature,

intelligent, squared away,

daughter, young woman.
You've always made us

proud to be your parents.

Congratulations on your

accomplishments and good

luck for your future endeavors.

You will be anything you
want to be. You are our perfect

daughter.

Love you.

Mom & Dad

Lori,

You always do

well and you i

might not know it,l

but I've always

been proud of my
"little sister."

Keep up the

good work.

Love,

Peter

i^ ,#
Lori Ada ^
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Sara Donahoe

Dear Sara,

Another graduation!

We are very proud of you.

You make the world a

better place.

May you have the bright warm
sun of happiness and many
pleasures your whole life

through.

All our love.

Mom • Dad • Karryn

^'^

Jayne Marie ~

We just wanted to let you know how proud

we are of you. It has been a long road, and it's

only the beginning. We're behind you all the way.

Congratulations, daughter, you're done well!

We love you.

Mom, Dad, and Krysten.

Jayne Conboy

Congratulations, Bobby!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Nicole, and Jeffrey

Robert Maloney
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A Good Friend is a Forever Friend!

To Our Rosebud,
May your wisdom, your compassion for others, your beauty, and

the grace of God follow you and stay with you all of your life.

Love forever. Mom, Dad and Jeff

Brianna,

Thank you
for the

Happiness, Love

and Laughter

you have given us

daily.

We love you.

Mama, Daddy and

Dustin

Brianna Antle &
Kristin Armstrong
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Michael,

Never lose faith. Never lose heart.

There's always something unexpected

and terrific just around the bend.

We couldn't be prouder of you.

Love ~ Mom, Matt & Kay Michael Cogbum

It seems like yesterday you graduated

from pre-school.

Congratulations George!

We are so proud of you.

Love ~ Mom, Dad, Lisa & Matthew

George Drummey

Congratulations, Michelle!

A'e are very proud of you. You are a sweet,

beautiful, loving daughter and sister. We hope
ill your dreams come true,

.eve ~ Mom, Dad, Amy & Kimmy
Michelle Gray

Laurel

We've been

proud of you~
forever and

know it will-

always be that

way.

Love ~ Mom,
Jack, Jill, Dad
& Cocoa

Laurel Butler
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Jessica,

When you were little you said, "I

want to be a movie scar." We never

had any doubts that you would
become whatever you wanted!

May all your dreams come true.

We are very proud of you.

Jessica Bouley

Love,

Mom, Dad,

Rachel, Andrew,

Jeff & Gram

i«

Gregg & Jessica,

Cousins from the beginning.

Cousins now at graduation.

And best of cousins always.

Our Best Wishes.

With Love,

Memere & Pepere

Jessica Bouley & Gregg Bouley
i
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Congratulations!

Love,

Mom & Dad

\ou

Go

GirV.

Kristin Larvey

To our

'Rare PearF

You have brought such warmth and joy to our

hves as you have grown from our precious baby

to a beautiful woman.

We wish you love, laughter and peace along

the road to success.

All our love.

Mom, Dad, Brian & Gram
Jane Alberti

If I could reach up and grab a star for

every time you made me smile, I would

have a galaxy in the palm of my hand.

Congratulations and Love

Mom, Dad and Colleen
Casey Finn

CONGRATULATIONS!!
We are so proud of the wonderful

young lady you have become.

Remember: "It's not where you stand,

but in what direction you are moving."

Love ~ Mom, Dad & Caroline

Mary Craig
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Tracy,

Follow your dreams and smile.

We love you!!

Love ~ Mom and Dad

Tracy Tristaino

Alyssa,

"What goes around comes around"

All our love forever.

Mom, Dad,

D.J. and Brian
Alyssa Hill'

|gpi»

Is"**

Once there was a "Boo Bear/' Daddy's little boy. Our

days w^ere full of cruising in cars and songs of "Little

Green Frogs" and "I love you so . . . Much!"

Before we knew it, there was "Buddy" with friends,

sports. Legos, Star Trek, Indiana Jones, remote control

cars, rockets, computers and snowmobiling. How did

we ever keep up?

Now. . . the cars no longer need D-cells, the Legos are

dusty on the shelf, and we are not expected to keep up.

Here stands a man where the"Boo Bear"once lived.

May you find happiness in life's journey, may fam-

ily and friends be forever close by, and may you always

know the way home.

Congratulations, Chad!

% 4#

LOVE,
Mom, Dad, Jenn, and Andrew

Chad Kelble
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Andrea,

It seems like yesterday you

looked like this, and now you're

all grown up.

I hope your future brings to

you what you have brought

to us - Love and Happiness.

Good Luck and Congratulations.

We love you.

Mom and Dad

Andrea Sferruzza

Once a little baby, wrapped in pink lace.

Then a sweet, skinned-kneed girl,

with Band-Aids in each place.

Now a lovely young women,

luith ambition in her face.

May you conquer the world,

with your amazing grace!

We are so proud of you!

Always hold your dreams close

to your heart and

your 26 cents tight in your hand.

Congratulations on a beautiful sunset!

Our Love Always ~

Dad, Mom, Jeff, Nic,

Timothy, and Mimi
Jennifer Fox
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We know your college years will be an extension of your

many accomplishments to date. We have watched you

mature from the "giggly bundle of energy" in elementary

school into a sensitive, caring, mature, and wonderful

person with a passion for learning.

Best of luck as you venture off to college and beyond. It

will be so lonesome here without you. We are just getting

used to life without Meaghan and Peter and off you go to

pursue your dreams. We are so proud of your achieve-

ments, academically and through your interests in Key Club,

Winter Guard and music.

Your zest for life and love for people will take you to

great places.

Love ~ Mom and Dad

Erin ~

We will always love you
through and through.

So here is something special

just for you!

Good luck at college.

~ Love , Mike

%^ €p ^
Through all the tears, throughout the years,

You've stood right by my side.

Through all the fights, and sleepless nights.

You were there when I cried.

When 1 was depressed, only you could have guessed

What it was that I needed to hear.

And you were there to brush away the falling tear.

When I couldn't explain, how 1 felt all this pain

You made the confusion seem clear.

We may all change, our lives rearrange.

But our friendship will never end.

So through the hard times, look back on these rhymes.

For we will never grow apart.

You will always be close to my heart.

Love ~ Meaghan
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"Good things come in small packages."

You're the best!

Congratulations on all your accomplishments, past,

present, and those yet to come.

Love ~ Mom, Papa, Maia, Luis, and Juli

Rita Martinez

Our love and best v^'ishes are with you in

your journey through life.

Congratulations, Tara!

Love ~ Mom, Shawn, Michael, Gail,

Sue, Mike and Haleighann
Tara McCarthy

Ljou ai£ mu i-unininE, mu onlu iunikim . . .

I am SO proud of you. Thanks for being not only a great

daughter, but also such a beautiful, kind, and loving person. I

could go on and on, but suffice it to say you have become one

of my best friends. We've had a lot of fun along the way and

I thank God that I've been blessed with you in my life. You
truly are my sunshine, Jilly, and I love you with all my heart.

Love ~ Mommy

Jill

Even though you are graduating, and it seems you have

grown up so quickly, don't hold it against me if I continue to

consider you "Daddy's Little Girl." I couldn't be any prouder

of you, and the person you have become. You are the daughter

that every Dad dreams of. 1 will always be there for you in good

times and bad. I love you, Jilly.

Love ~ Dad

Congratulations, Jilly.

Now, "GET OUT OF THE SHOWER!"
Love ya, Mike

Good job, Jilly.

You made it. But is your homework done? Love ya.

Love, Wes
Jillian DiBona
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Mommy's and My Little Dream

I remember the first time that we saw you,

you were crying and lost in a world you'd never seen.

But now that day is behind you.

You're mommy's and my little dream.

Oh, how we love you, little darling,

as we watch your life bloom each day,

no worries, no fears, but sometimes life's tears.

You're mommy's and my little dream.

The next thing we knew, you were going to school.

Oh, where had those first six years gone?

The next day it seemed you were off to the prom.

You're mommy's and my little dream.

Now you're a woman; it's so hard to believe.

You've grown up so fast; oh Lord, how times pass.

You're mommy's and my little dream.

Though your high school years are over,

your life has just begun. Thank you, httle darling.

It will be lots of fun. As all your dreams come true, and

God's stars shine upon you...

You will always be our dream!!

Love ~ Mum & Dad XOXO

^lV*^^*^*lV

Time is of the essence,

for the joys we had then and now\

With each day that goes by,

I thank God for each one.

We had our laughs

and sometimes cried,

we should be thankful

we made it out alive.

Now you're going on

and leaving me behind,

to find a new beginning

and a new rhyme.

INow as you go on,

just remember this...

You'll be the one

-* 1 am going to miss.

I'll always be thankful most of alll

that you are my sis!!

Love you so much!!

Derek
Tammy Ubu
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Ryan,

Thanks for being there

for me.

Good luck in college!

Love ~ Steph

Ryan,
It has been so won-

derful watching you

grow from a sweet,

bright little boy to a

talented, caring, and

compassionate young

man. You've always

been a loving son, as

well as a good friend.

You've worked hard

over the years and

deserve the best life has

to offer.

Never Change!

Now go off and do great

things!

Love You Always,

Mom & Dad
Nana would be so

proud!

Ryan,

Thanks for being an awesome brother!

Good Luck next year!

Love ~ Nicole Ryan Godfrey

Brian,

Congratulations on all of

your accomplishments!

Thanks for the memories.

Love ~ Dad, Mom, and Danielle
Brian Doucette

Christopher ~

Expect it.

Dream about it.

Give birth to it in your being.

Know! Something good is coming down the line.

Finding it's way to you.

Like all things find their way to God's children.

Listen!

My love for you has never had conditions.

I am always proud of you.

1 like what you have done with yourself.

You are one third of the whole.

You complete us!

Keep movin' on down the road, it's a good one.

Love ~ Mom & Andrea

**
Christopher Govoni
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Congratulations, Carolyn!

"Judge your success by the degree you

are enjoying peace, health, & love."

We love you, princess.

Mom, Dad, Tim, and all

Carolyn Watson

Congratulations, Stef!

You have worked very hard to get to

this day, and we are very proud of you.

May all of your hopes and dreams

come true.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Doug, Jenn & Mike

Stefanie Palmac

Brendan ~ Thanks for all our great

memories. Follow your dreams.

Love ~ All Your Family

Brendan Clougherty

To Ryan,

Always believe in yourself and follow your

dreams. You have grown up to be a caring,

compassionate and understanding young man.

We are very proud of you. Congratulations! !

We love you.

Mom, Dad, and Kristin Ryan ku
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Congratulations, Crystal!

You've grown into a beautiful, young
lady, and we are very proud of you!

May all of your dreams come true!

We love you!

Mom and Steve

Crystal,

You are my special #1 granddaughter,

and I love you very much. -Nana

To a beautiful young woman.
We are proud of you, and we wish you

all the happiness that life has to bring.

Love,

Dad, Jennifer, Megan, and Cameron

Congratulations, Crystal!

We are all very proud of you!

Crystal Reilly

To Our Wonderful Jenni,

CONGRATULATIONS!

You have worked long and hard to get

here. We want you to know how much
we admire you and how proud we are of

you. You have demonstrated such

strength and determination, even in the

toughest times. You have gone through

life challenging most everything that

crossed your path and displayed stub-

born independence and determination

that astounded us. These attributes will

carry you through the next phase of your

life and will assure success in anything

you choose to pursue.

We love you and wish you luck.

Mom and Samantha
Jennifer Ruemker
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Matt

Thanks for all you have

given us. Remember that in

life, anything is possible if

you have the right attitude.

Love ~

Mom, Dad, &
Nicole

Matthew Stonei

Dear Jeff,

1 am so proud of you. You
have braved braver than the

bravest. I will stand beside you
always. You are a very strong

young man.

Carry your little guardian an-

gel with you always. He can

give a rainbow of hope and
love. I love you.

Your friend ~

Mom

Jeffrey Schatz
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Brian,

Congratulations to our fine #1 son!

We are so proud of you and all your

;accomplishments. We wish you success

(and happiness always. Love-

;
Mom, Dad, Sue, & Patrick

Brian Shaw

—JO CUuT J^auanttx,
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Denielle Milton

Congratulations, Lauren!

You are a very special young woman
who has brought more love and joy into

our world than you could ever imagine.

Know that our love will be with you

wherever you and your dreams may go.

Keep
smiling.

Love,

Mom,
Dad, &
Tom

Lauren Beneduci
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Dan-
Congratulations!

You did it!

We knew you could.

Love,

Mom & Dad r
Dan Cook

v

Lori,

You have filled our lives with much
joy and laughter. May all your dreams

come true. Love,

Mom, Dad, arid Melissa
Lori Hynes

Chris ~ May the world continue to amaze
you as you do great things. You continue to

make us proud!

Katie,

We are

so proud

of you
and love

you very

much.

Love,

Mom&
Dad

Congratulations! Love,

Dad, Mom & Amy
Chris Demas Katie Wernick
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Kelsey ~

Dream your

world of dreams.

Work hard at what

you Uke to do and

try to overcome all obstacles.

Laugh at your mistakes

and praise yourself

for learning from them.

Don't be afraid

to show your emotions;

laughing and crying

make you feel better.

Love friends and family

with your entire being;

they are the most important

part of your life.

Cherish the time and memories

you and Katie shared together.

Love,

Dad, Mom, Laulie, KK, and Pumpkin Pie
Kelsey Rhue

^l<^ij
Sarah,

May you always have

the abihty to dance to the music in your Hfe

and the vision to see your dreams clearly.

h^

We're in the

balcony to cheer

you on!

Love,

Mom,
Amy, & Allie

Sarah Winter
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¥ Congratulations!

To the one we have cherished as baby, girl, teenager, and woman.

To the one who has warmed the hearts of all she's met.

To the one who will grow with love in wisdom, beauty, and grace.

To Emilys-

Love,

Mom, Dad, and Ethan

Emily Taranto-Kent
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Congratulations to our twins, Jackie & Julie! You have

never given us a dull moment, and we loved every

minute of it. We're so proud of you.

Love ~ Mom & Dad.

You both have a wonderful life ahead of you. May all

your dreams come true. Love ~ Grandma & Grandpa.

Good luck, girls, in all you do. Thanks for taking care

of me. Love ~ your brother Jimmy.

Jackie & Julie Bartels
h^

Listening to you,

I hear the music!

Love ~

Mom, Dad,

Matt, Katy, & Jenn

Michael Skillings

1
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To

Our
Shining

A

Jeni ~

Thank you for the years of joy

you gave me.

Mom

Congratulations, Nicole,

on your graduation day!

Love Always,

Mom, Dad, Laura, Ricky, & Gregory

«

R

V

Jen McCabe Nicole Casavant
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Kate & Brian,

You two will always have a special

bond. Now it is time to follow your own
paths. Your accomplishments have

brought us much pride & joy.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Kara, Eileen

Kate & Brian DelTufo

Nicole ~

We will

miss the

music

coming

from your

room, but

after all

"Girls Just

Want to

Have Fun!"

We are very proud of you.

Love,

Dad, Mom, Peter & Jackie

Nicole Zwahlen

April Joy ~

We are all so

very proud of

all your hard

work and

accomplish-

ments, and

even more
proud of the

wonderful

person you've

become!

Congratulations!

Love,

Dad, Mum, Amy, & Ryan

Congratulations, Natalie!

Good luck in all you do.

Love,

Daddy, Mommy, Alison, and Emily

April Joy King Natalie Craig
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Kathy,

We are so very proud of you and

everything you have accompHshed.

Your ethics and hard work are appar-

ent in all that you do.

You have filled our lives with

pride and joy. Continue to stand strong

for what you believe in.

May your future be all that you

hope.

Love,

Mom & Dad

Kathy Caruso

Dear Jason ~ %
We delighted in the child that

you were

And are so proud of the young

man you've become.

^
Love you ~

Mom & Dad

Jason DeMarzo
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CONGRATULATIONS, HILARY!

WE WISH YOU ALL THE BEST
IN YOUR LIFE AHEAD.

LOVE ~ MOM, DAD, & TIM

Hilary PLke

Congratulations, Kayla!

You have become a very special young lady.

Your whole future lies ahead of you.

We wish you the Very Best of Luck.

Love Always,

Mom & Dad
Kayla Lorgerei

Caitlin,

Try to remember that happiness is

a journey, not a destination.

"Work like you don't need money.

Dance like no one is watching, and

love like you have never been hurt.'

May all your dreams come true.

Love,

Mom, Dad & Lauren

Caitlin McCau
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Ali,

My little princess has grown
to become such a strong and

independent young woman.

You have made me so very

proud of you!

Always dream BIG, Ali!

And chase all your dreams

until they come true.

Love ~ Mom & Scott

Congratulations, Ali!

Allison Neil

Bean,

Life has its Ups. . .Its Downs. . .Its

Bumps... Its Bruises.

Sometimes it crawls.

Sometimes it speeds recklessly

out of control.

Just remember. . .try to stay out of

its holes.

But. . .if you find yourself in too

deep...reach out... I'll be there.

Congratulations.

Love ~ Dad

Kristina Scherber
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Bethany Kwinn,
You entered this world with an angel shine. Heaven already knew how

special you were. Never have you failed to bring joy into our lives. You
are a sweet daughter and a loving sister. Your sense of humor is only

surpassed by your faith in God. We thankGod daily for sharingYOU with

us. So now, dearest Bethany, reach up and grasp God's hand that you

might achieve what he has planned. We are proud of the woman that our

little girl has become. Remember F.R.O.G.

Love you forever. ~ Mommy and Dad

Bethany "Q ~ A star came into our lives on

October 16, 1981. That star is YOU. You are

still shining bright. I am very proud of you.

Love ~ MOM

Bethany ~ NEVER, NEVER give up your

dreams. We all love you!

All of us ~ Auntie Ty, Uncle Tom, and Nisha

Bethany ~ You will always be my little Smurf.

Love, Hugs, and Kisses ~ Aunt Melo

You are a beautiful and sweet girl. Thanks for the happiness you have brought me
by being "my little girlfriend." ~ Great Aunt Tootsie

Bethany ~ You are the "Opal" of my eye. Be happy, honey. Love ~ Great Aunt Dixie

Follow your dreams, Bethany, because the future is YOURS!!! Love ~ Aunt Sandy

I think you are a great sister. I hope you will be happy and successful.

I love you. ~ Brice Bethany Cilpatnck
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YOU DID IT, BK!

Our Love and Support Always.

Love ~ Mom, Dad,

Steve, and Kate

Kenny Donovan

How much better is it to get wisdom
than gold, and to get understanding

rather than silver.

We love you, ALISON!

Alison Taylor-Banner
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ubitanaina uounq man.
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Wl Lous. uou.

<:dV\om ana J^aa

Elisha,

My first

true teacher.

Remember
Ho Ho

in the sky?

And
clowns,

fairy god-

mothers,

witches,

Wilma and

Jeanne?

Your smile

is your gift;

keep giving

it!

f^* >ihb

I ^rf^ci^
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.-.j^mz^ ,eSi^ ,ilfci%^

Justin Cole

I love you. ~ Mom

Daughters hold our hands for awhile,

but our hearts forever.
Elisha Keegan
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Melissa Young

Congratulations, Leslie

You always put your best

foot forward.

Your future will be as

bright as you are.

We are so proud of the

beautiful young woman
you have grown to be.

Love ~

Mom and Dad

Leslie Kilnapp
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It seems like yesterday

you were knocking at my
door with big brown eyes,

freckles and. pigtails.

Since then we have grown
so very close; we will be

best friends today, tomor-

row, and forever.

Best wishes, Jen!

Love ~ Liz

My little Jenny is all grown up
and graduating from high

school.

I am so proud of all your

accomplishments.

May all your dreams come
true.

Love you ~ Mom

IK

1/ JiiiHik^ m
To my older sister,

I hope you reach your dreams

and goals. I believe you will be

successful in becoming an

elementary school teacher.

You'll inspire many children!

Love ~ Laura

•k-k-k-k-k-k

To my little sis.

Best wishes in life. You'll make a

great teacher, even though I always

said you wouldn't.

Love-Mandy j^^^i^ Kelly

C^onqiatuLationi, lo ann s.

-Jo loanns., QJui LiitLE aixL —

^Uou naus inouin ui thai uou navs.

ihs. itisnatn, ths couiaas, ana ins aonj-iAzncE

to Ijs vjna££.uEX uou ivant to lje.

JdsLl£<js in uowii-tLJ- ana uou ujlII do rinE..

(LonaiaiulaiLoni. on uoux nsoj bsainnina ana

lEmsmJjEi aLojaui. thai ute Loue uou:

-LouE ~ ^v[om ana J^aa

Joanne Reed
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You have achieved more than we
ever imagined.

We are extremely proud of you!

Love,

Mom & Dad

Gregory O. Staples

Mark,

Congratulations! We are so proud

of you, not only as a son and brother,

but also as the young man you have '

become.

We love you and will always be

there for you.

Mom, Dad, and Jason ^^^, ^^^^^,^

W-^^

-^-^.

Lindsay-

You will always be our little

girl. We are so proud of you.

Love you.

Mom & Dad
Lindsay Hope VanGulden

Congratulations, Sean! You have grown
from our beautiful baby boy to a wonder-

ful young man. We are very proud of you!

Love ~ Mom & Dad Sean Duff;

M
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Kelley MoUoy

Matthew,

No matter what you hear or

see, you only need to impress

the one you see in the mirror.

Love you.

Mom & Dad

Matthew,

Don't forget lunch is on us,

at our house, even after you
graduate.

Remember to call and update

us on the Real World!

Love Always,

Auntie Pam & Uncle Rob

Matthew Foster

\
You're the Best!

Enjoy life's changes
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<J\/{om and U^ad

Heather McVarish
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Congratulations, To Our Baby Boy!

Paul Goldie

Paul,

You turned out to be a fine,

handsome young man.

We are so very proud.

Love you always.

Dad, Mom, Allison,

and Murray too

We are all

so proud

of you both.

Love,

The Thurbide,

Tomasello,

Carey, and

Gawlowicz

Families

Suzanne Carey & Katie Thurbide

Friends Forever!

Congratulations

!
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Congratulations, Linda!

Make all

your

dreams

happen.

We know
you can

and we're

so proud

of you!

Love,

Mom, Dad,

Elizabeth & Brian

Linda Holland

We love

you and

we are

so

proud

of you.

Congratulations

!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Nicky, and Dommy

Keri Grasso
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Our Pride and Joy

You mean everything to

us. You are our pride and

joy Of course, you will

always be our baby - no

matter how old you are!

Lots of love,

pride,

and joy.

¥ Mom and Dad

P

Bob-
We don't know how to

express the amount of pride

we've had in you all these

years. You have come a long

way from your early years to

the present. You should be

very proud of yourself. We
have confidence that you
will make a difference in this

world when you graduate.

All we can say is strive for

the best and keep up the

good work.

»

Bob Williamson
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Colleen Bright & Liz Provost

"Remember
the greatest

gift is not

found in a

store or under

a tree but in

the heart of a

true friend."

•••

Right from the start you two hit it off. From losing teeth, playing

"Tara and Julia," C.C.D., dancing, apple picking. King Richard's

Faire, celebrating birthdays,

sleepovers, lip syncs, Hallow-

eens, and just doing nothing, you
always had the best fun. You've

always had each other. As you've
gone from Bryantville to Silver

Lake, we've enjoyed watching

you both blossom into such fan-

tastic, creative, outstanding beau-

tiful women. May you always

treasure the memories you've

shared as your families sure will.

We love you. Colleen & Liz!

The Brights & The Provosts
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To a great son who has

given us a lot of good

memories.

We're very proud of you.

Be happy!

Love,

Mom & Dad
Brian Haggerty

Congratulations, Andy!

From your preschool graduation to

your senior

year at S.L.,

you've always

made us

proud.

We hope all

you're plans

and dreams

for the future

come true.

We are always

here for you.

Love,

Dad, Mom,
Terry & Jeff

Andrew Brems
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Excellent

Lovely

Interesting

Zazzy

Awesome
Best

Easy

Terrific

Hot

This is

simple

and it's true

there's a

shining light

all around

you!

Elizabeth,

You've always had your sights set

on the best and have never let any-

thing distract you. We are all so proud

of you!! There's nothing you can't

accomplish. Always follow your heart

and continue to make a difference.

Love,

Ma, Gerri, & Alan

Elizabeth Provost

Comes the Dawn
After a while you learn the subtle

difference between holding a hand

and chaining a soul.

And you learn that love doesn't mean
leaning and company doesn't mean
security.

And you learn kisses aren't contracts

and presents aren't promises.

And you learn to accept your defeats with

your head up and your eyes open.

And you learn to build all your roads on

today because tomorrow's ground is

too uncertain.

For plans and futures have a way of falling

down in mid-flight.

After a while you learn that sunshine burns

if you get too much.

So you plant your own garden and

decorate your own soul instead of wait-

ing for someone to bring you flowers.

And you learn that you really can endure...

That you really are strong...

And you really do have worth...

And you learn. ..and learn...

With every good-bye you learn.

Author unknown
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Our little Danny has

grown into a very fine young

man.

Go after your dreams,

work hard, and make a special

mark on the world with your

unique talents.

Congratulations

!

We're very proud of you!

Love,

Mom, Dad, & Jay

^
Daniel Cardinal

Congratulations!

Life is a gift ... accept it.

Life is an adventure ... dare it.

Life is a mystery ... unfold it.

Life is a game ... play it

Life is a struggle ... face it.

Life is beauty ... praise it.

Life is a puzzle ... solve it.

Life is opportunity ... take it.

Life is sorrowful ... experience it.

Life is a song ... sing it.

Life is a goal ... achieve it.

Life is a mission ... fulfill it.

^ Have a wonderful life!

Love,

Dad, Mom,
& Courtney

lason D. Bellavance

Congratulations!

YOU MADE IT!

Hope all your dreams for the

future come true.

Love,

Mom, MaryBeth, and Jack

Adam Candler
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"What you ARE is God's gift to you.

What you BECOME is your gift to God.'

Luke VercoUone

Daniel,

Always listen to your heart. With your

honesty, kindness, and warm smile, you
will find success and happiness.

Congratulations!

With Love,

Mom & Dad

Daniel Dutra

Justen,

You took the best, gave your best,

and came out on top. Sometimes you

gave up sleep and an occasional week-

end with the books. Yet through it all

you remained a wonderful son, and we
are very proud of your accomplish-

ments.

In life we hope you work hard and

play hard, enjoy all life has to offer, and

take advantage when opportunities

present themselves. Continue to aim

high and shoot for the stars.

The world is waiting for you!

Congratulations

!

Love,

Mom and Dad

^
Ĵusten Harn
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Congratulations

to our baby

on her graduation day!

We're proud of you!

Love, Mom & Dad

Karl,

We will

always

be here

for you.

Kari Stairs

Amanda Leigh,

You were independent from the minute

you arrived ... 21 days early. Follow your

dreams and make them come true.

Congratulations!

Love,

Mom, Dad, & Eric
, ^ , ^Amanda Zadorian

Dearest Audra,

You have brightened our lives

and made us so grateful and

proud. You are all the world to us;

we just adore you. May life bring

you rainbows.

All our love.

Mom, Dad, & Tamra

Audra Lissell
Congratulations!

Tricia,

It all started

w^ith "red

and yellow,

green and

blue ..." You
have sure

shown us

what you

can do!

We are very

proud of

your

success.

Love ya.

Mom, Dad,

and Lisa

Tricia Gaul
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Meghann Lynch

To our little Meggie,
Where has the time gone? You have brought

more joy, laughter, and love to our home than you

will ever know. You have a bright future ahead.

Go for it!

You will always be our "Speaker of the House."

Congratulations! Love ~ Mom & Dad,

Michelle, Michael, Nathan & Hoss

: P.S. Why not 28 times?
* Meghan Fencer

Jessica,

You are a

Gift from God,

Our Shining Star!

It has been a

pleasure watch-

ing you grow
and develop

into a caring,

intelligent,

responsible young woman.
You have an inner beauty that

radiates to those around you.

Your smile brightens the room.

We are so proud of you.

Love,

Mom & Dad^
Jessica Cullivan
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John-
"He achieves

success who
hves well,

laughs often,

and loves much
... who leaves the

world better

than he finds it

... who always

looks for the best

in others and

gives them the

best he has."

We hope you know how very much we
love you and how much richer you've

made our Hves just by being our son.

Congratulations and much success ~

Love always.

Mom, Dad, Kim & Colleen
John Walsh

Doug ~

Living life to its fullest can only be attained

through hard work, caring about others, and

lots of laughter ...

We know you have the right recipe!

Whew Hew!
Love ~ Mom, Dad, Greg, and Geof

Douglas Ramsay

My love will be with you
forever. Don't ever lose your

beautiful smile.

Success always.

Love ~ Gram

Totally weird. Totally unique

Totally Beth.

Watch out world, here she comes.

She'll conquer all she strives for.

Go for it! Love ~ Mum, Dad,

Kim, Jay, & Shawn

You were always Papa's Angel.

Now he's yours.

He would be so proud.

Loving you always ~ Papa

^
Bethany DriscoU
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Mark,

The years have gone by quickly.

We have always believed in your strength,

courage, and deep faith.

These qualities will be with you always.

You are a remarkable young man;

we will be forever proud.

Congratulations!

r
^#

AH our love.

Dad and Mom

Mark Daly

Congratulations,

Melissa!

Your strong

mind, determina-

tion, caring, and,

loving personality

will always shine

through your

smiles. Our family

has been blessed

with such a wonder-

ful daughter.

We are so proud of you
and love you very much.

We wish you - love, happiness, success

May all your wishes come true.

Love,

Mom & Dad
Heather & Schaun

! Melissa Dion V
David ~ I am very proud of the wonderful

person you have become. May all of your

dreams come true.

Love always ~ Mom
David Warren Schjolden
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To our

Angel

May the future bring you all the happiness

that you've given to us and more!

Congratulations.

We love you!

Angela Walters

Congratulations, Jen!

To the little girl who always did things

her way. We're so proud of you!

May all your dreams come true!

Love,

Mom, George, Chris, and Gram
Jennifer Petralito

Andy,

You started out with ABC's

and one and one is two

Soon you learned your colors -

red, yellow, green, and blue.

Reading, writing, spelling,

math, and history too.

So many of the things you've learned

have molded and shaped you.

Now with high school ending,

a new life will begin

Filled with many challenges

that we are sure you'll win.

We wish you love and luck and joy

in all you choose to do.

No matter what your choices are

we'll always be proud of you.

Love ~ Mom & Dad
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Matt-
We are very proud of you! We

love you and hope that all your'

dreams come true.

Love ~ Mom, Dad, & David i

Andrew Kachuck Matthew Carvalho
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Dawn,
My best friend until the end.

My shining Hght, my day and night.

My sweetest gift, my emotional lift.

My source of laughter, my ever after.

My EVERYTHING!
Congratulations,

Mom & Daddy Jim

******
To our little Sister,

Shine bright little star.

We'll watch over you wherever you are!

Love ~ your big brothers.

Jay, Mike, and Brian

i^ p^ p^ w'

Watch, wait!

Time will unfold and fulfill its purpose!

Love you ~ Nana & Papa

To our darling Dawn:
As you stand on the edge of adulthood, there is so much we want for you

and to say to you. You are the light in our lives, the joy in our celebration of

family. We are so proud of who you are - your loyalty, your honor, your com-

passion, your humor, your beauty both inside and out. We want everything

that is good in life for you, and we want to always be there for you.

Congratulations on your latest achievement. We are very proud of you.

All our love.

Dad and Laura

Babes,

1 am so proud of you. You worked hard, and I'm glad you got through it.

Congratulations and good luck with whatever you decide to do.

You mean the world to me. I love you.

Love always and forever,

Scott Dawn Morris
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Kelli Ann Roche

Kelli,

We can't believe this day has come already. It seems

like only yesterday we were holding you in our arms.

We were so proud the day you were born and today

that pride is even greater!

We are the proudest parents seeing the young
woman that you have become. You have uncondition-

ally given others your most loyal friendship, kindness,

and understanding. It's rare to find someone of your

age with the wisdom and moral judgment that you
possess.

Always take pride in all that you do and in all that

you are! Take time in choosing the path you will travel

and always remember the one that takes you home!

We love you.

To my big sister Kelli,

Kelli, thank you for being so patient with me, the

tagalong. Thanks for always including me when
you had friends over. I'm happy you let me watch

movies with you and Pat. Also I'm glad you two
took me places, like the mall, the arcade, and the

basketball courts. Thanks for being so extraordi-

nary to your little bro. May your future be bright.

Love always.

Your tagalong, Kevin

Kelli,

1 wish you the best of luck with your future. I

know you can do anything you set your heart to

and you will succeed.

Just remember, I'll always be only one step

behind ya!

Love always,

Katie

Mom & Dad
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Emily Vroom

Reach high, for stars he hidden in your soul.

Dream deep, for every dreara precedes

the goal.

Congratulatioris!

Love ~ Mom, Dad & Leigh

Eliza Ryan

Congratulations

!

All through your lives, you have given us so

many, many reasons to smile, and we want you to

always remember that we are so very, very proud

of our two beautiful daughters. Love-Mom & Dad

Sarah & Erin MacFarlane
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Johnson and Wales

University—

An astonishing

college where.

Culinary arts will be

your career.

Kudos to you for

achieving your goals.

"\/ears of work are finally paying off.

'veryone is proud of you for your success.

Love ~ Mom, Dad, Laura, & Tim

Jackye Rockett

"Hello. Is this the CDC? I want to report

an outbreak of hyochondriasis at the

Silver Lake High School."

Congratulations, Gretchen!

We're proud of you!

Love ~ Mom, Dad, and Anna

Gretchen Snoeyenbos

Renee,

To a lovely daughter, we're proud of you, i

and we wish you the best on graduation day^

and beyond.

Love ~ Dad, Mom, & Errol Renee Gaudette :(

Ryan,

Congratulations

!

We're all very proud of you.

Love ~ Mom, Dad, Erin,&Mara
Ryan F. Gould

Brett, Congratulations!

At times it may have seemed like a

struggle, but we knew you'd tow the line.

Love,

Mom & Dad

Brett Garneau

Kim,

Reach high,

for stars He hidden in your souL

Dream deep,

for every dream precedes the goal

Follow your dream!

Love,

Mom, Dad, & Chris
Kim Dolan
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Andrew,
Congratulations! We love you!

Dad, Mama, Allison, and Sam

Andrew McDermott

^^Ve ^ot everytnin^ tne hid
rinaiicial institutions otter,

under one lamiliar rooi.
Plymouth Savings Bank and Plymouth Mortgage

Company offer competitive financial products, coupled

with friendly, personal, caring service. That's why folks

prefer the bank and mortgage company that hang

their hats right here.

PLYMOUIH SAVINGS BANK'
PLYMOUIHMORTGAGE COMPANY*

Member I'DIODIF 1-800-649-3330 i;c,ual Ho„s,„e LenJer ^

Mike, J-izaJjE.th,

<::n-Lvi7aui. roLLoLu qoui axsanzi.; aun

It's been a long twelve years,

but you have made it!

We're so proud of you!

Love ~

Dad, Mom & Jen

^iizntaaLLu uou cvL'IL Tina jj,

/oi tL£ moon arilA itaii.

'OUT dzibinu.

Lizabeth Noyes

Michael Solimini

Patrick ~ We are very proud of you and all

that you have achieved. You can do anything

you want to do.

Love ~ Mum, Dad, Mike & Sean
Patrick Donovan

(781) 826-6421 Michael & Arlene Kirby

^—^ incorporale^l \~^

Morth River Plaza Route 139 Pembroke, MA 02359

Jacqueline,

If I were asked to choose what my daughter

would be likewhenyou were born, I wouldn't

have changed a thing. I am so proud of you.

Love ~ Mom Jacqueline Hebert

To The Class of 2000

Good Luck, Good Health

and Love to all,

Mrs. McAuliffe, R.N.

N.P.E.S. School Nurse
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/ wished for strength

you chose independence

I wished for success

you excelled

I wished for beauty

you found humility

I w ish ed for ca ring

your option was love

I wished for a girl

I was blessed withm: princess.

Jessica Reed
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Naturally
Beautiful

Outdoor
Portraits

'Lnvironmentaf

Tfioto^rapfiy

Five Packages
Available

(781) 341-FOTO
Guaranteed Sittings

Convenient Area
Locations

(781) 341-3686

Cheney Stimson

(781) 826-4373

Tailoring

NORTH RIVER

CLEANERS

Shirt Service

North River Plaza

Pembroke, MA 02359

BALLOONS

. 50% OFF GREETING CARDS

HOLIDAY DECOR FOR HOME,
« ' OFFICE & BANQUET FUNCTIONS

HELIUM TANK RENTALS

North River Plaza

« Rte. 139 Pembroke, MA 02359
• 781-826-4477 FAX 781-826-6427

HOBOMOCK ARENA
Hobomock St, Pembroke, MA 02359

(617) 294-0260

• All Types of Skating Programs

• Ice Rentals

• Leagues, Youth, Adult

• Power Skating

• Full Service Pro Shop

. OPEN YEAR ROUND

Cheney Stimson

(781) 826-4373

Tailoring

NORTH RIVER

CLEANERS

Shirt Service

North River Plaza

Pembroke, MA 02359
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Bryan F. McSweeney, D.M.D.

Wishes

Silver Lake Regional High School's

CLASS OF

Good Luck yilll
in their future

plans and dreams.

Congratulations! V ^ K^ }

The Medical Center at the Park

45 Resnik Road 450 Plain Street - Rt. 139

Plymouth, MA 02360 Marshfield, MA 02050

(508) 746-4446 (781) 837-6588

Board Certified in Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery

2i^S <:yfdu£tiii.in.q



&tinger(S)
There's a millennium

of opportunities out there,

so work hard and he

creative.

Good Luck from

^
Stinger's Family Restaurant

252 Main Street

Hanson, MA 02341

(781) 293-0000
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*0«^ AUTOMOTIVE

Complete Service

Official Inspection Station

Custom Exhaust

24 HOUR TOWING
Emergency Road Service

RT. 58 - HANSON • BETWEEN RT. 27 & 106

781-293-7000

Ben lannucci John lannucci

(781)-585-6400

(781)-585-6401

Our 52nd Anniversai^

1945 to 2000

Kingston Block Co., Inc.

72 Main Street

Kingston, MA 02364

Complete line of masonry supplies

NORTHERN STAR SKATING INSTITUTE
PROVIDING A FOUNDATION FOR EXCELLENCE

&^

At the Hobomock Arenas
Pembroke lUA

For informaOon call Debbie tS> 731-294-S106

Congratulations!! Class of 2000

294^8226

Ui'AAi jonnson

Jiano SJnstruciion

O^em£ro£e, !Mj^023J9

State Lie. 2237

Mass. Appraisers 4692

Member M.A.B.S.O.A.

TURA'S PHARMACY, INC.
as SUMMER ST. PHONE: 585-2595 KINGSTON. MA

NICKERSON AUTO BODY, INC.
80 Evergreen Street

Kingston, MA 02364

TURA'S
HOME

HEALTH CARE
CENTER

585-9550 John A. Nickerson

Family®
Care

Mon. - Fn.

Sat.

Sun. & Hoi.

Hours:

8 AM to 8 PM
8 AM to 6 PM
8 AM to 1 PM

A MnnMt rrl tfw PnnirtCM' NnwM
Convalescent aiOs-sales & rental

Counseling on your health needs

PERSONAUZED HOMETOWN SERVICE"

^A&Q^uifieoi4ie^JonMi
23 Paradise Lane P.O. Box 74

Halifax, MA 02338

293-2076

Flowers • Gifts • For all occasions
FTO\

Marna Shultz, Karen McSweeney, and Eunice Goldberg,

the yearbook advisors, wish to thank all those who helped

make this yearbook a success: the students who worked

hard after school, the parente who contributed their finan-

cial support, the businesses who purchased ads, and fac-

ulty and staff, especially Mrs. Lewis who never hesitated to

answer t^uestions or make an announcement. Without your

continued support this project would never have been

completed. Thank you all\

Zgo <:^duzitUina



CONGRATULATIONS

CLASS OF 2000

Good Luck

Jeee

&
Emi

Country G'lftware - Collectibles

Love -

Mom,

Ginni,

&
Jan

Si/y^r Lake Regional High School Class of2000

cjigland
^^

from

New England Village

Located on Route 27 in Pembroke, a mile from Silver Lake High School,

New England Village provides residential and vocational services to adults with mental retardation.

The Village has a variety ofrewarding community service opportunities forjuniors and seniors.

We also offer employment opportunities for qualified high school graduates and college students,

including full-time, part-time and svmimer positions.

Call Human Resources at 781-293-5461 for a list of current openings.
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EgyptAir Flight 990 crashes into the Atlantic

Ocean on October 31, [tilling all 217 people

on board. Although suspicious actions of a

pilot are under scrutiny by American and

Egyptian officials, the cause of the crash

remains a mystery.

On October 12 the woild's official population

hits 6 billion. The designated 6 billionth human

is a baby boy born in Sarajevo.

As part of Rome's continuing restoration, the

"
city unveils a plan to create an 18,000-square-yard

rambling space connecting the Imperial Forums

with the Roman Forum.

In September,

more than

300,000 Japanese

are checked

for radiation

exposure after

an inadvertent

nuclear reaction

at a uranium

processing plant.

In an October coup, the Pakistani army dismisses

elected Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and

his government after Sharif announces the

removal of his powerful military chief. General

Pervaiz Musharraf.

Nearly a million ethnic Albanians flee Yugoslavia

and thousands are killed after Serbs begin a

violent ethnic cleansing campaign in 1998.

Seventy-eight days of NATO bombing bring the

war to an end in June. An international tribunal

later charges Yugoslav President Slobodan

Milosevic vrith crimes against humanity.

Flash

In a violent October coup, gunmen storm

the Armenian Parliament and assassinate

Prime Minister Vazgen Sarkisian and six

other top officials.

Britain's Prince Edward marries

longtime girlfriend Sophie Rhys-Jones

on June 19.

Cuban Elian Gonzalez, 6, becomes
the center of a bitter citizenship

debate after surviving a November
boat wreck off the Florida coast In

which his mother dies.

1999
In India, two trains collide head-on in August,

killing 285 people and injuring more than 300.

It is one of the worst train disasters in the

country's history.



_^k_ Leonardo da Vinci's "Tlie Last Supper" is

Y unveiled in June after 21 years of restoration.

Tlie centimeter-by-centimeter reliabilitation

cost $7 7 million and involved

electronic microscopes

_^k_ in September, Russia begins a military campaign

Y^ against Chechen nationalists to regain control of

the breakaviiay republic. More than 200,000 people

flee the region, but a fierce rebel resistance

stays to fight for control of the capital, Grozny.

^
In June, Thabo Mbeki succeeds President Nelson

Mandela, South Africa's first democratically

elected president.

After almost nine years in power, Russian President

Boris Yeltsin announces his resignation in January

2000. Yeltsin names Prime Minister Vladimir Putin

acting president pending elections in March.

In September and October, powerful earthquakes

strike around the globe, killing 15,000 people in

Turkey 1,450 in Taiwan and at least 122 in Greece.

Ârchaeologists

excavate 105

mummies in a

2,000-year-old

underground

Egyptian tomb

believed to contain

a total of 10,000

mummies. The

necropoUs will shed

new light on the

Greco-Roman era

and will allow

scholars to chart

demographic data

and the incidence

of disease.

Flash
Kenneth Garretl/NGS Image Colleclion

A tropical depression producing heavy

rain tiits Mexico in November. The

resulting floods kill more than 350
people and cause 100,000 to evacuate.

In August, the U.S. pays $4.5 million to

victims of NATO's accidental bombing

of the Chinese embassy in Belgrade.

Three Chinese are killed and 27 are

wounded In the May 1999 bombing. ;

On December 31, the U.S. returns control of

• the Panama Canal to Panama. Opened to the

world in 1914, the canal is considered one of

the greatest construction achievements in

American history.

In December, torrential rains cause Venezuela's

worst natural disaster of the century. Mudslides

and flash floods kill up to 30,000 people, while

damage estimates run into the billions of dollars.



_^_ Cartoonist Charles M. Schulz retires in January

y 2000, bringing an end to PEANUTS, America's

most popular comic strip for almost 50 years.

Schulz dies in February, the night before his last

strip runs in the national newspapers.

_^^ As a way to boost tourism, Chicago displays

^^ 301 life-size, fiberglass cows decorated by local

artists. The public art exhibit lasts all summer

until the cows are auctioned for charity.

In July, John F. Kennedy Jr., 38, his mfe, Carolyn '

Bessette Kennedy 33, and her sister, Lauren

Bessette, 34, die in an airplane crash in the

Atlantic Ocean near Martha's Vineyard. Kennedy,

a relatively inexperienced pilot, is believed to

have become disoriented in heavy fog.

Hurricane Floyd

strikes the East

Coast in September,

killing 51 people and

destroying over

4,000 homes. North

Carolina is hardest

hit with total damages

estimated at a record

$6 billion.

The drought of 1999 causes severe damage to

Northeastern and mid-Atlantic farms. Several

states impose mandatory water use restrictions

and emergency federal loans are made available

in Maryland, Pennsylvania, Kentucky, Ohio, Virginia

and West Virginia.

Lewis and Clark's Native

American guide Sacagawea

is featured on a new

gold-colored dollar coin

released into circulation

in early 2000.

Beginning in 1999, the U.S. Mint

releases specially designed

state quarters, the first

five representing

Connecticut,

Georgia, Delaware,

Pennsyhmia and

New Jersey By 2

each state will have

its own quarter.

Flash

President Clinton announces the removal of

• the American bald eagle from the endangered

species list. In 1999, there are over 5,800

breeding pairs, an increase from 417 in 1963.

In August, a rare tornado strikes

downtown Salt Lake City. Winds up

to 112 miles per hour make it Utah's

second-worst tornado in history.

In July, Air Force Colonel Eileen

Collins, 42, becomes the first

woman to command a U.S. space

shuttle mission.

1999
i In November, a 6U-foot log tower collapses at

-<l^ Te.xas A&M University, killing 12 students and

injuring 27. The tower was to be burned at a

traditional bonfire pep rally

SM



^j^,

On April 20, 1999, the nation mourns after two

students go on a shooting rampage at Columbine

High School in Colorado, wounding 23 and Idlling

15, including themselves. Schools across the

country take extensive security measures to

ensure the safety of students and stall.

_^_ In an effort to ease the burden on the traditional

y courts, most states now offer teen court for

juvenile offenders. After determining guilt, a jury of

teens along with a judge decides the sentence,

typically community service and financial restitution.

In November, protesters at the World Trade

Organization (WTO) summit in Seattle provoke a

show of force by local, state and federal officers.

Protesters blame the WTO for eroding human

rights and labor and environmental standards.

In August, a female panda is born at the San

Diego Zoo. Hua Mei, which can mean "China USA"

or "Splendid Beauty," is the first panda born in

the Western Hemisphere in nearly a decade.

1«MMV-T

A A bumper sticker invites drivers to call a

-€p" toll-free number to report reckless driving.

Officials hope the system will help parents stay

informed about their teenagers' driving habits.

Despite

30 years

of official denial,

in December a

jury finds the

assassination of

Reverend Martin

Luther King Jr.

was the result

of a conspiracy,

not the act of a

lone gunman.

_^L An epidemic of rampage

^^ shootings intensifies America's growing concern

over gun control. Many state legislatures pass new

gun-control measures despite nationwide controversy

over restrictions vs. Second Amendment rights.

Flash

In the first such admission by a cigarette

manufacturer, Philip Morris publicly

concedes tobacco is addictive and can

cause serious diseases.

Hillary Clinton announces her candidacy

for a U.S. Senate seat from New York.

As law requires, Clinton establishes New
York residency in suburban Chappaqua.

,

In September, Microsoft Corp. Chairman Bill Gates

and his wife Melinda announce the creation of the

Gates Millennium Scholars Program. The Gateses

will donate $1 billion over the next 20 years to

finance scholarships for minority college students.



_^^ FEELit technology allows users to experience

^f computer technology through their mouse. Users

can "feel" buttons, text, the weight of a stuffed

desktop folder and the groove of a scroll bar.

_^k_ Fifteen-year-old Amber Ramirez undergoes surgery

Y in which half of her brain is removed to stop the

spread of a rare neurological disease. Doctors

hope the remaining portion of Ramirez's brain will

compensate for the removed tissue.

In August, NASA releases photos from the Chandra

" X-ray orbiting telescope of a hot cloud of gas from a

star that exploded more than three centuries ago.

The telescope took 23 years and $1 billion to develop. ^"^

k The Java Ring contains a computer chip providing

"^^ electronic access into buildings for students.

Eventually the ring could be used as a library card,

digital wallet, electronic ID and authentication for

students' online homework.

A In August, U.S. surgeons begin using computer-

"€P" enhanced robotic technology for heart bypass

surgery. Because the chest cavity is never

opened, this technique reduces pain and

shortens recovery time.

i The body of a 23,000-year-old woolly mammoth is

"^P" discovered in October frozen in the Russian tundra.

Study of the preserved fur, organs and soft tissue

could unlock the mystery of why the species died out.

Flash
r

Researchers announce in July the

creation of a cancerous human cell by

genetically altering a normal one. This

significant breakthrough is an important

step toward developing drugs that could

potentially wipe out cancer.

In December, IBM announces a $100
million research initiative to build a

supercomputer 500 times more

,
powerful than current models.

1999
On August 11, the last total solar eclipse of

" the millennium crosses the globe. Thousands

of people from Canada to India experience

daytime darkness during which the moon

completely covers the sun.



»V

Parents, with help from their doctor, select

the gender of their baby using a technique

called MicroSort, which separates X-bearing

(female-determining) and Y-bearing

(male-determining) sperm. The success

rate is about 92 percent for females and

69 percent for males.

A Researchers report they have successfully

"^P" altered the learning and memory behavior of

mice by inserting a gene into their brains.

This genetic-engineering breakthrough may be

helpful in treating human learning disorders

and Alzheimer's disease.

A new board game,

Infection, hits stores in July.

Fun and educational, players race around the board

catching diseases, described in detail, and trying to

be cured.

In October, Sea Launch Company, a multi-national

'
consortium, launches the first commercial satellite

into space from a floating platform in the Pacific

Ocean. Boeing is a major partner in the venture,

along with companies in Russia, Ukraine and Nor^vay

n October,

biologists isolate

one of the

enzymes that

sets Alzheimer's

disease in motion.

This scientific

discovery will

lead to new

treatments and,

possibly, a cure.

Over 4 million

Americans,

including former

President Ronald

;an, are living

with the disease.

Flash
In June, scientists announce the

creation of two new elements. The

nucleus of new, super-heavy element

a millisecond.

Scientists studying Albert Einstein's

preserved brain report It has unique

characteristics. The region governing

mathematical ability and spatial

reasoning is significantly larger

than normal.

2000
To mark the 30th anniversary of the first moon

" landing, astronaut Neil Armstrong's lunar

footprint is featured on a 1999 postage stamp.
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_ The fashion accessory of 1999 goes by many

names-power beads, mood beads and prayer

beads. Many sellers claim the beads boost

tranquility, energy, creativity and intelligence.

Airlines begin installing elaborate in-flight

entertainment systems that allow passengers

to watch movies, play computer games, listen to

music, read headlines or browse the Internet.

A Cosmetic companies increasingly use

entertainment celebrities instead of models for

their advertisements. Sarah Michelle Cellar,

Jennifer Love Hewitt, Jennifer Lopez and Shania

TVain are among the celebs who appear in ads.

mil
A continuation of the

cargo pants trend,

messenger bags with

pockets galore hang

at the hips of teens

everywhere.

4^
In August, a Levi Strauss & Co. megastore opens

in San Francisco. The store features a hot tub

where shoppers can soak in their jeans for the

perfect fit and a computer-scanning system to

help customers get the right size.

Flash

A Apple Computer introduces its new iBook laptop

"ip^ in September. The super-slim, neon-colored

units follow the highly successful launch of the

translucent iMac desktop.

In December, Honda introduces Insight,

a car that combines a conventional

gasoline engine with a small electric

motor, decreases ozone and carbon

dioxide emissions and gets 80 mpg.

Several companies offer "digital wallets"

for teens who want to shop online

but don't have credit cards. Parents

deposit money into an online account;

then teens can spend the money at

designated Web sites.

1999
A new line of scented candles called Aromapharmacy

- comes in amber glass containers and looks like

prescription drug bottles with creative names such

as Ritalert, Cramprin and Valiumello.



Inline skaters can now power themselves along

with the new Roller Cycle Personal Power

Accelerator featuring a 1.5-hp-driven wheel. An

optional spiked rubber tire for traction makes it

also possible to use while cross-country skiing.

Wireless Web access becomes a reality in

September when Sprint PCS announces the

first nationwide wireless data service. Shortly

thereafter, several other providers debut similar

service for hand-held Web phones.

Il

A Gap TV

advertisement

for vests starts a trend across

America that has teenagers wearing

the fashionable sleeveless jackets.

Several rappers start their own clothing lines,

"
making hip-hop wear big business. Popular

artist labels include FUBU, Roc-A-Wear, Phat

Farm, Wu Wear, Sean John and X-Large.

Teenagers need an average of nine

hours and 15 minutes of sleep a night,

according to research at Brown

University's Bradley Hospital. The study

also shows a direct correlation between

school grades and duration of sleep.

An influx of dot-com companies

advertise on television. Ads during the

Super Bowl sell for an average of $2.2

I million per 30-second commercial.

A Magellan, a satellite navigation system for

"^^ motorists, offers complete U.S. mapping data,

voice and visual instructions in seven languages,

turn-by-turn directions and a library of points

of interest.

A growing number of U.S. school cafeterias offer

" pruneburgers, a healthy low-fat combination

of hamburger and prune puree. Other prune

items in the works include hot dogs, pizza sauce,

barbecue sauce and gingerbread cookies.



i^m''

_^^^ ABC's summer fill-in quiz sliow "Who Wants
"y~

to Be a Millionaire," with host Regis Philbin,

After 19

nominations,

Susan Lucci finally

wins an Emmy

Award for best

actress in a

daytime drama

series for her role

as Erica Kane on

the ABC soap opera

"All My Children."

Flash

Tom Hanks and Tim Allen return as the

voices of Woody and Buzz Lightyear

in the animated feature Toy Story 2.

The sequel breaks box-office records

during its Thanksgiving release and

wins a Golden Globe award.

In a botched stunt, WWF wrestler Owen

Hart falls from the rafters at Kemper

Arena and dies in front of 16,300 fans.

A Jennifer Love Hewitt leaves "Party of Five" to star in

-^j^- her own Fox television drama, "Time of Your Life."

The show focuses on Hewitt's character trying

to make it in New York while searching for her

biological father.

In June, Mike Myers' sequel Austin Powers: The

- Spy Who Shagged Me proves to be a bigger hit

than the 1997 original. Dr. Evil's alter ego Mini-Me

is extremely popular even though he has no lines.



In December,

actor Jim Carrey

portrays zany

comedian Andy

Kaufman mMan
on the Moon.

Carrey wins a

Golden Globe

award for liis

performance.

_^_ American Beaut}', starring Kevin Spacey, Annette

f Bening and Tliora Bircti, captures the Golden

Globe Best Drama Award. Tiie dark satire of

suburbia and family dysfunction receives a total

of six Golden Globe nominations.

The new arcade game Guitar Freaks features

" two guitar controllers and a screen to help

players follow along to popular songs.

Set in 1980, the critically acclaimed NBC

show "Freaks and Geeks" follows two groups

of teens trying to make their way through

high school.

The long-awaited prequel^far Wars: Episode I The

' Phantom Menace hits theaters in May 1999, taking

in a record-breaking $28.5 million on its opening

day and going on to gross more than $420 million.

Flash

A In September, the New Roc City entertainment

"^" center opens in New York. The complex includes

an amusement park ride on the roof, two skating

rinks, 19 movie screens, restaurants, an arcade, a

health club, a supermarket and a hotel.

Michael J. Fox announces in January

2000 he will leave the popular ABC
sitcom "Spin City" at the end of the

season to promote awareness of

Parkinson's disease in hopes of

flnditig a cure.

After 10 seasons, Fox cancels the

hit show "Beverly Hills, 90210." The
show followed characters through

high school, college and careers.

2000

M̂edusa, the

world's first

floorless roller

coaster, opens

in August at Six

Flags Great

Adventure in

New Jersey.

The 4,000-foot,

toe-dangling

ride has enough

drops, loops,

rolls and

corkscrews

to thrill

every rider.

Six Flags Greal Adventure

A The Talented Mr. Ripley, starring Matt Damon,

Gwjueth Paltrow, Jude Law and Gate Blanchett,

opens in December and earns popular and

critical praise.



_^k_ U.S. sales of music by Latin artists slioot up

"f 48 percent in the first quarter of 1999 ttianks

to artists sucli as Ricky Martin, Jennifer Lopez,

Enrique Iglesias and Marc Anttiony.

_^, Superstar Mariah Carey releases Rainbow in

^r November and begins a world tour in February

2000. Carey is named Billboard Music Awards Artist

of tlie Decade and is awarded the distinguished

American I^usic Award of Achievement.

Released in June, Santana's Supernatural shoots

" up the Billboard album chart, sells over 6 million

copies, and earns 10 Grammy nominations.

Britney Spears'

album ...Baby

One More Time is

the second-best-

selling album

of 1999, earning

Spears the

Billboard Music

Awards Female

and New Artist of

the Year Awards.

Saturday Night Live: The

Musical Performances

Volumes I and 2 are

released in September.

The CDs feature 30 of the

musical acts that have

appeared on SNL over the

past 25 years.

Limp Bizkit leads the way in the resurgence of

" rock music, along with Kid Rock and Korn. In

September, MTV showcases the trend by airing

"1999: Return of the Rock," which examines the

history and future of rock music.

Flash

their soundtracks. Sheryl Crow contributes her

talent to the Tomorrow Neuer Dies soundtrack,

Metallica to Hot Wheels Turbo Racing and

Naughty by Nature to NBA Live 2000.

Sheryl Crow, Eric Clapton and the

Dixie Chicks are a few musicians

who rock Central Park in a first-ever

trimulcast concert seen and heard

on the radio, television and Internet.

More than 1 million viewers tune

in each weekday to vote on their

favorite videos on MTV's "Total

Request Live" with host Carson Daly

and popular musical guests.

1999
Backstreet Soys' Millennium wins the Billboard

Ivlusic Awards Album of the Year and becomes

the best-selling album of the year with over 10

million copies sold.



I

Lou Bega's

rhythmic "Mambo

No. 5" hits the

Top 40 in August

after selling 2

million copies

overseas and

topping the chart

in 15 countries.

_^k_ "NetAid,"a concert dedicated to relieve hunger

y and poverty, airs live in October on MTV, VHl,

the BBC, as well as radio stations in 120

nations, making it the widest-heard musical

performance in history.

In a strange twist. Garth Brooks releases the album

The Life of Chris Gaines in which he pretends to

be a fictional rock star. Gaines will be the main

character in a movie called The Lamb, currently

in development.

Shania Twain becomes

the first woman since

1986 to win the Country

Music Association's

Entertainerof the Year

Award at the 33rd annual

awards show.

MP3, technology

that compresses sound into a very small

file, becomes a popular alternative to

the CD. MP3 files are downloaded from

the Internet onto computers or portable

player units, making it possible to take

a personal music selection anywhere.

^L VHl's "Concert of the Century" spotlights the

" importance of music education in schools. The

all-star show includes Lenny Kravitz, Sheryl Crow, Eric

Clapton and B.B. King, as well as high-profile actors.

Flash

A Fiona Apple releases her long-awaited second

"^p" album to rave reviews in November and begins

a tour in February 2000. The album features a

90-word title, which is commonly shortened to

When the Pawn.

After a successful New Year's Eve

reunion performance, the Judds

begin their first tour In almost 10

years in February 2000. Since

they disbanded in 1991, Naomi has

recovered from Hepatitis C.

Best New Artist Grammy nominee

Christina Aguilera gives an exciting

performance during the Super Bowl

XXXIV halftime show.

2000 A Ricky Martin takes the music industry by storm

after his show-stopping performance at the 1999

Grammy Awards show. Martin's first chart-topping

single, "Livin' la Vida Loca," helps him win the

Billboard Music Award for Male Artist of the Year.



A The Houston Comets earn their third straight

-^- WNBA championship in September, beating

the New York Liberty 59-47 to win in three

straight games. 1999
Dale Jarrett wins the 1999 NASCAR Winston Cup

championship after a four-victory season.



In the January

2000 Sugar Bowl,

No. 1 Florida

State beats No. 2

Virginia Tech

46-29 to capture

the National

Championship.

_^^ Andre Agassi wins the French Open in June

^f and becomes the fifth man ever to complete a

career Grand Slam. Agassi goes on to win the

U.S. Open in September.

In July, the U.S. women's soccer team wins the

' 1999 World Cup by beating China 5-4 in penalty

kicks following a 0-0 lie. More than 90,000 fans

attend at the Rose Bowl and another 40 million

watch on television.

Travis Pastrana, 15, wins the gold medal in the X

Games' inaugural Moto X freestyle motocross event.

The fifth year of this ESPN-sponsored competition

is held in San Francisco in June and July

a

^ In June,

"*^ the San

Antonio Spurs win

their first NBA

championship by

defeating the New

York Knicks four

games to one.

The New 'i'ork Yankees win the 1999 World

'
Series in a four-game sweep against the

Atlanta Braves.

Flash

A The U.S. team beats the European team to win

"^P" golf's Ryder Cup at Brookline, Massachusetts, in

September. The American's stirring comeback

is marred by unruly galleries and a premature

victory celebration.

In July, many major league baseball

umpires announce their resignation as

a labor protest. The strategy backfires

when owners accept the resignations

and in September, 22 umpires lose

their jobs.

In January 2000, Michael Jordan returns

to pro basketball as part owner and

President for Basketball Operations of

the NBA's Washington Wizards.

2000
Twenty-year professional hockey veteran Wayne

Gretzky announces his retirement in April 1999

after setting or tying 61 records. T\vo months

later, "The Great One" is inducted into the

Hockey Hall of Fame.



Flash

A Fearing the collapse of the world's banks, utilities

"€|P- and transportation systems, thousands of people

stock up on food, water, money, ammunition and

generators. After midnight, it soon becomes

apparent that the preparations were unnecessary.

"The public and private sectors spend

hundreds of millions of dollars to ward

off ttie Y2K bug. The world lets out a

sigh of relief after midnight strikes and

no major computer malfunctions occur.

The FBI warns of possible terrorist acts

on New Year's Eve and stays on national

alert throughout the celebration. After

the arrest of one man with bomb-making

materials, Seattle decides to cancel its

Space Needle celebration.

1999
A surprising number of people, appalled by the

- exorbitant costs of travel and events, decide to stay

home on New Year's Eve. Many companies and

performers drastically slash prices as a last-minute lure.
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